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Abstract 

Based on our needs, that is to say, through precise simulation of the impact 

phenomena that may occur inside a jet engine turbine with an explicit non-linear finite 

element code, four new material models are postulated. Each one of is calibrated for 

four high-performance alloys that can be encountered in a modern jet engine.  

A new uncoupled material model for high strain and ballistic is proposed. Based 

on a Johnson-Cook type model, the proposed formulation introduces the effect of the 

third deviatoric invariant by means of three different Lode angle dependent functions. 

The Lode dependent functions are added to both plasticity and failure models. The 

postulated model is calibrated for a 6061-T651 aluminium alloy with data taken from 

the literature. The fracture pattern predictability of the JCX material model is shown 

performing numerical simulations of various quasi-static and dynamic tests. 

As an extension of the above-mentioned model, a modification in the thermal 

softening behaviour due to phase transformation temperatures is developed (JCXt). 

Additionally, a Lode angle dependent flow stress is defined. Analysing the phase 

diagram and high temperature tests performed, phase transformation temperatures of the 

FV535 stainless steel are determined. The postulated material model constants for the 

FV535 stainless steel are calibrated. 

A coupled elastoplastic-damage material model for high strain and ballistic 

applications is presented (JCXd). A Lode angle dependent function is added to the 

equivalent plastic strain to failure definition of the Johnson-Cook failure criterion. The 

weakening in the elastic law and in the Johnson-Cook type constitutive relation 
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implicitly introduces the Lode angle dependency in the elastoplastic behaviour. The 

material model is calibrated for precipitation hardened Inconel 718 nickel-base 

superalloy. The combination of a Lode angle dependent failure criterion with weakened 

constitutive equations is proven to predict fracture patterns of the mechanical tests 

performed and provide reliable results. 

A transversely isotropic material model for directionally solidified alloys is 

presented. The proposed yield function is based a single linear transformation of the 

stress tensor. The linear operator weighs the degree of anisotropy of the yield function. 

The elastic behaviour, as well as the hardening, are considered isotropic. To model the 

hardening, a Johnson-Cook type relation is adopted. A material vector is included in the 

model implementation. The failure is modelled with the Cockroft-Latham failure 

criterion. The material vector allows orienting the reference orientation in any other that 

the user may need. The model is calibrated for the MAR-M 247 directionally solidified 

nickel-base superalloy. 
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Notation 

 The general notation employed in this thesis is described here. Tensorial 

notation is used as a basis to express the majority of the equations. Nevertheless, 

indicial and Voigt notations are used in some cases. A brief description of such 

notations is also included. 

I.1. General notation 

 The general notation adopted for the description of the mathematical expressions 

is detailed below. In some cases anoother notation has been followed. If the case arises, 

the changes will be notified. 

A , a   Lower or upper-case italic characters for scalar magnitudes. 

∆ , α   Lower or upper-case italic Greek letters for scalar magnitudes. 

n , a   Lower-case italic bold face characters, if not otherwise indicated, 

designate vectorial magnitudes. 

σ , τ   Lower-case italic bold faced Greek letters for second-order tensors. 

A , F   Upper-case italic bold faced characters for second-order tensors. 

C , I   Upper-case arial bold faced letters for fourth-order tensors. 

B , A  Upper-case script characters for spaces and bodies. 
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I.2. Important characters 

 Some of the main characters used are: 

B   Left Cauchy-Green strain tensor 

B   Generic body 

C   Right Cauchy-Green strain tensor 

C   Fourth-order elastic moduli tensor 

*C   Fourth-order anisotropic constant tensor 

Cep   Elastoplastic tangent modulus 

′C   Fourth-order anisotropic weighting constant tensor 

D   Damage parameter 

D   Rate-of-deformation tensor 

De   Elastic rate-of-deformation tensor 

D p   Plastic rate-of-deformation tensor 

E   Elastic modulus 

ei   Eigenvector of V  or ε  tensors associated with i th eigenvalue 

*ei   Eigenvector of σ  tensor associated with i th eigenvalue 

F   Deformation gradient 

G   Shear modulus 

H   Hardening modulus 

H   Generalised hardening modulus 

1 2 3, ,I I I  Principal invariants of a tensor 

I   Fourth-order identity tensor 
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I   Second-order identity tensor 

2 3,J J   Second and third deviatoric stress invariants 

K   Bulk modulus 

li   Eigenvector of U  tensor associated with i th eigenvalue 

L   Velocity spatial gradient 

L   Fourth-order anisotropic constant weighting tensor 

n   Normal vector 

N   Plastic flow vector 

p   Hydrostatic pressure 

R   Rotation tensor from polar decomposition 

θR   Generic rotation 

T   Temperature / shear yield stress 

t   Surface traction vector 

T   Fourth-order deviatoric transformation tensor 

u   Displacement field 

U   Right stretch tensor 

v   Velocity field 

V   Left stretch tensor 

W   Spin tensor 

w   Weakening function 

x   Spatial point 

X   Material point 
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Y   Yield stress (uniaxial yield stress) 

α   Internal variable 

α   A set of internal variables 

λ   Plastic multiplier 

ε   Generic one-dimensional strain 

ε   Strain tensor 

εe   Elastic strain tensor 

ε p   Plastic strain tensor 

εi   i th principal strain 

ε   Equivalent strain 

ε p   Equivalent plastic strain 

ε f
p   Equivalent plastic strain to failure 

λi   i th principal stretch 

ν   Poisson’s ratio 

ρ   Mass density 

σ   Generic one-dimensional stress 

σ   Cauchy stress tensor 

′σ   Deviatoric stress tensor 

σi   i th principal stress 

σ   Equivalent or von Mises stress 

σ H   Hydrostatic stress/pressure 
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*σ   Stress triaxiality 

τ   Generic shear stress 

φ   Yield function 

ψ   Plastic flow potential 

Ω   Domain of a body in the deformed configuration 

0Ω   Domain of a body in the reference configuration 

I.3. Symbols and operations 

 A short explanation of the symbols, as well as all the operations employed, is 

specified underneath. 

( )
⋅

   Material time derivative of ( )  

( )   Damaged ( )  

( )   Corotational ( )  

( )′   Deviatoric part of ( )  

( ) 1−
   Inverse of ( )  

( )T   Transpose of ( )  

( )δ    Sub-increment of ( ) . ( ) ( ) ( )1n n
δ

+
= ∆ − ∆    

( )∆    Increment of ( ) . ( ) ( ) ( )1n n+
∆ = −    

( )det    Determinant of ( )  

( )exp    Exponential of ( )  
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( )iI    thi  invariant of ( )  

( )Grad   Material gradient of ( )  

( )grad   Spatial gradient of ( )  

( )ln    Logarithm of ( )  

( )skew   Skew-symmetric part of ( )  

( )sym   Symmetric part of ( )  

( )tr    Trace of ( )  

( )   Absolute value of ( )  

( )
a
∂
∂

   Partial derivative of ( )  with respect a  

×a b   Cross product of vectors a  and b  

⊗a b   Tensor product of vectors a  and b  

⊗A B   Tensor product of tensors A  and B  

a   Euclidean norm of a vector. :=a a a  

⋅ =A B AB  Single contraction of tensors. Is not going to be indicated 

:A B   Double contraction or inner product of tensors. ( ): tr T=A B A B  

A   Euclidean norm of a tensor. :=A A A  

{ }σ   Vectors in Voigt notation 

[ ]C   Matrices in Voigt notation 
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ia   Vectors in indicial notation 

ijσ   Second-order tensors in indicial notation 

ijklC   Fourth-order tensors in indicial notation. 

I.4. Indicial and Voigt notations 

I.4.1. Indicial notation 

In indicial notation, the vectors and tensor are denoted with subscripts. The 

number of subscripts is directly related with the order of the tensor. If a vector is to be 

represented in indicial notation, one index is necessary, whereas if a second-order tensor 

is to be represented two indices are necessary. To illustrate this, some examples are 

shown below. 

iv=v  (I.1) 

ijσ=σ  (I.2) 

ijkl=C C  (I.3) 

If an index is repeated in the same term this means addition over the repeated 

indices. An example is proposed based on the calculation of a traction vector (see 

Appendix A). Having a Cauchy stress σ , the traction vector t  for a normal n  is 

calculated as =t σn . In indicial notation: 

3

1
i ij j ij j

j
t n nσ σ

=

= = ∑
 

(I.4) 

 

I.4.2. Voigt notation 

 In finite element implementations Voigt notation is extensively used. It allows 

representation of second-order symmetric tensors as first-order matrices, that is to say, 

as column vectors with six components. This is extremely helpful when dealing with 

fourth-order tensors, given that they can be represented as second-order matrices. 

For the case of a symmetric second-order tensor, the correspondence between 

tensor-Voight indices can be seen below. Additionally, the index conversion for user 
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material subroutines in LS-DYNA [1] is given. As an example the two most used 

second-order tensor are transformed from tensor to Voigt notation. 

{ }
LS-DYNA

11 1 11
22 2 22

11 12 13 1 6 5
33 3 33

22 23 2 4
23 4 12

sym 33 sym 3
13 5 23
12 6 13

     
     
        
        = = ⇒ = = →        
        

         
     
     

Τ Τ  (I.5) 

{ }

11 1 11

22 2 22
11 12 13 LS-DYNA33 3 33

22 23
23 4 12

33
13 5 23

12 6 13

sym

σ σ σ
σ σ σ

σ σ σ
σ σ σ

σ σ
σ σ σ

σ
σ σ σ
σ σ σ

     
     
      
      = ⇒ = = →      
      

       
     
     

σ σ

 

(I.6) 

{ }

1 1111

2 2222
11 12 13 LS-DYNA

3 3333
22 23

4 1223 23
33

5 2313 13

6 1312 12

2
sym

2
2

ε σε
ε σε

ε ε ε
ε σε

ε ε
ε γε γ

ε
ε γε γ
ε γε γ

    
    
     
          = ⇒ = = →       =      

       =
     

=          

ε ε  (I.7) 

 It should be noted that the shear strains are multiplied by a factor of two. 

Therefore, engineering shear strains occupy those positions.  

The indices of the fourth-order tensors are transformed from indicial to Voigt 

notation as ijkl abC C→ . The difference with the second-order tensor is that a and b  are 

both transformed according to the Table I.1. 

 

Table I.1. Indicial to Voigt transformation rule. 

aσ  a  1 2 3 4 5 6 

ijσ  i  1 2 3 2 1 1 
 j  1 2 3 3 3 2 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1. High-performance alloys 

High-performance materials have been constantly related with aerospace 

industry development. High-performance material is understood to be that which 

performs much better than another within a set of certain conditions. Since the 

beginning of the aerospace industry, specific characteristics have been required for the 

optimal performance to the materials susceptible for aeronautical use. Such 

characteristics can be synthesised in a question that material scientist or engineer should 

ask when designing a component with aeronautical use: For given loads and 

temperatures, which is the most lightweight material? 

Essentially, three principal features should be analysed when choosing those 

aeronautical-use materials: the mechanical properties, thermal behaviour and weight. It 

should be noted that the first two are closely related, though here we will treat them 

separately. For a good component design, the material used in it should be chosen with 

the previously-mentioned characteristics being balanced. 

Depending on the component to be designed, some specific characteristics may 

be more important than others. As an example, let us take a component of a part of a 

wing. For this component type, the temperature is not particularly critical. The working 

temperature range is approximately between -50 ºC to 30 ºC. Therefore, we should 

concentrate on balancing the mechanical behaviour within the temperature range and 

the weight. Probably, the most suitable materials will be a 2xxx, 6xxx or 7xxx 
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aluminium alloy or some class of polymeric matrix fibre-reinforced composite material 

such epoxy-carbon fibre or epoxy-glass fibre. 

Conversely, if an aero engine component is to be designed, other characteristics 

should be emphasised, especially in the case of turbo-machinery. In such a case, the 

temperature plays a stronger role than it did in the case of a wing component. 

 The thesis is focused on the mechanical behaviour of the materials used in the 

construction of aero engines. Hence, from now on the text will be centred on those 

materials and characteristics required for the design of aero engine components. In order 

to understand better the features that the materials studied have, a brief description of 

the jet engine is presented in the next section. 

1.2. The jet engine 

Aero engines are composed mainly of two families, piston-driven engines and 

jet engines. Nowadays the use of piston-driven engines is reserved almost exclusively to 

small training, utility or sport aircraft. Conversely, turbo-jet engines are extensively 

used. The “turbo” term is used for all turbine-driven engines, with turbo-jet engines 

being no exception. Within this classification we can find the following: turbo-jets, 

turbo-fans, turbo-propellers or turbo-shafts (the second term of the compound nouns 

after the hyphen indicates what is driven by the turbine). 

For illustrative purposes the simplest of the possible configurations of turbo-jet 

engines is taken into consideration. This engine has a simple spool or shaft that connects 

the turbine and the compressor, as can be seen in Figure 1.1. Hence, it is a single-spool 

turbo-jet engine. 

What this type of engine does is essentially accelerate a gas stream inside of it. 

The working cycle of a conventional piston-driven engine is shown in Figure 1.1 to 

serve as a comparison with the turbo-jet engine. Many people have some degree of 

knowledge or a notion of how a piston-driven engine works, which is the reason for 

comparing the two engines. 
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Figure 1.1. Working cycle of a single-spool turbo-jet engine compared with the working cycle of a 
conventional piston-driven aero engine [2]. 

 

 As mentioned above, the objective of a turbo-jet engine is to take air and 

transform it into an accelerated gas stream that gives enough thrust to an aircraft. The 

process starts in the compressor. This entails several compressor stages, with each one 

is formed by a rotor and a stator. Both the rotor and stator are constituted by a number 

of blades and vanes respectively. As their name indicates, the rotor has a rotational 

movement, while the stator is fixed to the main structure. The work of these blades, 

some moving and some fixed, is to compress and accelerate the air in each one of the 

stages. As a consequence of compression the air continues to increase in temperature 

until it reaches the combustion chamber. 

The compressed air is then ignited with burning fuel in the combustion chamber. 

Note that unless the piston-driven engine, the combustion chamber is not an enclosed 

space and action of the engine is continuous. Therefore, there are not peak pressures 

inside the combustion chamber. The volume-augmented gases leave the combustion 

chamber to expand themselves to the atmospheric pressure. On their way out, the 

turbine takes advantage of the high internal energy of the gases and transforms them 

into mechanical energy. 

As in the case of the compressor, the turbine is divided in stages and the stages 

in turn are divided in rotating and fixed parts. The fixed parts are responsible for 

converting the pressure of the kinetic energy of the gases and redirect them in order to 
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rotate the turbine. For the accomplishment of this, a nozzle is needed. Hence, these 

components are the so-called Nozzle Guided Vanes (NGVs). The rotating part is named 

the turbine rotor, composing turbine blades. This part transforms the velocity of the 

gases into rotating energy that is transferred to the shaft and in turn transferred it to the 

compressor rotor. 

 In a more realistic case, a good example of a jet engine would be a turbo-fan 

engine. A real triple-spool turbo-fan engine can be seen on Figure 1.2 (a). A scheme of 

a generic triple-spool turbo-fan engine also can be seen on Figure 1.2 (b). This shows 

some of the features of the compressor and turbine covered in the previous paragraphs. 

As can be seen, a more complex configuration is necessary to operate a turbo-fan 

engine. An approximate temperature profile along the path that the gas stream travels 

inside the engine is plotted in Figure 1.2 (b) [2]. This profile will provide us an idea of 

the materials susceptible to use for turbo-fan engine component. 

1.3. Materials in jet engines 

The temperature profile in Figure 1.2 (b) will be used as a guideline for the 

material selection. Obviously, metallic alloys are the most reasonable option. The 

casing of the engine is a good example of the material selection. It combines and 

balances the three characteristics seen in the section 1.1. The casing should be a rigid 

and robust, but light enough, component capable of absorbing impact loadings coming 

from the interior of the engine. 

In turbo-fan engines the casing of the fan and the first stages of the compressor 

are made of aluminium alloys, while the casing for the following stages is made of 

high-alloy steels. Titanium alloys could also be used, but due to their high price are 

almost restricted to military use. The high pressure increase on the compressor may be 

such that on occasions nickel-base or cobalt-base superalloys are needed for the latest 

stages of the compressor casing. The combustion chamber is less critical in terms of 

impact loadings, though more important in terms of temperature. Here, coated 

superalloys and the most suitable temperature-resistant materials along with a efficient 

cooling system, are used. Finally, the first stages of the turbine (HPT) are cased by 

using nickel-base or cobalt-base superalloys, whereas the casing of the latest stages 

(LPT) is made of high-alloy steels. 
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a 

 
b 

 
Figure 1.2. (a) Triple-spool turbo-fan engine Rolls-Royce Trent 900. [3]. (b) Simplified scheme of a 
generic triple-spool turbo-fan engine and the approximate temperature profile. 

 

The fan blades have a high length-width aspect ratio. Therefore, a high rigidity 

over mass density ratio is required. The titanium alloys are a good choice for this 

purpose. In the past, other solutions such as aluminium or titanium covered honeycombs 

were also used. 

 Stator vanes, as well as the NGVs, although subjected to different temperatures, 

have the same load solicitation, given that they are fixed to the structure of the engine 

and therefore static. Thus, the temperature resistance is the most important required 
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characteristic. Depending on the axial position and hence on the temperature, titanium 

alloys, high-alloy steels and nickel-base or cobalt-base superalloys, in this order, are 

customarily used for stator vanes. However, the NGVs are subjected to higher 

temperatures than the stator vanes. Thus, nickel-base or cobalt-base superalloys with 

cooling systems are employed. 

 The rotating parts have, however, additional requirements. In addition to 

temperature, they are required to withstand large inertia forces in relatively long periods 

of time. The weight of the components is also more important that in the static parts. 

The weight provokes larger inertia forces, and as a consequence, a higher risk of 

unbalancing the engine, which can turn into a catastrophic failure. Having said that, the 

titanium alloys are preferred for compressor rotor blades. If temperature requirements 

are demanding, instead of titanium alloys, nickel-base or cobalt-base superalloys are 

employed. 

 Turbine blades should be mentioned apart from the other engine components. 

These components are the most advanced piece of metallurgic technology made by 

humankind. The problem that these components face is essentially one of creep, which 

entails plasticity occurring below yield stress due to load maintenance at high 

temperatures. Since creep is activated by thermal effects, the place where defects 

accumulate and travel are the grain boundaries. The problem caused by the strong creep 

effect suffered by the turbine blades needs an extraordinary solution; removal of the 

grain boundaries. The most advanced turbine blade is made of a metallic single crystal 

nickel-base superalloy. Such an alloy is used in the first stages of the high pressure 

turbines. Sophistication in terms of metallurgic engineering lowers as the working 

temperature for turbine blade diminishes. Thus, for the next stages directionally 

solidified turbine blades can be encountered. Far from the combustion chamber where 

the temperature is lower, turbine blades are made of conventional polycrystalline nickel-

base superalloy. A comparison among the different type of nickel-base superalloy 

turbine blades is shown in Figure 1.3. 

1.4. Motivation. Containment of blade-off events 

Current aero engine standards oblige manufacturers to pass severe tests in order 

to ensure the security of such engines. One of these tests is the containment test. The 
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basic idea is that if something that can damage the engine happens during take-off, 

flight or landing, all the damaged pieces must be contained within the casing. Several 

events may occur that damage the aero engine. Whatever the initiator is, the last and 

most dangerous situation is the blade-off event. 

 A blade-off event is characterised by the failure of a blade corresponding to any 

of the rotating parts of the engine. Due to the strong centrifugal forces that the rotating 

parts are subjected to, if a blade is damaged in any unexpected process its load carrying 

area will be reduced making the blade more prone to an abrupt failure. If sudden failure 

occurs, the blade transforms its internal energy into kinetic energy. This makes the 

blade turn into a projectile with a potentially dangerous radial velocity. The radial 

velocity depends on the rotational speed and the radius of gyration of the component. 

Depending on those factors such velocity could reach ballistic velocity values. If this 

happens, the casing is the only barrier between the aircraft wing and the blade. 

Therefore, the casing acts as a shield. 

 

Figure 1.3. Polycrystalline, directionally solidified and single crystal superalloy made turbine blades [2]. 
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One of the most common sources of blade-off events are ingestion 

phenomenona. These are produced due to the absorption of some external agent (see 

Figure 1.4). This may cause severe internal damage to the engine. It can be particularly 

harmful for the engine if the rotating parts are affected during the impact or afterwards 

when a damaged component travels downstream inside the engine. 

The need for the containment tests is now clearer. The containment tests try to 

reproduce artificially a blade-off event. For that purpose, once the engine is properly 

instrumented in a controlled environment, an explosive charge is planted in the base 

(root or fir-tree) of a blade. When the engine is running at the desired rotational speed 

the charge is activated, releasing the blade from the disk to which it belongs. The test is 

considered successful if the casing holds and is not perforated. As could be expected, 

these real-scale tests are expensive, since certification implies testing an engine with all 

its components. Hence, repetition of the test on several occasions to perform parametric 

studies (thickness, material,among others) on the casing is not an option. 

To cope with this issue, numerical simulations using the finite element method 

(FEM) of this type of tests are considered. The most suitable finite element code for 

such a purpose is an explicit non-linear code such as the commercial codes LS-DYNA, 

ABAQUS/Explicit or AUTODYN. In order to simulate with relative precision the 

contention test, proper material models are necessary. In a jet engine design process the 

simulation of real-scale containment tests would save an incredible amount of money. 

Additionally, a significant amount of parametric studies would be possible, leading to a 

more optimised design of the engine. 

1.5. Objectives 

Simulations of impact phenomena on FEM codes requires careful selection of a 

material model. The user must select a suitable material model that can reproduce the 

physics of the case to be simulated (widely featured in the corresponding literature). 

Therefore, finding one that can fit our needs is a difficult task. Hence, one of the 

objectives is to review the most extended material models for metals and compare them, 

in order to obtain a general picture of the state of the art. 
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Figure 1.4. Aero engine containment failure due to ingestion or internal component malfunction. 

 

A blade-off event is an impact phenomenon by nature, with impact physics 

being dominant. Therefore, the materials involved in a phenomenon such as this will 

suffer deformations at high strain rates and high temperatures. Furthermore, due to the 

working temperature of the engine the temperature increase would be even higher. 

Hence, we should build new material models for metals but focused on our 

needs. Essentially, the objective is to be capable of simulating with precision, using an 

explicit non-linear finite element code, impact phenomena that may occur inside a jet 

engine turbine. Based on that, any new material model to be postulated should have the 

next characteristics: 

• The material model should be able to take into account the strain rate and 

thermal softening effects. Thus, the Johnson-Cook model [4, 5] is taken as a 

starting point to develop the material model. 

• Since the material model is intended to be transferable to industry, it should be 

kept as simple as possible. This implies keeping the number of the material 

constants as low as possible. 

• The material model should be able to capture complex fracture patterns such as 

cup-cone, slanted or shear fracture. Additionally, typical fractures of dynamic 

phenomena, i.e. pettaling, spalling or shear band prediction, should be 

reproduced. As seen from previous works, the introduction of the third 

deviatoric invariant would be key. Therefore, some kind of Lode angle 

dependence should be implemented in the material model. 
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One of the pending tasks of the current material models is that most are unable 

to capture complex fracture patterns, i.e. cup-cone fracture or slanted fracture. Some 

recent models such as GTN with Lode angle dependence [6] or the Xue-Wierzbicki    

[7, 8] model (see Chapter 2), have been successful in capturing such complex patterns 

by introducing third deviatoric invariant dependency into the failure criterion. The Lode 

angle dependency on the failure criteria by itself is not enough to capture the complex 

fracture patterns. Thus, some sort of damage-coupled formulation is necessary to 

reproduce such patterns. 

The models like those mentioned above have not been yet extensively tested in 

ballistic applications. The most extended model for such applications is the Johnson-

Cook model [4, 5]. Its relatively simple formulation makes it attractive to use. Although 

it is simple, an elevated number of constants should be calibrated. 

Four material models for four different materials are proposed following the 

characteristics listed above. The materials analysed are four high-performance alloys 

used in the construction of jet engine components. Such materials ordering them from 

the lowest to highest working temperature, are: 6061-T651 aluminium alloy, FV535 

martensitic stainless steel, Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy and MAR-M 247 

directionally solidified nickel-base superalloy. 

The development of these four material models and their implementation in a 

finite element code are the main objectives of this thesis. The code chosen for purpose is 

LS-DYNA [1] non-linear explicit finite element code. For this reason some of the 

aspects of the thesis are focused on this particular code. 

1.6. Structure of the thesis 

The thesis composes seven chapters and two appendices. Chapters 1 and 2 

involve the introduction and fundamentals of metal plasticity. In Chapters 3 to 6, four 

material models for four high-performance alloys are proposed. Then, Chapter 7 shows 

the final conclusions and future work. Appendix A covers some fundamentals of 

continuum mechanics. Finally, Appendix B details some algorithms used in the finite 

element implementations of the material models proposed. The contents of the chapters 

and appendices are summarised below: 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction, motivation and objectives of the thesis. 

CHAPTER 2. Theory of metal plasticity and overview of the current metal plasticity 

models. Finally, summary tables are constructed for fast and convenient 

tracking of the exposed material models. 

CHAPTER 3. A new plasticity and failure model for ballistic applications. Tensile and 

torsion tests on 6061-T651 aluminium alloy are used for demonstrating 

the capabilities of the postulated material model. 

CHAPTER 4. The thermal softening, when phase transformation temperatures appear 

on metallic materials is studied. Such phase transformation temperature 

effects are investigated for FV535 stainless steel. A material model with 

additional thermal softening features is proposed. 

CHAPTER 5. A coupled elastoplastic-damage model for ballistic applications is 

proposed. The model features lode dependence and Johnson-Cook type 

hardening. The postulated material model is calibrated for precipitation 

hardening Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy. 

CHAPTER 6. A transversely isotropic plasticity model for directionally solidified alloys 

is proposed. The model is completed with the Cockroft-Latham failure 

criterion. The model is calibrated for MAR-M 247 directionally 

solidified nickel-base superalloy. 

CHAPTER 7. Conclusions and future work. 

APPENDIX A. Basic notions of continuum mechanics are described. The aim is to 

provide the minimum notions in order to follow the research performed 

in the thesis. 

APPENDIX B. The computation of polar decomposition and eigenvalues for the finite 

element implementation of material models is shown. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Metal plasticity and ductile fracture, an 
overview 

A brief overview of the most extended continuum mechanics based material 

models for metal plasticity and ductile failure criteria is addressed in this chapter. The 

objective is first to review the state of the art and second to establish a solid foundation 

for a better understanding of what is examined in the subsequent chapters. 

 The first six sections cover the theoretical background necessary to understand 

metal plasticity and fracture. The last two are devoted to the isotropic material models 

used in the engineering research community. Any model which can represent the 

elastic-plastic behaviour, as well as fracture of a material, will be referred as a material 

model. One of the main purposes of revisiting the theoretical basis of the metal 

plasticity and fracture is to have a unified notation. Some of the reviewed material 

models have not kept their original notation, given that a unified notation is considered 

as more consistent. 

 For the sake of simplicity, neither back stress nor kinematic hardening are 

considered. Since those variables have not been thoroughly reasearched in the thesis, it 

would not be fitting for themm to be taken into account, either in this or any other 

chapter. 
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2.1. A general case of multiaxial plasticity 

In this section large and small strain description for an elastic-plastic material is 

covered. This will be followed in order to have a unified formulation for all the models 

reviewed and proposed in the entire study. A general case of a hypoelastic-plastic 

formulation for large strains is exposed. Further on the text, its particularisation to the 

small strain case will be detailed. 

For a general elastic-plastic constitutive model, the following components are 

necessary: 

1.  The additive decomposition of the rate-of-deformation (infinitesimal strain rate) 

tensor. 

2.  An elastic constitutive equation. Isotropic behaviour is assumed for all the cases. 

3.  A yield criterion with its yield function. 

4.  A plastic flow rule, associated or non-associated. 

5.  Evolution law of the internal variables. 

6.  Loading/unloading conditions 

2.1.1. Hypoelastic-plastic material, large strains 

Additive decomposition of the rate-of-deformation tensor, D , in its elastic, eD , 

and plastic, pD , part is assumed: 

e p= +D D D  (2.1)  

 The elastic behaviour of a metal is defined by Hooke’s law as a stress-strain 

relationship given by: 

( ): :J J e J pσ σ∇ = = − C Cσ D D D  (2.2)  

where J∇
σ  is the Jaumann rate Cauchy stress tensor and JσC  is the fourth-order tensor 

of elastic moduli. It should be noted that if elastic moduli are constant, to satisfy 

material frame indifference, they have to be isotropic [9] (see Appendix A). Therefore, 
JσC must be equal to the standard fourth-order isotropic tensor of elastic moduli C  

given by: 
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( )( ) ( )
2 2
3 1 1 2 1
G E EK G ν

ν ν ν
 = − ⊗ + = ⊗ +  + − + 

C I I I I I I  (2.3)  

where E  is the elastic modulus, ν  is the Poisson’s ratio, G  is the shear modulus and 

K  is the bulk modulus. 

Let us assume the yielding of the material as a function of the Cauchy stress 

tensor σ  and a set of hardening thermodinamical forces A : 

( ), 0φ =σ A  (2.4)  

In the case of isotropic hardening for instance, the hardening thermodinamical 

force is only the hardening function. Yielding on the material will then occur when the 

function φ  is equal to zero, with it remaining in elastic regime while such a function is 

negative. 

 The evolution laws for the internal variables should be defined. The internal 

variables chosen in this particular case are the plastic strain tensor and a set of internal 

variables α   which, depending on their nature, may be scalars or components of tensors. 

Examples of scalar variables may be the equivalent plastic strain, damage parameter or 

the void volume fraction, while an example of variable as tensor component could be 

the back stress. The evolution law for the strain tensor is termed as the plastic flow rule 

and is defined as: 

( ),λ=D N σ A

p  (2.5)  

where λ  is the plastic multiplier and ( ),N σ A  is the flow vector. The latter indicates 

the direction of the plastic strains. The evolution law for the set of internal variables is 

known as hardening law and is given by: 

( ),λ=α H σ A

  (2.6)  

where ( ),H σ A  is the generalised hardening modulus, which represents the evolution 

of the hardening variables. 

 Once the evolution laws for plastic flow and internal variables are defined, 

loading/unloading conditions can be duly defined as: 
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0,        0 ,        =0λ φ λφ≥ ≤   (2.7)  

These conditions are interpreted as plastic loading 0λ ≥ , elastic loading 0 φ≤  

and yielding =0λφ . 

The flow rule may be derived from a plastic potential ( ),ψ ψ= σ A  or from the 

yield function directly. In the former case the flow rule is called non-associative, while 

in the latter is known as associative. The flow vector and the generalised hardening 

modulus are given by: 

( )

( )

,

,

ψ

ψ

∂
=

∂
∂

= −
∂

N σ A
σ

H σ A
A

 (2.8)  

For the case of an associative flow rule, ψ φ= . 

For the determination of the plastic multiplier λ  the additional so-called 

consistency condition ( 0φ = ) is needed. Differentiating the yield function with respect 

to time and using the chain rule, we obtain: 

:φ φφ ∇∂ ∂
= + ∗

∂ ∂
σ A

σ A
 



J  (2.9)  

Using the elastic response (2.2) and the evolution laws of the internal variables 

(2.5), φ  can be equivalently written as: 

( ) ( ): : : :φ φ φ φφ λ λ λ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − + ∗ ∗ = − + ∗

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
AD N α D N H

σ A α σ α
C C   

  (2.10)  

where the symbol ∗  denotes the appropriate product between A  and α . Finally, as a 

virtue of the consistency condition, the plastic multiplier λ  is: 

: :

: :

φ

λ φ φ

∂
∂=

∂ ∂
− ∗

∂ ∂

D
σ

N H
σ α

C

C

  (2.11)  
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2.1.2. Small strains 

For the small strain case, the Cauchy stress rate tensor is chosen as a relevant 

magnitude instead of the Jaumann stress rate because objectivity requirements are 

unimportant. The strain measure is reduced to a single one, the infinitesimal strain 

tensor ε . In Table 2.1 both large and small strain formulations for a general elastic-

plastic case are summarised. 

Table 2.1. Hypoelastic-plastic and elastic-plastic constitutive models. 

Hypoelastic-plastic Infinitesimal or small strain 

1. Additive decomposition: 

e p= +D D D  (2.1) 
e p

e p

= +

= +  

ε ε ε
ε ε ε

 (2.12) 

2. Elastic constitutive equation (rate form): 

( ): :J e p∇ = = − C Cσ D D D
 

(2.2)
 

( ): :e p= = −   C Cσ ε ε ε
 

(2.13)
 

3. Yield condition: 

( ), 0φ =σ A
 

(2.4)
 

4. Plastic flow rule: 

( ),λ=D N σ A

p

 
(2.5)

 
( ),λ=ε N σ A



p  (2.14)
 

5. Evolution law of the internal variables: 

( ),λ=α H σ A



 
(2.6)

 
6. Loading/unloading conditions: 

0,        0 ,        =0λ φ λφ≥ ≤ 

 
(2.7)

 
Plastic multiplier: 

: :

: :

φ

λ φ φ

∂
∂=

∂ ∂
− ∗

∂ ∂

D
σ

N H
σ α

C

C



 
(2.11)

 

: :

: :

φ

λ φ φ

∂
∂=

∂ ∂
− ∗

∂ ∂

ε
σ
N H

σ α

C

C





 
(2.15)
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2.2. Invariant representation and principal stress space 

Any yield surface can be described by using stress invariants ( 1I , 2I  and 3I ) 

[10]. This representation is extremely useful, given that in most of the cases it is 

associated to a geometric interpretation in the principal stress space. Prior to introducing 

the stress invariants the principal stress space will now be defined. 

2.2.1. Principal stress space 

Let us consider a coordinate system defined by three mutually orthogonal axes. 

The principal stresses 1σ , 2σ  and 3σ  (see Appendix A) are taken as the axes of the 

previously defined system (Figure 2.1). This is the so-called principal stress space. The 

octahedral or π plane [11], is a plane whose equation is 1 2 3 0σ σ σ+ + =  in the principal 

stress state. Obviously, any stress tensor σ  can be defined as a vector (


OS ) emanating 

from the origin O in the principal stress space (see Figure 2.1). The deviatoric part, by 

its definition, will then be a vector placed in the octahedral plane (


OP ), while the 

spherical part will be a vector (


OG ) perpendicular to such a plane, lying in the           

so-called hydrostatic axis. The hydrostatic axis has the direction (1 3 ,1 3 ,1 3 ). 

 
Figure 2.1. Imaginary yield surface represented in the principal stress space. 
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Consider a yield surface for an isotropic material without Bauschinger effect 

represented on the octahedral plane as in Figure 2.2. If yielding occurs for a stress state 

{ }1 2 3, ,σ σ σ  it will so occur for { }1 3 2, ,σ σ σ . Therefore, the yield surface must be 

symmetrical about the projected principal axis SS. Applying the same reasoning for the 

other principal stresses by means of symmetry, the form of the yield surface is repeated 

over 12 segments of 30º. Moreover, any point lying on the yield surface has a 

diametrically symmetric one. 

Geometrically speaking, the yield function ( )1 2 3, ,φ I I I  represents a surface in 

the principal stress space. Yielding occurs when the head of a vector representing a 

stress tensor touches the yield surface. 

2.2.2. Stress invariant representation 

As previously mentioned, most yield criteria are expressed as a function of the 

three stress invariants ( )1 2 3, ,I I I . Nevertheless, a combination of anoother three 

invariants ( )2, ,σ θH J  is more common. Thus, the yield function can also be a function 

of them as: 

( ) ( )1 2 3 2, , , ,φ φ φ σ θ= = HI I I J  (2.16)  
 

 
Figure 2.2. Symmetry for yield surfaces of isotropic materials. 
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where Hσ  is the hydrostatic stress, 2J  is the second deviatoric stress invariant and θ  is 

the Lode angle. The first invariant is related with the stress tensor, whereas the other 

two are related with the deviatoric stress tensor. 

 The hydrostatic stress (see Appendix A) according to (A.23) is: 

( ) ( )1
1 1 tr
3 3H Iσ = =σ σ  (2.17)  

If the yield function has any hydrostatic stress dependence the yield surface 

changes its form while moving along the hydrostatic axis. The hydrostatic dependency 

on the yielding function is generally attributed to porous-like materials as soils, rocks or 

concrete. In metals, this dependency is usually neglected [11]. 

The second deviatoric stress invariant 2J  is: 

( ) ( )2
2 2

1 1tr :
2 2

J I ′ ′ ′ ′= − = =σ σ σ σ  (2.18)  

The third deviatoric stress invariant 3J  is: 

( ) ( ) ( )3
3 3

1det tr
3

J I ′ ′ ′= = =σ σ σ  (2.19)  

Typically, the third invariant is not used per se in the formulation of the yield 

function. Another invariant is used in exchange, the Lode angle. The main reason is that 

this last invariant has a clear geometric interpretation in the principal stress space. The 

Lode angle θ  is a function of the second 2J  and third 3J  deviatoric stress invariants as: 

1 13 3
3 2 3
2

3 3 271 1sin sin
3 2 3 2

θ
σ

− −   = − = −       

J J
J

 (2.20)  

 The Lode angle takes values from 6 6π θ π− ≤ ≤  ( 30º 30ºθ− ≤ ≤ ), with the 

angle being between ′σ  and nearest pure shear line (see Figure 2.2). According to the 

definition, 30ºθ = −  represents an axisymmetric tensile stress state, while 30ºθ =  

represents an axisymmetric compression stress state. Between them, 0ºθ =  is for a pure 

shear stress state. 
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Alternatively, the Lode angle can be substituted by a normalised value. In the 

literature this is found as Lode parameter µL  [12]. It is defined in terms of principal 

stresses by: 

2 3 1

3 1

2 3 tanσ σ σµ θ
σ σ

− −
= = −

−L  (2.21)  

 As a normalised value, the Lode parameter takes values from 1 1µ≥ ≥ −L             

( 30º 30ºθ− ≤ ≤ ). Being expressed in terms of principal stresses helps in obtaining a 

better understanding of the concept of the Lode angle. Thus, as pointed out previously, 

when 1µ =L  ( 30ºθ = − ) we have 3 2σ σ=  which is to say that we are in a axisymmetric 

tensile stress state ( )1 2 ,0,0σ σ− . For 1µ = −L  ( 30ºθ = ) we have 1 2σ σ= , an 

axisymmetric compression stress state ( )3 1,0,0σ σ− . Finally, when 0µ =L  ( 0ºθ = ) we 

have ( )2 3 11 2σ σ σ= + , a pure shear stress state with ( )3 1 1 31 2 , ,0σ σ σ σ− − . 

Xue and Wierzbicki [8] among others, have included other normalised Lode 

angle parameters. They define a deviatoric state parameter χL  as the relative ratio of 

the principal stresses as: 

2 3

1 3

1 3 tan
2

σ σ θχ
σ σ

− +
= =

−L  (2.22)  

 Now, the deviatoric state parameter ranges between 0 1χ≤ ≤L  ( 30º 30ºθ− ≤ ≤ ). 

The deviatoric state parameter is 0χ =L  in axisymmetric tensile stress state, 1χ =L  in 

axisymmetric compression stress state and 0.5χ =L  in pure shear stress state. 

2.3. Drucker’s postulate and its consequences 

Consider an elastic-plastic material initially with a stress tensor σ  and a strain 

tensor ε . If an “external agency”, regardless of what has produced the current loads, 

slowly applies an incremental load resulting in a stress tensor increment σd , it therefore 

causes a strain tensor increment = +ε ε εe pd d d . If the “external agency” removes 

slowly the load, then the work performed by the “external agency” during the 
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application of the incremental load is ( ): := +σ ε σ ε εe pd d d d d . The following two 

statements define a plastically stable or work-hardening material: 

1. The work performed by the “external agency” during the application of the 

incremental load is positive, : 0>σ εd d  

2. The work carried out in the loading/unloading cycle is non-negative, 

: 0≥σ ε pd d  

This is the so-called Drucker’s postulate [13]. In the particular case of perfectly 

plastic materials, : 0>σ εd d  and : 0=σ ε pd d . 

For a one-dimensional situation, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, a strain hardening 

material would be stable; whereas a strain softening one, like a metal at high 

temperatures or a soil-like material, would be unstable according to the first statement. 

Let us consider now a strain hardening “stable” material. The stress performed 

by the “external agency” may not necessarily be a small increment. Let us assume an 

initial stress tensor *σ  as a point inside the plastic surface or a point which lies in the 

plastic surface not far from σ  (see Figure 2.4). In this case, the process followed by the 

“external agency” consists of a loading step to the yield surface, an incremental stress 

load σd  that produces an incremental strain εd  and eventually an elastic unloading to 

the initial state *σ . The material is said to have suffered a stress cycle. 

 
Figure 2.3. Stable and unstable one-dimensional stress-strain curves according to Drucker’s postulate. 
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With *−σ σ σd  the work performed per unit volume by the “external agency” 

is ( )* :−σ σ ε pd . Then, the second statement of Drucker’s postulate implies: 

( )* : 0− ≥σ σ ε pd  (2.23)  

 The implications of (2.23) are of significant importance, as will be explained in 

the subsequent paragraphs. 

Representing the second-order symmetric tensors as six component vectors (see 

Notation), equivalently we can write: 

{ } { }* 0− ⋅ ≥σ σ ε pd  (2.24)  

Since dot product is non-negative, the angle between the vector { }*−σ σ  and the 

vector of incremental plastic strains { }ε pd  emanating from the same origin must be less 

than 90º (see dashed vectors in Figure 2.5(a)). If the incremental plastic strains vector is 

always normal to the yield surface, there cannot be found a vector { }*−σ σ  that forms 

more than 90º with it. Therefore, the normality rule holds. For sharp corners, it can be 

demonstrated that any incremental plastic strains vector which lies inside the cone 

bound by the normal vectors to the surface on either side of the corner is valid (see 

Figure 2.5(b)). 

 
Figure 2.4. Loading/unloading cycle performed by an “external agency”.  

*σ

σd

+σ σd

New yield surface
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A curve is said to be convex if it always lies on one side of a tangent at any point 

[14]. Following this argument, if there is any initial stress state lying in the other side of 

the tangent, as can be seen in Figure 2.5(c), the inequality is violated. Therefore, the 

yield surface is convex. In other words, the entire elastic region lies on only one side of 

the tangent. 

2.3.1. The principle of maximum plastic dissipation 

The principle of maximum plastic dissipation is a consequence of Drucker’s 

postulate. In fact, it is another interpretation of the equation (2.23). The rate form of 

such an equation is: 

( )* : 0− ≥σ σ ε p  (2.25)  

 Alternatively, defining the rate of plastic work or plastic dissipation as 

:= σ ε



p pW , it appears that it can be rewritten as: 

* *    ;    : :≥ ≥σ ε σ ε 

 

p p p pW W  (2.26)  

The principle of maximum plastic dissipation postulates that for a given plastic 

strain rate ε p , among the possible stresses *σ  that satisfy the yield criterion, the actual 

state σ  maximises the plastic dissipation. The principle of maximum plastic dissipation 

is often used as a starting point to obtain the same consequences of convexity and 

normality on the yield surface [15].  

a b c 

   
Figure 2.5. Properties of a yield surface with associated flow rule: normality (a), convexity (b) and corner 
(b) conditions, derived from the plastic stability. 
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It should be noted that satisfying the principle of maximum plastic dissipation 

does not necessarily mean that the stability postulate is satisfied. That is, the stability 

postulate is a sufficient condition, not a necessary one. 

For convex yield surfaces, the principle of maximum plastic dissipation is a 

necessary and sufficient condition for normality. This is satisfied for strain hardening 

and strain softening plasticity. Nevertheless, a “stable” plastic material defined in terms 

of Drucker’s postulate requires strain hardening plasticity. The maximum plastic 

dissipation postulate holds for metal plasticity and crystal plasticity and is usually in 

accordance with the experimental evidence. 

On occasions, experimental evidence suggests that non-associated flow rules are 

more suitable. In this case, the plastic strains are not necessarily normal to the yield 

surface. Moreover, non-conventional yield surfaces are perfectly arguable. In such a 

case, the principle of maximum dissipation does not usually hold. Nevertheless, this 

does not mean that Drucker’s postulate can be satisfied. 

Summarising, the requirement of a convex yield surface and an associative flow 

rule is a sufficient, though not necessary condition to satisfy the principle of maximum 

plastic dissipation, and hence, Drucker’s postulate. If this requirement is not fulfilled, 

“stability” is not guaranteed, if otherwise is not demonstrated. 

2.4. Isotropic yield criteria 

In general, the mechanical behaviour of metals is considered isotropic. Most 

metals present a polycrystalline microstructure. This makes their properties highly 

homogenous. 

Prior to introducing the two most classical yield criteria for metal plasticity, 

Tresca [16] and von Mises [17] criteria, the concept of pressure-insensitivity is 

presented. As pointed out in the former section, metal plasticity does not depend on the 

hydrostatic stress. It was well established that yielding of a metal could be considered 

exclusively due to the deviatoric stress [11], that is, the hydrostatic stress did not 

contribute to yielding. 
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The yield function that corresponds to a metal only depends on the deviatoric 

invariants, that is to say, 

( ) ( )2 3 2, ,φ φ φ θ= =I I J  (2.27)  

 The yield surface represented in the principal stress space is now diametrically 

symmetric to the hydrostatic axis. In Figure 2.6, the Tresca and von Mises yield 

surfaces are plotted in the principal stress state as a further example of that fact. 

2.4.1. The Tresca yield criterion 

The criterion, proposed by Tresca [16] in the second half of the nineteeth 

century, postulates that yielding starts when a maximum shear stress is reached. Such a 

maximum shear stress is: 

( )max 1 3
1
2

τ σ σ= −  (2.28)  

with 1σ  and 3σ  being the maximum and minimum principal stresses respectively (see 

Appendix A). The onset yielding condition for the present yield criterion is: 

( ) ( )1 3
1
2

σ σ α− = T  (2.29)  

 

 
Figure 2.6. von Mises and Tresca yield criteria. Geometric interpretation of the three invariants                 
( 2, ,H Jσ θ ) in the principal stress space. 
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where ( )αT  is the shear yield stress function of an internal hardening variable α . 

Knowing that the uniaxial yield stress is ( ) ( )2α α=Y T , the yield function that 

describes the Tresca yield criterion can be written as: 

( ) ( ) ( )1 3,φ α σ σ α= − −σ Y  (2.30)  

 Equivalently, the yield function, may be expressed as a function of 2J  and θ . 

( ) ( )2 2, 2 cosφ θ θ α= −J J Y  (2.31)  

 In the principal stress space, the Tresca yield surface is represented by an infinite 

hexagonal prism, whose longitudinal axis coincides with the hydrostatic axis. 

2.4.2. The von Mises yield criterion 

The yield criterion proposed by von Mises [17] some time later, at the start of 

the twentieth century, states that yielding occurs when the second deviatoric invariant 

2J  reaches a critical value. 

( )2 α=J K  (2.32)  

 In the case of a shear stress state: 

0 0
0 0

0 0 0

τ
τ

 
 ′= =  
 
 

σ σ

 

(2.33)  

 For a 2
2 τ=J , the yield function now can be written as: 

( ) ( )( ) ( )2,φ α α′= −σ σ σJ T
 

(2.34)  

where ( ) ( )α α=T K  is the shear yield stress. 

Assuming a uniaxial stress state, the stress tensor is: 

0 0
0 0

sym 0

σ 
 =  
 
 

σ

 

(2.35)  
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 Calculating the deviatoric stress tensor we have, 

2 0 0
3

1 0
3

1sym
3

σ

σ

σ

 
 
 
 ′ = − 
 
 − 
 

σ

 

(2.36)  

 According to its definition, 2
2 1 3σ=J . Therefore, the yield function for this 

stress state may be expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( ),φ α σ α= −σ σ Y  (2.37)  

where ( ) ( )3α α=Y K  is the uniaxial yield stress and σ  is the equivalent or von 

Mises stress defined as: 

( ) ( )( )23σ ′=σ σ σJ
 

(2.38)  

 Using the von Mises yield criterion, the relationship between uniaxial and shear 

yield stresses is ( ) ( )3α α=Y T . 

 The von Mises yield function, as explained above, is only 2J  dependent. For 

this reason the von Mises yield criterion is also known as 2J  plasticity, referencing to 

the second deviatoric invariant. Having only one invariant dependency makes the 

graphical representation of this criterion uncomplicated. It is a 23J  radius cylinder 

with the revolution axis aligned with the hydrostatic axis (see Figure 2.6). 

2.5. Anisotropic yield criteria 

On occasions, the mechanical behaviour of metals is unexpected, even though 

the microstructure is polycrystalline. Anisotropy may arise due to several reasons. 

Nevertheless, this is predominantly due to the fabrication process that attends to a 

specific need. Having different properties in a specific direction or directions on a 

structural component is sometimes convenient. This may be achieved by texturing the 

microstructure or directly growing the grains deliberately in a particular direction. 
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The anisotropic yield criteria are far more complex than the isotropic ones. For 

such a reason, in their majority these criteria are formulated for metals with orthotropic 

symmetry. This section is centred on two orthotropic yield criteria and a general 

anisotropic criterion. The first two are more classical (Hill [11] and Hoffman [18]), 

while the last one is more recent (Karafillis and Boyce [19]). 

2.5.1. The Hill orthotropic criterion 

In his most famous work, Hill defined this anisotropic yield criterion [11] as an 

extension of the von Mises yield criterion. Let us assume that the principal axes of 

orthotropy coincide with the principal axes of the Cauchy stress tensor. The yield 

function has a quadratic form and reads: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
2 3 3 1 1 2

2 2 2 2
23 13 12

,

2 2 2

φ σ σ σ σ σ σ

σ σ σ

= − + − + −

+ + + −

σ s F G H

L M N s  

(2.39)  

where s  is the relative yield stress, a non-dimensional scalar which defines the size of 

the yield surface in the six-dimensional space of stress components. Assuming that the 

axes of reference are the same as the orthotropy axes, then 1=s . The constants F , G  

and H  are defined as: 

2 2 2
1 2 3

2 2 2
1 2 3

2 2 2
1 2 3

1 1 1 1
2

1 1 1 1
2

1 1 1 1
2

 −
= + + 

 
 −

= + + 
 
 −

= + + 
 

F
Y Y Y

G
Y Y Y

H
Y Y Y  

(2.40)  

where 1Y , 2Y  and 3Y  are the uniaxial yield stresses in the orthotropy axes. The constants 

L , M  and N  are defined as: 

2
23

2
13

2
12

1 1
2
1 1
2
1 1
2

=

=

=

L
S

M
S

N
S  

(2.41)  
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where 12S , 23S  and 13S  are the pure shear yield stresses along the corresponding planes 

orthogonal to the principal directions of orthotropy. 

 Alternatively, taking into account that the Hill yield criterion is pressure-

insensitive, (2.39) it may be rewritten as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
2 3 3 1 1 2

2 2 2 2
23 13 12

,

2 2 2

φ σ σ σ σ σ σ

σ σ σ

′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′= − + − + −

′ ′ ′+ + + −

σ s F G H

L M N s  

(2.42)  

 Note that if 

1 2 3 12 23 133 3 3= = = = = =Y Y Y S S S Y  
(2.43)  

the present yield criterion collapses into the von Mises yield criterion. 

2.5.2. The Hoffman orthotropic yield criterion 

In order to consider the Bauschinger effect in anisotropic metal plasticity, a yield 

function defined as an extension of the Hill anisotropic yield criterion can be 

formulated. Such a yield function is based on the anisotropic fracture criterion proposed 

by Hoffman [18] for brittle materials. The function reads: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2* * *
2 3 3 1 1 2

2 2 2 2
23 13 12 1 2 3

,

2 2 2

φ σ σ σ σ σ σ

σ σ σ σ σ σ

= − + − + −

+ + + + + + −

σ s F G H

L M N P Q R s  

(2.44)  

where s  is analogous to that of the Hill yield criterion. In this case the constants *F , 
*G  and *H  are defined in a different way: 

*

1 1 2 2 3 3

*

1 1 2 2 3 3

*

1 1 2 2 3 3

1 1 1 1
2

1 1 1 1
2

1 1 1 1
2

 −
= + + 

 
 −

= + + 
 
 −

= + + 
 

T C T C T C

T C T C T C

T C T C T C

F
Y Y Y Y Y Y

G
Y Y Y Y Y Y

H
Y Y Y Y Y Y  

(2.45)  

where 1Y , 2Y  and 3Y  are the uniaxial yield stresses in the orthotropy axes. The super 

index T  denotes tensile yield stress, while the super C  index is reserved for 
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compression yield stress. The constants L , M  and N  are defined exactly the same as 

in the Hill yield criterion. The reminder of constants are defined as: 

1 1

1 1

2 2

2 2

3 3

3 3

−
=

−
=

−
=

C T

C T

C T

C T

C T

C T

Y YP
Y Y

Y YQ
Y Y

Y YR
Y Y  

(2.46)  

Note that if =T C
i iY Y  the Hill yield criterion is recovered. In general, the present 

criterion, unlike the Hill yield criterion, is pressure sensitive due to its linear terms. In 

the case of a pure hydrostatic stress state, unless 0= = =P Q R , the yield function is 

pressure dependent. 

2.5.3. Yield criteria using a transformation weighting tensor 

The yield criterion originally thought for orthotropic materials was first 

proposed by Barlat et al. [20]. Sortly after, Karafillis and Boyce [19] proposed a more 

general anisotropic yield criterion based on linear transformation of the stress tensor. 

The criterion is based on using a linear transformation of the stress tensor σ  

acting on the anisotropic material. This linear transformation “weighs” the effect of the 

components of the stress tensor. The weighting of the stress tensor is made according to 

the degree of anisotropy of the material. The resultant tensor from the linear 

transformation is the so-called isotropy plasticity equivalent (IPE) deviatoric stress 

tensor s  (see Figure 2.7). 

The yield function proposed by Hosford [21] is then expressed in terms of IPE 

deviatoric stress as: 

( ) 1 2 2 3 3 1φ = − + − + − −s M M M Ms s s s s s KY  (2.47)  

where 1s , 2s  and 3s  are the principal IPE deviatoric stresses and K  and M  are 

material constants that customarily depend on the microstructure. 
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 The linear transformation of the stress tensor of an anisotropic material σ  can be 

performed by using a fourth-order tensorial multiplicative operator L . According to [19, 

20] such a transformation is affine and preserves the convexity of the yield surface and 

therefore the uniqueness of the strain rate for a given stress state. The IPE 

transformation operates as: 

=s σL :  (2.48)  
 

 
Figure 2.7. Transformation between anisotropic material and the Isotropic Plasticity Equivalent (IPE) 
material. 

 

Table 2.2. Material symmetries and independent components of L  [19]. 

Material symmetry Rotation which leave L
invariant 

Number of independent 
components of L  

Triclinic  No rotation 15 

Monoclinic 2
πR  8 

Orthotropic 1 2,π πR R  6 

Trigonal 2 3
3 1,π πR R  4 

Tetragonal 2
3 1,π πR R  4 

Transversely isotropic all 3 1,θ πR R  3 

Cubic 2 2 2
1 2 3, ,π π πR R R  2 

Isotropic All rotations 1 

Anisotropic 
material

Isotropic Plasticity 
Equivalent (IPE) 

material

 , σ D p  , s d p

 =D dL :p p

 =s σL :
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The multiplicative operator L  is associated with the material symmetries 

according to group theory, from the most anisotropic symmetry (triclinic) to the less 

anisotropic (isotropic). Table 2.1 sumarises the rotations that leave L  invariant as well 

as the number of independent components of the multiplicative operator. The rotation 

matrix ϕRi  from Table 2.2 denotes ϕ  rotation about i  axis. 

2.6. Isotropic damage 

The damage can be defined as the internal degradation of a solid. At microscale, 

it can be seen as a creation of cavities or micro-voids, that is to say, discontinuities at 

micro-level. Though, definition in sucha a way seems to be a relatively straightforward 

concept, the problem of introducing damage in the framework of continuum mechanics 

is not the easiest of the tasks. First of all, representing it physically and quantifying it is 

challenging. Since the late 1950s researchers have tried to accomplish this task. 

A first attempt was made by Kachanov [22] by introducing a scalar internal 

variable that represented damage. An internal variable can explain in most of the cases 

physical effects on solids. For example, the equivalent plastic strain ε p  can be a 

representative measure of the dislocation number inside the material. 

The physical meaning of the damage parameter as an internal variable was not 

given until some years later by Rabotnov [23]. The work proposed a measure of the 

reduction of the cross sectional area in a one-dimensional damaged element due to 

micro-voids or micro-cracks. This definition of the damage parameter is quite simple 

and highly illustrative. Let us consider a one-dimensional damaged element as that 

which can be seen in Figure 2.8. Its initial cross-section area is 0A , while its load-

bearing area is in reality A . Hence, damage parameter D  can be expressed as: 

0−
=

A AD
A  

(2.49)  

The damage parameter then ranges from 0 1≤ ≤D , where 0=D  is for a virgin 

material and 1=D  represents the loss of the load-carrying capacity. Since the damage 

parameter is defined, the observed uniaxial stress σ  can be replaced by the so-called 

effective stress σ  as: 
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1
σσ =
−



D  
(2.50)  

Note that the origin of the damage parameter is the creep failure. Nevertheless, 

the concept and therefore the application to continuum mechanics is perfectly valid. 

Any continuum constitutive model that incorporates special internal variables which 

represent, directly or indirectly, the density or distribution of internal defects will be 

referred from now on as a continuum damage mechanics (CDM) model [10]. 

By means of the principle of strain equivalence, Lemaitre [24] used the damage 

parameter as a scalar internal variable in elastoplasticity theory. Considering the damage 

as an isotropic variable, the principle states the following: 

“Any strain constitutive equation for a damaged material may be derived in the 

same way as for virgin material except that usual stress is replaced by the effective 

stress” 

 
a 

 

b 

 

c 

 
Figure 2.8. An illustrative scheme of ductile damage in metals on a one-dimensional element. 
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 The above stated can be transformed into the next elastic constitutive equation 

(Lemaitre [24]) for a damaged material: 

σ ε= E  (2.51) 

which by definition of equivalent stress may be written as: 

( )σ ε ε= =E w D E  (2.52)  

where ( ) 1= −w D D  is the weakening function that expresses the internal deterioration 

of the material. 

 It should be noted that the approach made here to continuum damage mechanics 

is somewhat brief and strictly restricted to the isotropic case. Indeed, damage might be 

anisotropic. Hence, damage parameter is no more a scalar. In the most anisotropic case, 

damage can be represented as a fourth-order non-symmetric tensor. 

 As will be seen in the next chapters, the evolution of the damage parameter as an 

internal variable, is not unique. Several approaches are possible, based either on 

phenomenological or physical aspects. 

2.7. Uncoupled continuum material models 

We will consider uncoupled material models as those which damage 

accumulation affects failure but not elastoplastic constitutive equations. The 

accumulation of damage is of no particular consequence for the elastoplastic behaviour, 

for this reason, in the constitutive equations, the damage parameter is not considered as 

internal variable per se. It is true, though, that there should be an indicator of the 

damage. Therefore, a damage parameter is defined, usually based on plastic strain 

accumulation. Note that since this damage parameter is not the same as in continuum 

damage mechanics, it is only an indicator with no microscopic meaning. 

Most of the uncoupled material models are purely phenomenological, this makes 

them hihgly useful for practical applications. The main advantage is that they are 

relatively easy to calibrate, since the plasticity behaviour and failure criteria are 

independent. Conversely, the principal disadvantage resides in the failure modelling. 

The stress update is not affected by weakening, due to internal deterioration process. 
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Hence, even if the material is ductile, the failure is highly abrupt. This implies a sudden 

drop in the stress-strain curve. The different failure patterns that the ductile metals 

exhibit, such as cup-cone fracture, are usually not within reach of uncoupled models. 

This is not necessarily an issue; it depends on the expectations and needs of the material 

model user. We should not forget that after all any model is good enough if it is capable 

of representing experimental data. 

All the material models exposed in this section use a von Mises type yield 

function. Furthermore, isotropic hardening functions are used to describe the evolution 

of the yield surface. The most suitable internal variable that represents such a hardening 

is the equivalent plastic strain ε p . Having said that, if otherwise is not indicated, we 

will consider the next yield function for the most general case: 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2, , , , 3 , , 0φ φ σ θ ε σ θ ε= = − =σ H p H pY J J Y  (2.53)  

The set of internal variables is now: 

{ }ε=α p  (2.54)  

The set of hardening thermodinamical forces will then be: 

{ }=A Y  (2.55)  

where ( )ε= pY Y  is the isotropic hardening function. The hardening modulus, which 

represents the rate of change of the hardening thermodinamic force is defined as: 

( )ε
ε

∂
=

∂p
p

YH  (2.56)  

The equivalent or accumulated plastic strain is defined as: 

2 :
3

ε = ε ε

p p
p  (2.57)  

According to the equation (2.8), the evolution law for such an internal variable is 

now given by: 

1   ;  φε λ λ λ ε ε λ∂
= = − = = =

∂ ∫H  
 

p p pdt
Y

 (2.58)  
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2.7.1. The Johnson-Cook model 

This phenomenological model is used in any application where strain rate is and 

thermal softening is important, i.e. ballistic applications. The model formulated by 

Johnson and Cook [4, 5] is primarily intended for computations. Its use is thought for 

high strain-rate phenomena in which thermal softening may also affect the results of the 

simulations. 

The hardening of the equivalent stress is modelled according to a constitutive 

relation composed of three standalone terms: plastic strain hardening, plastic strain rate 

hardening and thermal softening. Moreover, the effects of plastic strain, plastic strain 

rate and temperature are considered totally independent. The equivalent stress is 

modelled as follows: 

( ) * *, , 1 ln 1ε ε ε ε     = + + −     
 

n m
p p p pY T A B C T

 (2.59)  

where A , B , n , C  and m  are material constants, *
0ε ε ε= 

p p  is the dimensionless 

plastic strain rate, 0ε  is the reference strain rate, ( ) ( )* = − −r r mT T T T T  is the 

homologous temperature, T  is the current temperature, rT  is the room or reference 

temperature and mT  is the melting temperature. Most of the Johnson-Cook type relations 

implemented in finite element codes oblige setting of the initial temperature of the 

material equal to the room temperature ( = rT T ). While this is of no relevance at this 

point; later on, it will be summrised later on. 

 The set of internal variables seems to be composed by the equivalent plastic 

strain ε p , the equivalent plastic strain rate εp  and the temperature T . Even though, the 

last two are not taken into account when performing the stress update, they are updated 

once the solution of the return-mapping has been achieved (forward Euler). Hence, 

practically only a unique internal variable affects the constitutive model. Nonetheless, 

they will be designated as internal variables as: 

{ } { }, ,ε ε ε= → =α α

p p pT  (2.60)  

The evolution law of the equivalent plastic strain is given by the equation (2.57), 

while the evolution law for the temperature is as follows: 
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 χ σ ε
ρ

= 

p
p

T
C

 (2.61)  

where χ  is the Taylor-Quinney empirical coefficient, ρ  is the mass density and pC  is 

the specific heat. 

The damage in the material is a consequence of plastic strain history. This law in 

particular accumulates damage with the equivalent plastic strain in a linear way. The 

damage evolution law reads: 

( )*

1
, ,

ε
ε σ ε

= 



pf
p p

D
T

 
(2.62)  

where ε f
p  is the equivalent plastic strain to failure and εp  is the equivalent plastic 

strain rate, given that the purpose of a material model is the numerical simulations in 

finite element codes. Johnson and Cook originally defined the damage in an element as: 

( )*

1
, ,

ε
ε σ ε

= ∆∑


pf
p p

D
T

 
(2.63)  

where ε∆ p  is the equivalent plastic strain occurred in an integration cycle [5]. When D  

reaches the unity, the material fails and the element is consequently eroded. 

 The expression of the equivalent plastic strain to failure is somewhat similar to 

the constitutive equation, meaning that it can be uncoupled in independent terms with 

independent effects. 

( ) ( )* * * *
1 2 3 4 5, , exp 1 ln 1ε σ ε σ ε     = + + +    

 

f
p p pT D D D D D T

 
(2.64)  

where 1D , 2D , 3D , 4D  and 5D  are material constants, *σ σ σ= H  is the stress 

triaxiality ratio. *εp  and *T  are identical as those variables defined in the constitutive 

equation. 

 The first term of the equation (2.64) follows the expression presented by 

Hancock and Mackenzie [25], which is based on the experimental work carried out 

previously by Rice and Tracey [26]. The other two terms represent the strain rate and 

temperature dependency on the strain to failure respectively. 
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2.7.2. The Wilkins’ et al. material model 

The strain hardening function proposed by Wilkins et al. [27] introduces a scalar 

parameter A  which acts essentially as the Lode angle parameter would. The use of the 

A  parameter in the function allows modelling of different flow stresses in tension and 

in pure shear. Moreover, it covers all the stress states in between. The parameter A  is 

defined in terms of deviatoric principal stresses as: 

2 2

3 1

max ,σ σ
σ σ

 ′ ′
=  ′ ′ 

A
 

(2.65)  

 This parameter ranges from 0 1≤ ≤A . Wilkins et al. distinguish between two 

types of stress loadings: the symmetric loading or uniaxial tension/compression 1=A  

and the asymmetric loading or pure shear 0=A  (see Figure 2.9). 

 The equivalent strain hardening function that accounts for the stress state is 

defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), , 1λ λθ ε ε ε ε= = + −p p T p S pY Y A Y A Y A  (2.66)  

where TY  and SY  are the equivalent strain hardening functions for uniaxial 

tension/compression and pure shear/torsion respectively. The parameter λ  is a material 

constant that helps to adjust the yield surface according to the experimental data. Note 

that if the parameter A  is set equal to 1, a pure 2J  plasticity is recovered. 

 The damage in this model is also plastic strain history dependent. The damage 

evolution law depends on two separable weighting functions. The law reads: 

( ) ( )1 2 ε= 

pD w p w A  (2.67)  

where 1w  is the hydrostatic pressure weighting function given by: 

1
1

1

α
 

=  + 
w

ap  
(2.68)  

where a  and α  are positive material constants and p  (σ = −H p ) is the hydrostatic 

pressure. 2w  is the asymmetric-strain weighting function defined as: 
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Figure 2.9. The A  parameter depending on the stress state [14]. 

 

( )2 2 β= −w A  (2.69)  

where β  is a positive material constant. 

The failure is produced when the damage parameter reaches a critical value 0D  

2.7.3. The Cockcroft-Latham failure criterion 

Unlike the two previous models, this is only a failure criterion. One of the 

advantages of the uncoupled models is that failure criteria can be used with any 

hardening function. As an example, the Johnson-Cook hardening function can be used 

along with the Cockroft-Latham failure criterion. This particular combination has been 

proven [28] as a good choice for ballistic applications. 

Cockroft and Latham [29] proposed a simple failure criterion based on the 

plastic work per unit volume as: 

 σ ε= 

pW  (2.70)  

 When the work reaches a critical value crW  the material fails. As can be 

observed in the equation, the failure does not depend on the hydrostatic pressure. As 

shown in section 2.4.1, the equivalent stress depends only on the stress deviator. Thus, 

to consider the hydrostatic pressure, as the other failure criteria seen do, the way in 

which the plastic work is defined should be changed. Consequently, Cockroft and 

A
1

0
Axisymmetric 

tension
Axisymmetric 
compression

Pure shear/
Torsion

2 3 1
1
2

σ σ σ′ ′ ′= = − 1 2 3
1
2

σ σ σ′ ′ ′= = −1 3

2 0
σ σ
σ
′ ′= −
′ =
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Latham formulated the plastic work by substituting the equivalent stress for the 

maximum principal stress. Now, the plastic work is given by: 

1σ ε= 

pW  (2.71)  

where 1σ  is the maximum principal stress. The Macaulay brackets   indicate that 

only the positive part is taken. This is to say, 

( )1 1max 0,σ σ=  (2.72)  

 The obvious conclusion is that the criterion is not valid for compressive stress 

states. Rearranging the equation (2.73) a damage evolution law similar to those 

previously seen can be obtained. The damage evolution law reads: 

1
1 σ ε= 

p
cr

D
W

 (2.73)  

 Now, when D  reaches the unity the material fails. Note that when using the 

Cockroft-Latham failure criterion only one constant is necessary. This makes the 

Cockroft-Latham a highly attractive failure criterion for industrial applications and non-

academic purposes. 

2.7.4. The Bai-Wierzbicki model 

Although pressure-insensitivity was a well-established idea for metallic 

materials, Bai and Wierzbicki [30] and others previously [31-34] showed that other 

approaches can be used. The hardening function that they proposed is given by: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )*

*

1
* *

0

, , , ,

1
1θ θ θσ

σ θ ε σ γ ε

γε σ σ γ
+

=

   = − − + − −    +  

H p p

m
s ax s

ref p

Y Y

Y c c c c
m  

(2.74)  

where refY  is the equivalent strain hardening function for a reference test, *σ  is the 

stress triaxiality, and *
0σ  is the reference value of the stress triaxiality from the reference 

test. Thus, *
0 1 3σ = −  for an uniaxial tensile test, *

0 1 3σ =  for an uniaxial compression 

test and *
0 0σ =  for a torsion or pure shear test. In this function, *σ

c  is a material 

constant which represents the effect of the hydrostatic pressure on yielding. 
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 The parameters γ  and θ
axc  are defined as follows:  

( )
( ) ( ) ( )cos 6 1 1 6.4641 sec 6 1

1 cos 6 cos 6
π

γ θ π
π θ π

 
 = − = − −   − −    

(2.75)  

for 0,
for 0

θ
θ

θ

θ
θ

 ≥
= 

<

t
ax

c

c
c

c
 (2.76)  

γ  is a normalised value ranging from 0 1γ≤ ≤ . This parameter works in a 

similar way as the Lode angle parameter µL  or the A  from the Wilkins et al. model 

seen in section 2.7.2. For this model, 0γ =  corresponds to plane strain or shear 

condition, while 1γ =  corresponds to axial symmetry. The constants θ
tc , θ

cc , θ
sc  and m  

are material constants. It should be noted that the values for the constants θ
tc , θ

cc  and θ
sc  

are relative; they depend on the reference test used to calibrate the equivalent strain 

hardening function. Let us assume that the reference test is a uniaxial tensile test. Then, 

the value for 1θ =tc . If the reference test is a uniaxial compression test, then 1θ =cc . 

Conversely, if the reference test is a pure shear or torsion test, 1θ =sc  will be implied. 

Upon setting the constants to conveniently chosen values, the yield surface could 

collapse into several well-known yield criteria. These cases are summarised in the Table 

2.3. Furthermore, when θ θ=t cc c  the symmetry between uniaxial tension and uniaxial 

compression is recovered. 

Damage accumulation is the same as seen in the Johnson-Cook model (see 

section 2.7.1). Hence when the damage parameter reaches unity the material will fail. 

The damage evolution law is given by: 

 

Table 2.3. Particular cases for the Bai-Wierzbicki [30] material model. 

*σ
c  θ

tc  θ
cc  θ

sc  m  Yield criterion 
0 0 0 0 0 von Mises 
0 3 2  1 1 +∞  Tresca 
0≠  0 0 0 0 Drucker-Prager [35] 
0≠  3 2  1 1 +∞  Pressure-modified Tresca 
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( )*

1
,

ε
ε σ µ

= 

pf
p L

D
 

(2.77)  

where in this particular case, the equivalent plastic strain to failure ε f
p  is a function of 

the stress triaxiality *σ  and the Lode angle θ  in form of the Lode angle parameter µL  

as: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( )
( )

** *
62 4

**
62

*
4

o o* 2

2
1 5 3

1 5

3

1 1,
2 2
1
2

1
2

σσ σ

σσ

σ

ε σ µ ε ε ε µ ε ε µ ε

µ

µ

+ − + −

−− −

−−

−

 = + − + − +  
 = + −  

+ −

+

f f f f f ff
p L p p p L p p L p

DD D
L

DD
L

D

D e D e D e

D e D e

D e  

(2.78)  

where 1D , 2D , 3D , 4D , 5D  and 6D  are material constants. The failure locus is 

defined with ( )ε +f
p , ( )ε −f

p  and ( )oε f
p  , which are three limiting cases. The failure strain 

( )ε +f
p  corresponds to the case of axial symmetry in deviatoric tension with 1µ =L , 

whereas the failure strain ( )ε −f
p  corresponds to a case of axial symmetry in deviatoric 

compression with 1µ = −L . Lastly, the failure strain ( )oε f
p  represents plastic plane strain 

or generalised shear with 0µ =L . 

2.8. Continuum damage mechanics models. Coupled models 

Damage-coupled models often referred as continuum damage mechanics models 

according to the definition given in section 2.6, are usually based on micro-mechanical 

effects. In the particular case of ductile fracture of metals, damage accumulation should 

be due to nucleation of micro-voids, void growth and coalescence. To account for these 

effects, we need a special internal variable that can represent degradation of the 

material. It should be related with internal micro defects and/or their density. Of course, 

different authors have found several ways to describe the internal deterioration process. 

Some examples of these internal variables are the load-carrying area, the void volume 

fraction or the distribution of micro-voids. 
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Continuum damage mechanics models are not restricted to the micro-mechanical 

models described in the previous paragraph. These models can also be 

phenomenological. The internal degradation of the material can be based on some 

macroscopic property of the material, such as the yield stress or the elastic modulus. 

Damage-coupled models are in general more complex than the uncoupled ones. 

In particular, the calibration process of these kinds of models requires a significant 

number of simulations to fit certain constants, which makes the calibration procedure 

more time consuming for the user. Furthermore, the failure modes that damage-coupled 

models can capture are significantly higher than the uncoupled ones can. 

Due to the coupled nature of the models, the entire set of elastoplastic 

constitutive equations are described for each one of the following models. 

2.8.1. Lemaitre’s continuum damage mechanics model 

 According to the principle of strain equivalence seen in section 2.6, the     

elastic-damage coupled relationship for Lemaitre’s model is given by: 

( ) ( ) ( ): 1 : 1 := = − = − −σ ε ε ε εC C C

e e pD D
 (2.79)  

where C  is the effective elastic moduli fourth-order tensor. 

The model adopts a von Mises type yield function with an associative flow rule. 

Hence, the yield function reads: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2, , , ,
1

σφ φ ε σ ε ε= = − = −
−

σ 

p p pY D J D Y Y
D

 (2.80)  

where the equivalent plastic strain ε p  and the damage variable D  are the internal scalar 

variables, σ  is the effective equivalent stress. Now, the set of internal variables is 

composed not only of a scalar but also with a set of them as: 

{ },ε=α p D
 (2.81)  

 The model uses an associative flow rule that defines the directions of plastic 

strains as follows: 
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( ), ,φ ε
λ

∂
=

∂

σ
ε

σ




pp
D

 
(2.82)  

It should be noted that isotropic strain hardening, denoted as r  by Lemaitre 

[24], has not been taken as an internal variable. The reason, pointed out by Bonora et al. 

[36] and previously by Pirondi and Bonora [37], is simple. Even though Lemaitre’s 

model separates the effects of the damage softening and kinematic hardening in its 

formulation, when a tensile test is carried out, a unique stress-strain curve is obtained. 

The macroscopic tensile stress–strain curves of the majority of the metals do not reveal 

softening effects. Therefore, the evolution law for the plastic strain rate of a damaged 

material should follow the standard plasticity theory; this is to say, without coupling 

with damage. The evolution law for the equivalent plastic strain is given by the equation 

(2.57). As a consequence of such an equation and the associative flow rule, the 

equivalent plastic strain rate ε p  and the isotropic strain hardening rate r  are: 

ε λ= = 



pr  (2.83)  

The damage evolution law is defined as: 

ε
 −

=  
 

 

S

p
YD
S  

(2.84)  

where S  and S  are material constants that may be calibrated by integrating the damage 

evolution law for particular loading paths of constant stress triaxiality [38]. Material 

failure will occur when D  reaches a certain critical value = cD D , which is often 

chosen as unity. Lemaitre [39, 40] postulated a damage evolution based on term denoted 

the damage energy release rate Y . This term is defined as follows: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )

( )
( ) ( )( )

21
2 2

2 2*
2

1 1: : 1 : tr
2 1 2 1

2 1 3 1 2
32 1

ν ν

σ ν ν σ

−− −  = = + −
 − −

−  = + + −  −

σ σ σ σ σCY
D E D

E D

 (2.85)  

where *σ  is the stress triaxiality. 
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 In this particular model, usually a damage threshold is considered. This implies 

that the damage does not start to accumulate until certain plastic equivalent strain is 

reached. This strain is denoted as ε D
p . Therefore if ε ε≤ D

p p  then 0=D . 

2.8.2. Gurson-like models 

This is one of the most successful models in the academic community due to its 

strong micro-mechanical foundation. Since such a model was first postulated by Gurson 

[41], a significant number of modifications have been added. Recently, some attempts 

of reformulating the yield function to make it third invariant dependent have been 

performed. Later in this section, these third invariant reformulations of the Gurson 

model are exposed. The most extended Gurson-like model is the so-called Gurson-

Tvergaard-Needleman (GTN), which is the one exposed subsequently. 

The elastic law is considered here as uncoupled. The elastic stress-strain 

relationship is then given by: 

( ): := = −σ ε ε εC Ce p

 (2.86)  

 The original yield function postulated by Gurson [41] was modified by 

Tvergaard [42, 43] to include 1q , and 2q  fitting parameters. The hydrostatic pressure 

dependent yield function now reads: 

( ) ( ) ( )2* * 2 * * 22
2 1 1

3, , , , , 1 2 cosh
2

σφ ε φ σ σ   = = − + −     
σ H

p H
qD J Y D q D q D Y

Y
 (2.87)  

where Y  is the matrix material strain hardening function and *D  is a function of the so-

called void volume fraction D . The void volume fraction was introduced as a function 

by Tvergaard and Needleman [44] and is given by: 

( )
*

1

for
1 for

≤
 −=  + − < ≤ −

c

c
c c c f

f c

D D D
q DD D D D D D D

D D  

(2.88)  

where cD  is the critical void volume fraction and fD  is the void volume fraction at 

failure. The void coalescence takes place when D  reaches cD , whereas material failure 

occurs when D  reaches fD . 
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 The set of internal variables chosen for the GTN model are the same as those 

taken in the previous model (see equation (2.81)).  

The flow rule is assumed associated. The plastic strain rate tensor is then given 

by: 

* 2
1 2

31 sinh
3 2

σφλ λ λ  ∂  ′= = = +   ∂   
ε N σ I

σ
  



p Hqq q D Y
Y  

(2.89)  

 In order to obtain he evolution law of the equivalent plastic strain εp , plastic 

work rate is assumed to be equivalent when calculated for the matrix material and 

macroscopically. Thus, the plastic work rate is: 

( ): 1 ε= −σ ε 

p
pD Y  (2.90)  

and consequently the evolution law for the equivalent plastic strain is defined by: 

( )
:

1
ε =

−
σ ε



p

p D Y  
(2.91)  

The evolution law for the void volume fraction is considered as the contribution 

of two separate terms, the nucleation of new voids and their growth. The law is given 

by: 

nucleation growth= +  D D D  (2.92)  

 The nucleation of new voids is based on a statistical distribution of voids and 

was proposed by Chu and Needleman [45]. Nucleation is given by an expression that 

proposes a normal distribution ( NA ) of void nucleation with respect to the equivalent 

plastic strain. Thus the rate of void nucleation is: 

nucleation
1exp
22

ε ε
ε ε

π

− 
= = − 

 
  

p Nn
N p p

NN

DD A
ss  

(2.93)  

where ε N  and Ns  are the mean value and the standard deviation of the distribution 

respectively, and nD  is the total volume fraction that can be nucleated. 

 Additionally, assuming that the matrix material is plastically incompressible:  
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( ) ( ) ( )growth 1 tr 1 := − = −ε ε I

 

p pD D D
 (2.94)  

 Using the flow rule from equation (2.89), the void growth rate can be written as: 

( )* *2 2
growth 1 2

3sinh
2

σλ  = −  
 



HqD D D q q Y
Y  

(2.95)  

 

2.8.2.1. The Lode angle dependent Gurson model 

In recent years new variations of the GTN model have been published. These 

variations essentially include an additional term to the evolution law of the void volume 

fraction. Such a term is related to acertain extent with the Lode angle. In the two 

different approaches shown, this additional term is thought to have into account the void 

shearing mechanism. 

Note that for the sake of simplicity, the void nucleation term will be omitted. 

The void volume fraction evolution law now reads: 

growth lode= +  D D D  (2.96)  

 The approach made by Nahshon and Hutchinson [6] was formulated as: 

( )lode
:

ω ω
σ
′

=
σ εσ




p

D k D
 

(2.97)  

where the only new material constant is ωk  and the Lode angle dependency is 

introduced with the function ( )ω σ . This Lode angle dependent function is given by: 

( ) ( )
2

23
2

271 1 sin 3
2

ω θ
σ

 = − = − 
 

σ J

 
(2.98)  

where ω  ranges from 0 1ω≤ ≤ , with 0ω =  for all the axisymmetric stress states and 

1ω =  for pure shear stress states. 

The next approach, made by Xue [46] modified slightly the evolution law of the 

void volume fraction (see Figure 2.10) introducing a damage rate coefficient DK . The 

evolution law now reads: 
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( )growth lode= +  

DD K D D
 (2.99)  

where the damage rate coefficient is: 

1

1 for
1 for

≤
 −=  < ≤ −

c

cD
c f

f c

D D
q DK D D D

D D  

(2.100)  

The evolution law of the lode dependent term: 

4
lode 3 θε ε= 

q
p pD q D g  (2.101)  

where 3q  and 4q  are material constants and θg  is the Lode dependence function defined 

as: 

6
1θ

θ
π

= −g
 

(2.102)  

where θg  ranges from 0 1θ≤ ≤g , with 0θ =g  for generalised tension or compression 

condition and 1θ =g  for pure shear stress states. 

 
Figure 2.10. Lode angle dependent Gurson-like mode [46]. 
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2.8.3. Damage-coupled Johnson-Cook model. The modified Johnson-Cook model 

Based on Lemaitre’s model, Børvik et al. [47] revisited the Johnson-Cook model 

in order to couple the plasticity model with damage. Additionally, more features like the 

thermal rate-of-deformation tensor were done. 

According to the principle of strain equivalence (see section 2.6), the Cauchy 

stress tensor σ  is replaced by an effective stress tensor σ  as: 

( )1 β
=

−
σσ

D  
(2.103)  

 The additive decomposition of the rate-of-deformation or strain rate tensor is 

given by: 

= + +ε ε ε ε   

e p t
 (2.104)  

where εt  is the thermal part of the strain rate tensor ε . This tensor is defined as: 

α=ε I

t T  (2.105)  

where α  is the thermal expansion coefficient, T  is the temperature rate and I  is the 

second-order unit tensor. 

 Since the elastic law is formulated in rate form, an objective rate for the Cauchy 

stress tensor should be chosen. Here, the Jaumann rate was selected. Therefore the 

elastic law is defined as: 

( ) ( )
:      or     1 :

1
β

β
∇ ∇= = − −

−
σ ε σ ε σC C





  

J e J e DD
D  

(2.106)  

where ∇σ J  is the effective Jaumann rate of the Cauchy stress tensor. Note that β  can 

only take the values 0 and 1. This parameter switches the modified Johnson-Cook 

model from the uncoupled to the coupled material model. 

 A von Mises-type yield function is adopted. The yield function reads: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2, , , , , , , , ,φ φ ε ε σ ε ε= = −σ σ 

p p p pY D J T D D Y T  (2.107)  
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where σ  is the effective equivalent stress. By means of the principle of strain 

equivalence, the definition of the effective equivalent stress is: 

( )1
σσ
β

=
−



D  
(2.108)  

 For the internal variables the same criteria of that followed for Lemaitre’s model 

can be adopted (see section 2.8.1). Hence, the set of internal variables is: 

{ },ε=α p D  (2.109)  

 For the hardening function, a modified version of the Johnson-Cook hardening 

was adopted. The equation, first proposed by Camacho and Ortiz [48] modifies the 

strain rate term to avoid undesirable effects when the dimensionless strain rate * 1ε <

p . 

The modified Johnson-Cook hardening reads: 

( ) * *, , 1 1ε ε ε ε     = + + −     
 

Cn m
p p p pY T A B T  

(2.110)  

where A , B , n , C  y m  are material constants. Here the homologous temperature *T  

includes the possibility of initialising the elements at the desired temperature 0T  thus, 

avoiding the constraint imposed in the Johnson-Cook model ( 0 = rT T ). The homologous 

temperature now reads as: 

* 0 −
=

−
r

m r

T TT
T T

 (2.111)  

As in Lematre’s continuum damage mechanics model, if an associative flow rule 

is chosen, and assuming the same hypotheses, the directions of the plastic strain rate are 

given by: 

( ), , , ,
   ;                 

φ ε ε
λ ε λ

∂
= = =

∂

σ
ε

σ



 


 

p pp p
T D

r
 

(2.112)  

 The evolution law of the temperature is almost equivalent to the one described 

by Johnson and Cook, which is given by: 

:χ
ρ

= σ ε

p
p

T
C  

(2.113)  
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 Damage does not start to accumulate until a threshold equivalent plastic strain 

ε d
p  is reached. Unlike the Johnson-Cook model seen in section 2.7.1, here the material 

fails when a critical value cD  is reached. The damage evolution law is then defined as: 

0 for

for

ε ε
ε

ε ε
ε ε

 ≤


= 
> −




d
p p

p d
c p pf d

p p

D
D

 

(2.114)  

 If the threshold equivalent plastic strain is set to zero, the damage evolution law 

is identical to that of the Johnson-Cook model [4, 5]. 

The modified version of the equivalent plastic strain to failure ε f
p  is 

homologous to the modified strain hardening function: 

( ) ( ) 4* * * *
1 2 3 5, , exp 1 1ε σ ε σ ε     = + + +    

 

Df
p p pT D D D D T

 
(2.115)  

where 1D , 2D , 3D , 4D  and 5D  are material constants. 

2.8.4. The Xue-Wierzbicki model 

The most recent of the coupled models family is that postulated by Xue and 

Wierzbicki [7, 8]. Although the model is relatively simple, combines cleverly certain 

features of some of the models reviewed previously. 

The model introduces a damage-coupled elastic law: 

( ) ( ) ( ): := = −σ ε ε εC Ce pw D w D  (2.116)  

where w  is the weakening function. This function is given by: 

( ) 1 β= −w D D  (2.117)  

where β  is a material constant that must be fitted using the matrix material stress-strain 

curve. 

 A von Mises-type yield function is adopted. The function is given by: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2, , , ,φ φ ε σ ε= = −σ p pY D J D w D Y  (2.118)  
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where again, the internal variables of the model are the equivalent plastic strain ε p  and 

the damage parameter D . The set of internal variables is defined as: 

{ },ε=α p D
 (2.119)  

 The evolution law for the equivalent plastic strain is defined by its definition 

(see Equation (2.57)). The model uses an associative flow rule. Therefore, the next 

relations can be written as: 

( ), ,
   ;          

φ ε
λ ε λ

∂
= =

∂

σ
ε

σ
 





pp p
D

 
(2.120)  

 The damage evolution law now is no more linear with the plastic strain. The 

damage accumulates with a power-law relation in the following manner: 

( )

( )

( )

1
1

, ,
ε

ε
ε θ ε θ

−
 

=  
  

 

m

p
pf f

p p

D m
p p  

(2.121)  

where m  is a material constant. The equivalent plastic strain to failure ε f
p  is a function 

of the hydrostatic pressure p  and Lode angle θ . The expression for the equivalent 

plastic strain to failure reads as: 

( ) ( )0

lim

, 1 θε θ ε µ θ
 

= − 
 

f f
p p

pp q
p  

(2.122)  

where 0ε f
p , q  and limp  are material constants. Note that the equivalent plastic strain to 

failure is composed by separate functions of the pressure and Lode angle. Here, θµ  is 

the Lode angle dependent function. Xue and Wierzbicki postulated two different Lode 

angle dependent functions. These are the so-called first kind and second kind Lode 

dependent functions. 

 The first kind of Lode dependence function 1θµ  is defined as: 
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( )

2

1
2

1
for 0 0.5

31 2

1
for 0.5 1

31 2 1

θ

χ χ
χ

χ
γ

µ
χ χ

χ
χ

γ

 − +
≤ ≤

  + − 
  = 

− +
< ≤   + − −     

(2.123)  

where γ  is a material constant that relates the failure in generalised tension or 

compression condition with the failure in the pure shear condition. The second kind of 

Lode angle dependence function is given by: 

( )2

6
1θ

θ
µ γ γ

π
 

= + −  
 

k

 
(2.124)  

where k  is a material constant. The difference between first and second kind of Lode 

dependence functions can be seen in Figure 2.11. In the figures the functions plotted in 

the principal strain space can be seen. The first kind of Lode dependence function 

defines a linear fracture locus in a Tresca-like shape, while the second kind defines a 

star-like shape for the fracture locus. 

a b 

  
Figure 2.11. First (a) and second (b) kind of Lode dependence functions [7]. 
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2.9. Summary of material models  

To summarise the review of the most extended material models for metallic 

materials, several tables are offered as a general guideline. 

• Table 2.4 gathers the parameters and functions used in the material model 

definition to represent the effect of the Lode angle. 

• Table 2.5 compares the plasticity on the different models in terms of the stress 

invariants seen in section 2.2. Additionally, it gives information about damage-

coupling and about the strain rate and the temperature dependency. 

• Table 2.6 compares the failure criteria and the damage evolution law of the 

different material models. In addition, information about weakening of the 

material is given. Strain rate and temperature dependency are also summarised. 

 

Table 2.4. The descriptions of the Lode angle used for the existing material models. 

Lode parameters Uniaxial 
tension 

Pure shear or 
torsion 

Uniaxial 
compression Expression 

θ  -30º 0º 30º 1 3
3 2
2

3 31 sin
3 2

θ −  
= −   

 

J
J

 

µL  1 0 -1 2 3 1

3 1

2σ σ σ
µ

σ σ
− −

=
−L  

χ  0 0.5 1 2 3

1 3

σ σ
χ

σ σ
−

=
−L  

A  1 0 1 2 2

3 1

max ,σ σ
σ σ

 ′ ′
=  ′ ′ 

A  

Lode dependent 
functions 

Uniaxial 
tension 

Pure shear or 
torsion 

Uniaxial 
compression Material model 

2w  1β  2β  1β  Wilkins et al. [27] 

γ  1 0 1 Bai-Wierzbicki [30] 

ω  0 1 0 GTN-Lode Xue [46] 

θg  0 1 0 GTN-Lode Nahshon-
Hutchinson [6] 

1 2,θ θµ µ  1 γ  1 Xue-Wierzbicki [7, 8] 
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Table 2.5. Comparison among the existing plasticity models. 

Material model 
Hydrostatic 

stress/pressure 
/σ H p  

Second 
deviatoric 

invariant 2J  

Lode 
angle 

θ  

Strain rate 
and 

temperature 

Coupling 
 

Johnson-Cook [4] No Yes No Yes No 

Wilkins et al. [27] No Yes Yes No No 

Bai-Wierzbicki [30] Yes Yes Yes No No 

Lemaitre [39, 40] No Yes No No Yes 

GTN [41-44] Yes Yes No No Yes 

GTN-Lode Xue [46] Yes Yes No No Yes 

GTN-Lode  
Nahshon-Hutchinson [6] Yes Yes No No Yes 

Modified  
Johnson-Cook [47] No Yes No Yes Yes 

Xue-Wierzbicki [7, 8] No Yes No No Yes 

 

 

Table 2.6. Comparison of the failure criteria among the existing models. 

Material model 
Hydrostatic 

stress/pressure 
/σ H p  

Lode 
angle 

θ  

Damage 
evolution 
law D  

Strain rate 
and 

temperature 

Weakening 
 

Johnson-Cook [4] Yes No Linear Yes No 

Wilkins et al. [27] Yes Yes Linear No No 

Bai-Wierzbicki [30] Yes Yes Linear No No 

Lemaitre [39, 40] Yes No Non-linear No Yes 

GTN [41-44] Yes No Non-linear No No 

GTN-Lode Xue [46] Yes Yes Non-linear No No 

GTN-Lode  
Nahshon-Hutchinson [6] Yes Yes Non-linear No No 

Modified  
Johnson-Cook [47] Yes No Linear Yes Yes 

Xue-Wierzbicki [7, 8] Yes Yes Non-linear No Yes 
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2.10. Integration algorithms of the constitutive equations 

An incremental form is required for solving the stress update of the rate 

constitutive equations of the elastoplastic problem (see section 2.1). Since the solutions 

for complex loading paths are not known, an algorithm-type implementation for 

integrating the incremental constitutive equations in a known time interval is 

customarilly adopted. The most common such approach is to adopt Euler-based 

schemes. The two most common Euler-based schemes are the forward and backward 

schemes [9]. The solution of these incremental elastoplastic equations when plastic 

loading occurs is the so-called return-mapping. In the case of a forward Euler scheme 

this return-mapping is explicit, while in the case of a backward Euler scheme it is fully 

implicit. 

 Let us consider the constitutive equations for small strains given in Table 2.1: 

( ): :e p= = −   C Cσ ε ε ε
 

( ),λ=ε N σ A



p

 
( ),λ=α H σ A



 
0,        0 ,        =0λ φ λφ≥ ≤ 

 
: :

: :

φ

λ φ φ

∂
∂=

∂ ∂
− ∗

∂ ∂

ε
σ
N H

σ α

C

C



  

(2.125)  

 The integration algorithm solves these set of equations for a prescribed strain 

increment ∆ε  in a time increment 1+∆ = −n nt t t  for given εe
n  and αn . The objective is 

compute 1+εe
n , 1+αn  and λ λ∆ = ∆ t  satisfying the loading/unloading conditions, where the 

stress is given by: 

( )1 1 1 1: :+ + + += = −σ ε ε εC Ce p
n n n n  (2.126)  

 

2.10.1. Forward Euler 

The incremental constitutive equations for the forward Euler integration scheme 

are: 
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1 λ+ = + ∆ − ∆ε ε ε Ne e
n n n  

1 λ+ = + ∆ = + ∆α α α α Hn n n n  

( )1 1 1 1: :+ + + += = −σ ε ε εC Ce p
n n n n  

0,        0 ,        =0λ φ λφ≥ ≤   

(2.127)  

 The return-mapping, if plastic loading occurs ( 0λ > ), consists of solving the 

next set of algebraic equations: 

1 0λ+ − − ∆ + ∆ =ε ε ε Ne e
n n n  

1 0λ+ − − ∆ =α α Hn n n  
( )1 1, =0φ + +σ An n  

(2.128)  

Linearising [10] the plastic consistency condition around the known state n  the 

new state 1+n  is found as the solution of the linearised condition as: 

( ) ( )

( )

1 1 1, , :

, : : 0

φ φφ φ

φ φφ λ λ

+ + +

∂ ∂
= + ∆ + ∗∆

∂ ∂

∂ ∂
= − ∆ + ∆ ∗ =

∂ ∂

σ A σ A σ α
σ α

σ A N H
σ α

C

n n
n n n n n n

n n

n n
n n n n n

n n

 (2.129)  

which yields an explicit closed form of the plastic multiplier given by: 

( ),

: :

φ
λ φ φ∆ =

∂ ∂
− ∗

∂ ∂

σ A

N H
σ α

C

n n n

n n
n n

n n

 (2.130)  

Explicit integration may lead to some inaccuracies in the computations as 

pointed out by Belytschko et al. [9]. Nevertheless, explicit finite elements codes are 

usually run with very small time step increments, which tends to minimise such 

inaccuracies. In fact, it is the most common method used in explicit codes when 

implementing material models. 

2.10.2. Backward Euler 

The backward Euler integration scheme for the set of equations (2.125) is: 

1 1λ+ += + ∆ − ∆ε ε ε Ne e
n n n  

1 1λ+ += + ∆ = + ∆α α α α Hn n n n  

( )1 1 1 1: :+ + + += = −σ ε ε εC Ce p
n n n n  

0,        0 ,        =0λ φ λφ≥ ≤   

(2.131)  
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A two-step algorithm called elastic predictor/plastic corrector is used to solve the 

equations above. The first step is a trial elastic step in which 0λ∆ =  is assumed. The 

trial elastic step assumes the following: 

 trial
1+ = + ∆ε ε εe e

n n  
trial

1+ =α αn n  
trial  trial

1 1:+ +=σ εC e
n n  

(2.132)  

 If such an assumed solution in the trial step lies inside the yield surface, this is,

( )trial trial
1 1, 0φ + + ≤σ An n , then the variables will be updated as ( ) ( )trial

1 1+ +
= 

n n . Otherwise, the 

next step is necessary. The second step is the plastic corrector or return-mapping. The 

plastic corrector returns the trial state to the yield surface in the updated state 1+n . The 

set of implicit equations in the updated state are: 

 trial  trial
1 1 1 1λ+ + + += − ∆ = − ∆ε ε ε ε Ne e p e

n n n n  
trial

1 1 1λ+ + += + ∆α α Hn n n  
( )1 1, =0φ + +σ An n  

1 1:+ +=σ εC e
n n  

(2.133)  

Many strategies can be adopted to solve the equation system (2.133). The 

selection of the elastic predictor/plastic corrector algorithm depends on the complexity 

of the constitutive equations formulated and the finite element code chosen for 

implementation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A new plasticity and failure model for 
ballistic applications 

 Material models recently published by Bai and Wierzbicki [30], Wierzbicki and 

Xue [7, 8] or Nahshon and Hutchinson [6], as well as others not so recent as the one 

published by Wilkins et al. [27], introduce the third deviatoric invariant dependency in 

the plasticity behaviour and therefore in the yield function. Some models do it directly 

and others however do it indirectly. The former introduces the third invariant directly in 

the yield function, whereas the latter introduces it in the failure criteria and uses a 

damage-coupled formulation. The conclusion achieved by all the authors using all those 

material models is almost equivalent. The third deviatoric invariant should be 

introduced in the plasticity of the model if complex fracture patterns are to be captured. 

None of the previously-mentioned models were thought for ballistic 

applications. The model that is postulated in the present chapter is intended from the 

beginning for ballistic applications. The present model takes the Johnson-Cook model 

as a foundation. What we seek doing so is that the regular Johnson-Cook user can get 

familiarised to it quickly. Furthermore, the idea is to use the already calibrated Johnson-

Cook constants for performing numerical simulations. As is going to be explained later 

on, some errors may be committed using such an approximation but this kind of 

approach could save to the user a massive amount of time. 

What seems to be clear is that the third deviatoric invariant should be somehow 

introduced in plasticity model. Moreover, experimental evidence reported by Barsoum 
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and Faleskog [49] and Bao and Wierzbicki [50] suggest that the failure criteria based 

solely on the stress triaxiality ratio is not enough to predict complex fracture patterns. In 

order to do so, a combined effect of triaxiality and Lode angle is necessary. 

Having said that, the proposed model is was formulated as an uncoupled 

Johnson-Cook type model with the capability of introducing in both, plasticity and 

failure models, three Lode angle dependent functions. 

The objective is to check the capabilities of the postulated model using   

Johnson-Cook material constants for 6061-T651 aluminium alloy taken from the 

literature. To check those capabilities, three component tests were simulated. The first 

was an axisymmetric uniaxial tensile test where cup-cone fracture pattern was expected. 

The second was an axisymmetric uniaxial compression test where shear fracture was 

expected. The third and last, was a series of Taylor anvil tests where frontal pettaling 

was expected. 

3.1. The model 

3.1.1. Constitutive model 

The model considered here has been formulated for isotropic metals. Hence, 

isotropic elastic law is given by:  

( ): := = −σ ε ε εC Ce p  (3.1) 

where C  is the fourth-order tensor that contents the elastic moduli. 

The elastoplastic constitutive relation that describes the material hardening has 

been formulated using a Johnson-Cook type hardening combined with the Lode 

dependence functions defined by Xue [7]. As will be shown, the failure criterion also 

has been formulated in a similar way. For this this reason, the proposed model is going 

to be called from now on as the Johnson-Cook-Xue (JCX) material model. The 

elastoplastic constitutive relation is defined as: 

( )θµ θ=JCX JCY Y  (3.2) 

where JCY  is a Johnson-Cook type hardening given by: 
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( ) * *, , 1 ln 1ε ε ε ε     = + + −     
 

JC n m
p p p pY T A B C T

 (2.59) 

where *
0= − −r m rT T T T T  is the homologous temperature (see section 2.8.3), 0T  is the 

initial temperature of the material, rT  is the reference temperature at which the thermal 

softening is calibrated and ( )θµ θ  is one of the three Lode angle dependent functions 

described subsequently. The first ( 1θµ ) and second ( 2θµ ) Lode angle dependent 

functions (see Chapter 2) defined by Xue [7] are given by: 

( )

2

1
2

1
for 0 0.5

31 2

1
for 0.5 1

31 2 1

θ

χ χ
χ

χ
γ

µ
χ χ

χ
χ

γ

 − +
≤ ≤

  + − 
  = 

− +
< ≤   + − −     

(2.123) 

( )2

6
1θ

θ
µ γ γ

π
 

= + −  
 

k

 
(2.124) 

where γ , is the relative ratio between generalised shear and axisymmetric tension or 

compression stress states. Additionally, a third kind Lode angle dependent function        

( 3θµ ) is proposed. This function is based on the one formulated in [30] by Bai and 

Wierzbicki. This function distinguishes between the axisymmetric tension and 

compression stress states. The third kind of Lode dependence function is given by: 

( )

( )
3

6
1 for 0

6
for 0

θ

θ
γ γ θ

π
µ

θ
γ γ γ θ

π

  
 + − ≤ 
  = 

 
+ − > 

 

k
t t

k
t c t

 

(3.3) 

where γ γ=t  is the relative ratio between generalised shear and axisymmetric tension 

stress states, while γ c  is the relative ratio between axisymmetric tension and 

compression stress states. This lode dependence function may be used in both plasticity 

(constitutive relation) and failure models. Sub-index P  in γ  will be used when 

referring to the Lode dependent functions of the plasticity model and sub-index F  in γ  

will be used when referring to the functions of the failure criterion. 
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 Some examples of the Lode dependent functions with various values of γ P  are 

plotted in Figure 3.1 (a). Note that when 1γ =P  there is no Lode angle effect. 

Therefore, when von Mises type of yield function is used this value should be adopted. 

The value 3 2 0.866γ = ≈P  has been chosen as a representative value for being the 

relative ratio of yield stresses between shear and tension stress states for the Tresca 

yield criterion. The possibility of the opposite yield stress relative ratio 

2 3 1.155γ = ≈P  has also been represented. In Figure 3.1 (b) and Figure 3.1 (c), first 

and second Lode angle dependent functions have been plotted using the afore-

mentioned relative ratios. In Figure 3.1 (d) the third kind of Lode angle dependent 

function has been plotted using the experimental values for γ t
P  and γ c

P  obtained by Bai 

and Wierzbicki [30]. 

 The calibration of γ γ= t
P P  will require an axisymmetric tensile test and a pure 

shear or torsion test. If the third Lode angle dependent function is used, an additional 

test would be necessary for the calibration of γ c
P , an axisymmetric compression test. 

The equivalent stress-strain curves of these tests may not have the same strain 

hardening. If that is the case, γ γ= t
P P  can be redefined as the ratio between equivalent 

stress-strain curves as: 

( ) ( )
( )

shear/torsion

tension

ε
γ ε

ε
= p

P p
p

Y

Y
 (3.4) 

where shear/torsionY  and tensionY  are the equivalent stress-strain curves corresponding to the 

tensile and shear tests respectively. A second order polynomial function of the 

equivalent plastic strain is proposed to fit the data obtained from the ratio defined in the 

equation (3.4). The function that defines γ P  as a function of the equivalent plastic strain 

ε p  is given by: 

( ) 2
1 2 3γ ε γ ε γ ε γ= + +P p P p P p P  (3.5) 

where 1γ P , 2γ P  and 3γ P  are material constants. The same type of function is defined for 

γ c
P  ratio. 
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The yield function adopted for the JCX material model reads: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2, , , , , , , ,φ φ θ ε ε σ ε ε θ= = −σ σ 

JCX JCX
p p p pY J T Y T  (3.6) 

 

a b 

 
 

c d 
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Figure 3.1. (a) 1θµ , 2θµ  and 3θµ . (b) 1θµ . (c) 2θµ . (d) 3θµ , experimental data from [51] 0.90γ =t
P  and 

0.92γ =c
P  (solid line) 

 The flow rule has been chosen conveniently non-associative in order to use the 

radial scaling method [14] for the stress update algorithm. The radial scaling method 

intersects the actual yield surface in every position θ  with a von Mises yield surface of 

radius JCXY (see equation (3.2)) Thus, the plastic potential ψ  is not unique, there is one 

for each one of the positions defined by θ . For a von Mises-type plastic potential the 

Prandtl-Reuss law is implied. The corresponding flow vector is given by: 

3
2

ψ
σ

′∂
= =

∂
σN

σ
 (3.7) 

leading to the next flow rule and evolution law for the equivalent plastic strain: 

3
2

λ
σ

′
=

σε 



p  (3.8) 

1   ;  ψε λ λ λ ε ε λ∂
= = − = = =

∂ ∫H  
 

p p pdt
Y

 (3.9) 

Further in this chapter, the consequences of using this radial scaling method will 

be discussed. 

3.1.2. Failure criterion 

The original Johnson-Cook damage evolution rule [5] has been chosen. The 

damage evolution law reads: 

( ) *

1
, , ,

ε
ε σ ε θ

= 



pf JCX
p p

D
T

 
(3.10) 

 If there is no plastic strain 0=D , what means that the material is intact. When 

the damage parameter reaches the unity 1=D , the material fails losing all its load 

carrying capacity. The equivalent plastic strain to failure is homologous to the 

constitutive relation. It is given by: 

( )  
θε ε µ θ=f JCX f JC

p p  (3.11) 

where ( )θµ θ  is one of the Lode dependent functions defined earlier and  ε f JC
p  is 

Johnson-Cook equivalent plastic strain to failure defined as: 
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( ) ( ) * * * *
1 2 3 4 5, , exp 1 ln 1ε σ ε σ ε     = + + +    

 

f JC
p p pT D D D D D T

 
(2.64) 

 Note that now γ γ= t
F F  and γ c

F  are constant relative ratios.  

The evolution law for the temperature is as follows: 

:χ
ρ

= σ ε

p

p

T
C  

(2.113) 

3.2. Identification of constants 

For the sake of simplicity and knowing that has been successfully tested [7, 8, 

52, 53], the second kind of Lode angle dependent function has been adopted for both 

plasticity and failure models. According to the objectives of the thesis, i.e. reduce the 

material constants as far as possible, the material constant k  has been set to 1=k . 

The constitutive relation is now defined by: 

( ) ( )* * 6
, , , 1 ln 1 1

θ
ε ε θ ε ε γ γ

π
  

     = + + − + −           
 

JCX n m
p p p p P PY T A B C T

 
(3.12) 

while the equivalent plastic strain to failure is: 

( ) ( ) * * *
1 2 3 4 5

6
exp 1 ln 1 1

θ
ε σ ε γ γ

π
       = + + + + −          



f JCX
p p F FD D D D D T  (3.13) 

The material chosen for demonstrating the capabilities of the proposed model is 

a 6061-T651 aluminium alloy. The stress-strain curve for the axisymmetric tensile test 

was taken from Wilkins et al. [27]. The equivalent stress-plastic strain curve is plotted 

in Figure 3.2 (a). It is hard to find on literature both torsion and tensile test for the same 

material. According to [27], the torsion tests of hollow cylindrical specimens are reflect 

more accurately the stress-strain behaviour of the material. However, when strain to 

failure is to be determined, the torsion tests of solid cylindrical specimens seem to be 

more reliable. Therefore, for the purpose of investigating the model and its capabilities, 

the torsion stress-strain curve of 6061-T651 of a hollow cylinder was taken as 

representative. The equivalent stress-plastic strain curve for the torsion test is plotted in 

Figure 3.2 (a). 
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a b 

  
Figure 3.2. (a) Equivalent stress vs. equivalent plastic strain curves for 6061-T651 aluminium alloy from 
Wilkins et al. [27] fitted with Johnson-Cook type hardening. (b) Torsion/Tension equivalent stress-strain 
curve ratio γ P  (solid line) adjusted with a quadratic function (hollow points). 

 

The material constants A , B  and n  were adjusted using the tensile equivalent 

stress-plastic strain curve (see Table 3.1). Dividing the torsion over tensile equivalent 

stress-plastic strain curves, ( )γ εP p  was obtained in a straight-forward manner. Fitting 

the curve ( )γ εP p  that can be seen in Figure 3.2 (b), 1γ P , 2γ P  and 3γ P  material 

constants were obtained (see Table 3.1). 

The Lode dependent function of the JCX model calibrated for 6061-T651 

aluminium alloy is plotted for 0ε =p  in Figure 3.3 (a). The rest of the constants of the 

constitutive relation, i.e. C  and m , are taken also from the literature [54]. The JCX 

constitutive relation constants are summarised in Table 3.1. 

 The failure criterion constants from 1D  to 5D  were obtained from [54]. Since 

the Lode angle dependency was not taken into account when such constants were 

obtained, now the combined effect of the triaxiality and Lode angle must be corrected. 

Therefore, γ F  can be determined using the next expression: 

 EXP  
 shear/torsion  tension/compression

 EXP  
 tension/compression  shear/torsion

ε ε
γ

ε ε
=

f f JC
p p

F f f JC
p p

 (3.14) 
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Table 3.1. Johnson-Cook-Xue material model constants for 6061-T651 aluminium alloy. 

Physical properties and isotropic elastic constants 
E (GPa) ν  ρ (kg/m3) pC (J/kgºC) χ  

70.3 0.28 2660 900 0.9 
Johnson-Cook constitutive relation 
Strain hardening  Strain rate hardening   Thermal softening  

A (MPa) B (MPa) n   C  0ε (s-1)  m  rT (ºC) mT (ºC) 
270 190 0.3  0.002 1.0  1.34 24 1800 

Johnson-Cook failure criterion 

1D  2D  3D  4D  5D  
-0.77 1.45 -0.47 0.0 1.60 

Johnson-Cook-Xue constants 
1γ P  2γ P  3γ P  γ F  

0.3000 -0.3586 0.8121 1.15 
 

where  EXPε f
p  corresponds to the experimental equivalent plastic strain to failure 

measured as: 

 EXP 0lnε
 

=   
 

f
p

f

A
A

 (3.15) 

where 0A  is the initial cross-section area of the specimen and fA  is the cross-section 

fracture area of the fractured specimen. Wilkins et al. [27] measured an experimental 

failure strain of approximately 100% for the tensile test, whereas the failure strain was 

around 60% for the torsion test performed on the solid cylindrical specimen. 

Assuming the ideal initial stress triaxiality values of an axisymmetric tensile 

specimen and a pure shear or torsion test as 1/3 and 0 respectively, the final expression 

for the determination of γ F  is: 

( )1 2 3

1 2

exp 1 3100 1.15
60

γ
+ −

= =
+F

D D D
D D

 (3.16) 

 The Lode angle dependent function of the JCX failure criterion calibrated for the 

6061-T651 aluminium alloy is plotted in Figure 3.3 (b). The calibrated fracture locus is 

represented in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. Note the linear evolution of the fracture locus 

with the Lode angle. If 1≠k  the shape would have a smoother transition between plane 

strain and axial symmetry loci. 
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a b 

  
Figure 3.3. Lode angle dependent functions calibrated for 6061-T651 aluminium alloy. (a) Yield surfaces: 
von Mises 1.0γ =P  (black), Tresca ratio 0.866γ =P  (blue) and the present model 0.82γ =P  (red). (b) 
Fracture loci: 1.0γ =F  (black), 0.7γ =F  (blue) and 1.15γ =F  (red). 

 

 
Figure 3.4. Postulated fracture locus for 6061-T651 aluminium alloy. 
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Figure 3.5. Fracture locus in the equivalent plastic strain vs. triaxiality space for the present model (solid 
lines). Plane stress condition curves for various γ F  (dashed curves). 

 

The Lode angle values for the aforementioned stress states can be calculated in a 

straight-forward manner. Nevertheless, subsequently will be shown that the 

determination of the Lode angle for the plane stress state is far from being trivial. First, 

some definitions in terms of principal stresses are given below: 

• Equivalent stress: 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
1 2 2 3 3 1

1
2

σ σ σ σ σ σ σ = − + − + −   (3.17) 

• Third deviatoric invariant: 

( )( )( )3 1 2 3 1 2 3σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ σ′ ′ ′= = − − −H H HJ  (3.18) 

Now, the Lode angle values for four stress states are going to be reviewed. For 

an axisymmetric tension stress state, the equivalent stress is: 

1σ σ=  (3.19) 

From its definition, the stress triaxiality is: 
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* 1 1
3 3
σσ
σ

= =  (3.20) 

The normalised value of Lode angle 3
3

27
2 σ

J
 is then: 

( ) ( )( )2 2* * * *3 1
3

27 27 27 1 1
2 2 2

σ σ σ σ σ
σ σ

 = − − = − = 
 

J  (3.21) 

 Finally the Lode angle is a constant and its value is: 

1 3
3

271 sin 30º
3 2

θ
σ

−  = − = − 
 

J  (3.22) 

In an axisymmetric compression stress state, the mathematical expression is 

equivalent but the sign is the opposite. Thus, the Lode angle is also constant and its 

value is 30ºθ = . For pure shear or torsion stress state, the Lode angle value comes 

instantly 0ºθ =  since we assume pure shear. 

For the plane stress condition a more detailed description of the problem can be 

found in [55]. We can write the equivalent stress as: 

2 2
1 1 2 2

2 2
1 1 2 2

21

σ σ σ σ σ

σ σ σ σ
σ σ σ

= − +

   = − +   
   

 (3.23) 

 The stress triaxiality by definition is: 

* 1 2

3
σ σσ

σ
+

=  (3.24) 

 Squaring the equation, above we can equivalently write: 

( )
2 2

2* 1 1 2 2
2

29 σ σ σ σσ
σ σ σ

   = + +   
   

 (3.25) 

 Subtracting equations (3.25) from (3.23) gives: 

( )2* 1 2
2

39 1 σ σσ
σ

− =  (3.26) 
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The normalised value of Lode angle 3
3

27
2 σ

J
 is: 

( ) ( )2* * * * * *3 1 2 1 2 1 2
3 2

27 27 27
2 2 2

σ σ σ σ σ σσ σ σ σ σ σ
σ σ σ σ σ

+    = − − − = − − +        

J  (3.27) 

 Substituting equations (3.24) and (3.26) in the expression above, finally we 

obtain: 

( )2* *3
3

27 27 1
2 2 3

σ σ
σ

 = − −  

J  (3.28) 

what leads to: 

( ) ( )2* 1 * *1 27 1sin
3 2 3

θ σ σ σ−   = − − −    
 (3.29) 

As we can observe, unllike the other cases, here the Lode angle is defined as a 

function of the stress triaxiality. That is why the blue curve in Figure 3.4 shows a 

“zigzag” shape and shows local minimum and maximums in Figure 3.5. 

The Figure 3.5 shows a vertical section of the fracture locus seen in Figure 3.4 at 

Lode angle value of 0ºθ = . Dashed lines show the possible plane stress locus 

depending on the value of γ F . 

3.3. The results 

In this section, the postulated JCX material model was tested to see if it offered 

the capabilities we were seeking, that is, the reproduction of complex failure patterns. 

Three types of mechanical tests were simulated to check those capabilities: a quasi-

static axisymmetric tensile test, a quasi-static axisymmetric compression test and Taylor 

anvil tests. The JCX model was implemented as an user-defined material model in the 

non-linear explicit finite element code LS-DYNA [1] using a subroutine in FORTRAN 

programming language. The implementation of the model and some detail regarding the 

return mapping algorithm used can be seen in the next section of this chapter. 

In order to validate the material model, full 3D numerical simulation of a quasi-

static axisymmetric tensile test was performed. The dimensions and geometry of the 
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specimen as well, as the experimental data, can be found in [27]. The approximate size 

of the eight-node solid elements with one integration point and stiffness-based hourglass 

control used in the simulation, was 0.1×0.1×0.1 mm3. To simulate the tensile test a 

prescribed motion corresponding to a quasi-static loading condition was imposed. The 

true stress-strain curve from the simulation compared with the experimental data can be 

seen in Figure 3.6. 

3.3.1. Axisymmetric tensile test 

Numerical simulations of a quasi-static tensile test on axisymmetric specimens 

were carried out for investigating the capabilities of the JCX material model. The 

specimen was 600 mm long and 60 mm diameter in the gauge area. The rest of the 

conditions of the simulations were the same as described above. The objective for this 

particular set of simulations was to be capable obtaining the typical cup-cone type 

fracture pattern of ductile metals. 

A recent study carried out by Xue et al. [56] calibrates the Lode angle modified 

GTN model proposed by Nahshon et al. [6]. They found out that the cup-cone fracture 

in tensile test simulations was mesh dependent. To obtain the desired fracture pattern 

they needed an element size of 40×6 µm2. 

 

 
Figure 3.6. Comparison of the true stress-strain curves from a numerical simulation and experimental 
results from Wilkins et al. [27] of a smooth axisymmetric specimen. 
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In order to check the effect of the mesh size on the fracture patterns, a mesh 

sensitivity study was made using the JCX material model. Numerical simulations of the 

axisymmetric specimen using 20, 30, 40, 50 and 80 elements across the diameter were 

performed. The failure pattern in the numerical simulations performed with 20 and 40 

elements across the diameter was a flat plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the 

specimen. For the finer meshes, this is 50 and 80 elements across the diameter, cup-

cone pattern was achieved successfully. 

The Figure 3.7 shows the evolution of the damage parameter inside the tensile 

specimen. The damage was initiated in the centre of the specimen while the specimen 

remained uncracked (see Figure 3.7 (a)). The crack was initiated as a flat plane in the 

centre of the specimen (Figure 3.7 (b)). However, the crack on the remaining ligaments 

had a slanted shape that caused the cup-cone fracture pattern (see Figure 3.7 (c)). A 

more detailed fracture surface of lower (a) and upper (b) part of the specimen can be 

seen in Figure 3.9. In Figure 3.8 we can see the same evolution from (a) to (c), in this 

case corresponding to the Lode angle contours. Here we can see how before failure was 

initiated the Lode angle was more or less homogeneous in the neck of the specimen. 

Moreover, its value corresponded to a tensile stress state, i.e. 30ºθ = − . Once failure 

had initiated, in the centre of the specimen, was not any more homogeneous. The shear 

bands appeared and consequently the Lode angle value on such bands was closer to the 

pure shear value 0ºθ = . Since Lode angle dependent functions were introduced in the 

JCX material model formulation in an explicit way, both the hardening and the 

equivalent strain to failure were directly affected by the Lode angle changes. 

A preliminary study setting γ P  and γ F  as constants with the 80 element across 

the radius was made. The results are summarised in Table 3.2. The conclusions arise 

from such a study indicated that a combined effect on plasticity and failure models was 

necessary in order to obtain the desired pattern. Nevertheless, large “unreal” differences 

between tensile and torsion stress states, corresponding to large values of γ P , were also 

successful in obtaining cup-cone type pattern, whereas only large values of γ F  were not 

capable of it, at least with the studied mesh size. 
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a b c 

 
   

Figure 3.7. Damage parameter contours on the vertical cross-section of a smooth axisymmetric tensile 
specimen. (a) Necking, (b) fracture initiation at the specimen centre and (c) cup-cone fracture pattern. 

 

a b c 

 
   

Figure 3.8. Lode angle contours for a smooth axisymmetric tensile specimen. (a) Necking, (b) fracture 
initiation at the specimen centre and (c) cup-cone fracture pattern. 
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In the Table 3.2, three fields have been filled with terms that are going to be 

described subsequently. Feasibility of γ P  or γ F  indicates the “real” or “unreal” nature 

of the constants. As an example, let us take 0.2γ =F , what means that the difference 

between the strain failures in shear and tension is too large for any metallic material that 

can be found in the literature. These parameters have been designated as out-of-range 

constants. Being the limit patterns the flat surface and cup-cone. An additional pattern 

designated as flat-cup-cone has been defined as an intermediate result which lies in 

between the two limit surfaces. 

Table 3.2. Parametric study on γ P  and γ F  constant of JCX material model for a smooth axisymmetric 
tensile specimen with 80 elements across the diameter. 

γ P  Feasibility of γ P  γ F  Feasibility of γ F  Pattern 
1.0 In-range 0.6-1.2 In-range Flat 
1.0 In-range 0.2 Out-of-range Flat 

0.75-1.0 In-range 1.15 Calibrated value Flat-cup-cone 
0.4 Out-of-range 1.15 Calibrated value Cup-cone 
0.82 Calibrated value 1.15 Calibrated value Flat-cup-cone 

( )γ εP p  Calibrated values 1.15 Calibrated value Cup-cone 
 

a b 

   
Figure 3.9. Cup-cone fracture pattern on the smooth axisymmetric specimen with damage parameter 
contours. (a) Lower and (b) upper parts of the fractured specimen. 
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3.3.2. Axisymmetric compression test 

Numerical simulations of a quasi-static axisymmetric compression test were 

performed. The specimen had a length-diameter ratio of one, being the diameter equal 

to 20 mm. The contact between the specimen and the plateaus was simulated using rigid 

walls with coulomb friction coefficient set to 0.2. The lower rigid wall was fixed, while 

to the upper, a prescribed motion corresponding to quasi-static loading condition was 

applied. Whole the specimen was meshed using eight-node solid elements with one 

integration point and stiffness-based hourglass control. The specimen was modelled 

using 42 elements were used across the diameter. 

In previous studies on axisymmetric compression tests on aluminium alloys as 

the one conducted by Børvik et al. [57] or the one performed by Xue and Wierzbicki 

[52], clear fracture patterns can be observed. The fracture pattern localised diagonal 

shear bands forming a slanted fracture surface. The JCX material model used in the 

simulations was capable to reproduce such a pattern as can be seen in Figure 3.10. The 

failure process started localising the plastic strain in diagonal shear bands (see Figure 

3.10 (a)). Eventually, the large strains at which the specimen was subjected in those 

shear bands, shaped the slanted fracture surface (see Figure 3.10 (b)). 

a 

 

 

b 

 
Figure 3.10. Numerical simulations of the compression test (a) before and after failure. 
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3.3.3. Taylor anvil tests 

The Taylor anvils tests consist essentially on launching at several velocities a 

projectile or a specimen against a rigid wall. The experimental data of Taylor anvil tests 

for 6061-T651 aluminium alloy were taken from Anderson et al. [58]. The specimens 

were cylinders of 31.78 mm long and 6.35 mm diameter. These specimens were 

launched from 50 m/s to 450 m/s against a Vascomax C350 maraging steel wall. Once 

the test was concluded the length and diameter of the specimen were measured and 

compared with the initial values of them. 

The numerical simulation of the Taylor anvil tests were made with two mesh 

sizes. The first one used 20 elements (coarse) across the radius, whereas the second used 

40 elements (fine).  

The target was simulated using a 27.10 mm long and 30.70 mm diameter 

cylinder (see Figure 3.11 (a)). Vascomax C350 steel was modelled using the command 

material-plastic-kinematic [1] included on the material model library of LS-DYNA. The 

yield stress was set to 1.0×1028 in order to simulate a rigid wall. The contact between 

parts, projectile and target, was modelled employing eroding single-surface contact 

available in LS-DYNA [1]. 

The experimental results for the length measurements reported by Anderson et 

al. [58] can be seen in Figure 3.12. Additionally, in order to compare the experimental 

data with the numerical simulations, the results of the both mesh sizes, 20 and 40 

elements across the diameter of the specimen, are also shown in Figure 3.11. Hollow 

squares represent the coarse mesh, while the red solid squares represent the fine mesh. 

Both meshes seemed to predict accurately the final length of the projectiles. Moreover, 

the transition velocity from undamaged to damaged projectile, found to be from 242 m/s 

to 289 m/s in the experiments, also was predicted by the numerical simulations. 

 Even though, both meshes made a good prediction off the experimental results, 

the fine mesh predicts more efficiently the failure surface reported in [58]. Plots 

obtained from the numerical simulations carried out with initial velocities of 

0 150 m/s=v , 0 265 m/s=v , 0 300 m/s=v  and 0 350 m/s=v , are shown in Figure 3.11 

from (b) to (e) respectively. 
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a 

 
b 0 150 m/s=v  c 0 265 m/s=v  

 
 

d 0 300 m/s=v  e 0 350 m/s=v  

  
Figure 3.11. (a) Coarse finite element model for Taylor anvil tests. From (b) to (e) numerical simulations 
of Taylor anvil tests employing the fine mesh showing the fracture patterns achieved for various initial 
velocities. 
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Figure 3.12. Numerical simulations employing 20 (hollow squares) and 40 (red solid squares) elements 
across the radius of Taylor anvil tests compared with the experimental data (black solid circles) from 
Anderson et al. [58]. 

 

3.4. Numerical implementation of the model 

3.4.1. Radial scaling method 

Let us assume an elastic initial condition in n  (see Figure 3.13) characterised by 

a stress tensor σn . According to the elastic law, applying an incremental strain, will 

result in an elastic trial state denoted by ( )trial1+n  and characterised by a stress tensor 

trial
1+σn . If the elastic trial state is outside the yield surface, plotted as a solid line in Figure 

3.13, then the stress components of trial
1+σn  are scaled down to such a yield surface giving 

the final updated stress state 1+σn . This procedure is done by scaling the components of 

the deviatoric stress tensor by the scale factor: 

1
trial

1σ
+

+

=
JCX

n

n

Ym  (3.30) 

where the 1+
JCX

nY  is updated employing the expression of the plastic multiplier (equation 

(2.130)) from forward Euler incremental equations (2.127). Since Prandtl-Reuss law is 

implied by the method the equivalent plastic strain increment is: 
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( )trial
1

trial
1

,

: :

φ
λ ε

φ
ε

+

+

∆ = ∆ =
∂ ∂

+
∂ ∂

σ

N
σ

C

JCX
n n n

p JCX
n n

n
n p

Y
Y

 (3.31) 

 Knowing that for isotropic elastic moduli : : 3=N NC G  [9], we can rewrite the 

equation above as: 

( )trial
1 ,

3

φ
ε

ε

+∆ =
∂

+
∂

σ JCX
n n n

p JCX
n

p

Y
YG

 (3.32) 

 Now the hardening function can be updated as: 

( )1 1  ε ε+ += + ∆JCX JCX
n n p n pY Y  (3.33) 

The deviatoric stress tensor in the updated state 1+n  is then: 

trial
1 1+ +′ ′=σ σn nm  (3.34) 

Using the deviatoric/hydrostatic decomposition of the stress tensor, the 

deviatoric stress tensor increment can be expressed as: 

trial
1 1 2+ +′ ′− = ∆σ σ ε p

n n G  (3.35) 

 Substituting the relation (3.34) in the equation (3.35), the plastic strain increment 

tensor can be explicitly obtained as: 

( ) trial
1 1

1 1 11 1
2 2+ +

  ′ ′∆ = − = − 
 

ε σ σp
n nm

G m G
 (3.36) 

 One of the advantages of this method is that there is no need of updating the 

elastic strain tensor for the next step as in the elastic predictor/plastic corrector 

algorithm (see Chapter 5). 

The equivalent stress in the updated state 1+n  according to the equation (3.34) 

and the definition of the equivalent stress is: 

trial trial trial
1 1 1 1 1

trial
1 1

3 1 3: :
2 2

σ

σ σ

+ + + + +

+ +

′ ′ ′ ′= =

=

σ σ σ σn n n n n

n n

m
m

 (3.37) 
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Figure 3.13. Radial scaling method for the JCXY  yield surface. The inner circle is a von Mises yield 
surface that intersects the present surface at the return point. 

 

 The plastic work increment ∆ pW  in terms of principal deviatoric stresses using 

the radial scaling method can be computed as: 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 21 1 2 2 3 3
1 2 3

1 1 1 0
2

σ ε σ ε σ ε σ σ σ
ρ ρ

′ ′ ′∆ + ∆ + ∆    ′ ′ ′∆ = = − + + ≥    

p p p
pW

G m
 (3.38) 

 Note that this increment is always positive since the deviatoric stresses are 

squared. Therefore, we can say that the plastic work is null or positive for a loading or 

unloading cycle. Having said that, according to what was stated in section 2.3, the 

Drucker’s postulate is still satisfied. As pointed out by Wilkins [14], the requirement for 

the yield surface to be convex and for the flow rule to be associated is a sufficient but 

not necessary condition for the computation to be stable. 

Any yield surface expressed in terms of stress invariants that adjusts 

experimental evidence can be formulated. There is no experimental evidence to support 

the requirement of normality. With the radial scaling method, Drucker’s postulate is still 

satisfied, independently of the shape (convex or not) of the surface and independently of 

the corners and cusps, as required by the experimental results. 
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3.4.2. Implementation scheme 

Given σ n , nD , nT  and 1+∆ = −n nt t t ; 1+∆ = −ε ε εn n  in nt  

DO loop over the elements 

Compute elastic trial strain tensor and trial equivalent plastic strain: 

 trial
1+ = + ∆ε ε εe e

n n  

trial
 1  ε ε+ =p n p n  

Deviatoric/volumetric decomposition of the strain: 

( ) trial  trial
 1 1trε + += εe e

v n n  

 trial  trial  trial
1 1  1ε+ + +′ = −ε ε Ie e e

n n v n  

Compute elastic trial stress tensor: 

trial  trial
1 12+ +′ ′=σ ε e

n nG   trial  trial
 n+1  1σ ε += e

H v nK  

trial  trial trial trial
1 1 1  n+1: σ+ + +′= = +σ ε σ IC e

n n n H  

Compute trial stress invariants: 

trial trial trial
2 1 1 1

1 :
2+ + +′ ′= σ σn n nJ   ( )trial trial

3 1 1det+ +′= σn nJ  

trial trial
1 2 13σ + +=n nJ  

trial
* trial  n+1

1 trial
1

σσ
σ+

+

= H
n

n

 

( )
trial

trial 1 3 1
1 3trial

1

1 27sin
3 2

θ
σ

− +
+

+

 
 = −
 
 

n
n

n

J
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Compute yield function: 

( )trial trial trial
1 1   1, , ,φ σ ε ε θ+ + += − 

JCX
n n n p n p n n nY T  

IF trial
1 TOLφ + ≤JCX

n nY  THEN elastic update 

Update the elastic strain tensor: 

 trial
1 1+ +=ε εe e

n n  

Update the stress tensor: 

trial
1 1+ +′ ′=σ σn n   trial

 n+1  n+1σ σ=H H  

trial
1 1+ +=σ σn n  

 trial
1 1+ += =JCX JCX JCX

n n nY Y Y  

trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n n  

* * trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n n  

trial
1 1θ θ+ +=n n  

Compute internal variables: 

trial
 1  1  ε ε ε+ += =p n p n p n  

1+ =n nD D  

1+ =n nT T  

ELSE plastic update 

Return mapping with radial scaling method.  

Compute the equivalent plastic strain increment: 
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( )trial
1 ,

3

φ
ε

ε

+∆ =
∂

+
∂

σ JCX
n n n

p JCX
n

p

Y
YG

 

Update equivalent plastic strain and hardening function: 

 1  ε ε ε+ = + ∆p n p n p

 ( )trial
1  1  1, , ,ε ε θ+ + +



JCX
n p n p n n nY T

 Compute the scale factor: 

1
trial

1σ
+

+

=
JCX

n

n

Ym  

 Compute the plastic corrector: 

trial
1

trial
1

3
2

ε
σ

+

+

′
∆ = ∆

σε p n
p

n

 

Update elastic strain tensor: 

 trial
1 1+ += − ∆ε ε εe e p

n n  

Update stress tensor: 

trial
1 1+ +′ ′=σ σn nm   trial

 n+1  n+1σ σ=H H  

1 1  n+1σ+ +′= +σ σ In n H  

trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n nm  

* trial
* 1

1
σσ +

+ = n
n m

 

trial
1 1θ θ+ +=n n  
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Update internal variables: 

Equivalent plastic strain rate: 

 1

ε
ε +

∆
=

∆


p
p n t

 

Damage: 

( )*
1  1

1
, , ,

ε
ε σ ε θ+ +

∆ = ∆


pfJCX
p n p n n n

D
T

  1+ = + ∆n nD D D  

Temperature: 

1+∆ = −σ σ σn n  

:χ
ρ

∆ = ∆ ∆σ ε p

p

T
C

  1+ = + ∆n nT T T  

ENDIF 

ENDDO 

RETURN 

3.5. Concluding remarks 

A new model of plasticity and failure for ballistic applications was proposed. 

This material model was formulated by combining the Johnson-Cook model with the 

Lode angle dependent functions defined by Xue. Hence, Johnson-Cook-Xue (JCX) 

material model was named. Additionally, a new asymmetric Lode angle dependent 

function was proposed for the cases in which tensile, torsion and compression stress 

states have mechanical behaviours. The JCX material model was implemented in LS-

DYNA explicit non-linear finite element code as an user-defined material. 

Using experimental data from Wilkins et al. [27] and Johnson-Cook failure 

constants from Nicholas [54], the JCX material constants for 6061-T651 aluminium 

alloy were identified. In order to check the capabilities of fracture pattern prediction of 
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the material model, three type of tests were simulated: an axisymmetric tensile test, an 

axisymmetric compression test and Taylor anvil tests. Remarkable results were 

achieved, the model was able to predict the expected fracture patterns. 

The JCX material model constants came directly from the experimental data 

minimising the number of simulations necessary to calibrate it. Since did not use an 

elastoplastic-damage coupled plasticity, the calibration procedure is faster, less painful 

and avoided the introduction of new constants. It allowed using the Johnson-Cook 

constants available in the literature diminishing the additional work necessary to 

recalibrate the model. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Thermal softening at high temperatures 

 Material models that account the thermal softening effects, such as the Johnson-

Cook model, are usually not calibrated for temperatures up to 400 ºC since they are not 

intended for use in such a hard environment. The ductile materials used for defeating 

ballistic threats like armour steel, some aluminium or titanium alloys, are mainly 

characterised at room temperature and those below phase transformation temperatures. 

For higher temperatures the behaviour is extrapolated. The temperature increase, which 

takes place because of adiabatic heating when the metal alloys are impacted, is often 

insufficient to reach or exceed the phase transformation temperatures of such alloys. 

 In the case of jet engine turbines, the working temperature is far from the room 

temperature. If a component within the turbine is impacted, then the temperature 

increment that the material suffers due to adiabatic heating may exceed greatly the 

phase transformation temperature of the metallic alloy. Therefore, the material should 

not only be characterised below phase transformations temperatures but above them too. 

As will be seen, mechanical tests at high temperatures constantly present difficulties 

that should be addressed with the best way to overcome them. 

 Based on the JCX material model, as an extension, a material model that takes 

into account the phase transformation temperatures is proposed in this chapter. The 

model introduces two phase transformation temperatures. Above each temperature, a 

new thermal softening behaviour can be modelled by fitting additional material 

constants. The thermal softening is implemented for both plasticity and failure models. 
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 In order to improve identification of constants in the constitutive equation of the 

JCX model, a new Lode angle dependent flow stress is added. Formulating the 

constitutive equation in such a way avoids calibrating intermediate constants. The 

equivalent stress-strain curves of three reference stress states can be calibrated 

independently. Intermediate stress states are blended afterwards in the Lode angle 

dependent flow stress. 

A turbine casing material was characterised in order to calibrate the new 

material model with the phase transformation temperatures. A high-alloy steel that can 

be found in the low pressure turbine casings (see Chapter 1), was chosen to perform the 

experimental study. The material chosen was FV535 stainless steel. The experimental 

campaign was performed by using four groups of tests with different specimen 

geometries: (i) quasi-static axisymmetric compression tests at various temperatures, (ii) 

quasi-static tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens, (iii) dynamic 

tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens and (iv) dynamic tensile 

tests of smooth axisymmetric specimens at various temperatures. 

4.1. The model 

4.1.1. Constitutive relation 

In order to distinguish the JCX material model from the current one, the latter 

was designated as JCXt material model, where the last letter “t” stands for the phase 

transformation temperature. 

The elastic law is: 

( ): := = −σ ε ε εC Ce p  (4.1) 

 The elastoplastic constitutive relation is based on the JCX model (equation 

(3.2)). The main difference is that the Lode angle dependence function is substituted by 

a Lode angle dependent flow stress ( ),θ ε pY . Additionally, the thermal softening term 

is substituted for a phase transformation temperature dependent thermal softening 

function. The constitutive relation reads: 

( ) ( ) ( )*, , , , 1 lnε ε θ θ ε ε µ = + 
 

JCXt P
p p p p TY T Y C T  (4.2) 
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where ( )µ P
T T  is the function that defines the thermal softening behaviour. Note that the 

super-index P  is only to differentiate the thermal softening behaviours of the 

constitutive model ( P ) and the failure criterion ( F ). 

The function ( )µ P
T T  is given by: 

( )
( )
( )
( )

1

1 1 2

2 2 2
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µ µ
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T T T T
 (4.3) 

where 1T  and 2T  are the first and second phase transformation temperatures 

respectively. The functions µ P
TJC , 1µ P

T  and 2µ P
T  (see Figure 4.1) are defined as: 
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where 1mT , 1m , 2mT  and 2m  are material constants. Note that these functions can be 

extended to the number of phase transformation temperatures necessary to fit 

experimental data. In this case only two were included. It shoulde be noted that only the 

last of the melting temperatures, 2mT  in this particular case, is the real melting 

temperature of the material. The other two melting temperatures, mT  and 1mT , are only 

fitting constants. 

The Lode angle dependent flow stress ( ),θ ε pY  is defined analogously as the 

third kind of Lode dependent function. It reads: 
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Figure 4.1. Scheme showing two possible phase transformation temperatures with different thermal 
softening behaviour. 

 

 where TY , SY  and CY  are the hardening functions corresponding to the 

axisymmetric tension, pure shear and axisymmetric compression stress states 

respectively. 

The typical tests to determine the hardening for the axisymmetric tension, pure 

shear and axisymmetric compression stress states are a tensile test, torsion test and 

compression test respectively. Formulating the flow stress with a Lode angle dependent 

hardening eases the work to be performed by the user, since the equivalent stress-strain 

curves for the fore-mentioned three stress states can be fitted separately. 

In the implemented JCXt model the power-law or the extended Voce hardening 

laws can be used. The regular Johnson-Cook constitutive relation [4] uses the       

power-law hardening as its basis. It is given by: 

( )ε ε= + n
p pY A B  (4.8) 
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where A , B  and n  are material constants and Y  can be the hardening of any of the 

three reference stress states, TY , SY  or CY . The extended Voce hardening has been 

successfully employed to model hardening rules for metals [59-63]. It is given by: 

( ) ( )
2

1
1 expε ε

=

 = + − − ∑p i i p
i

Y A Q C  (4.9) 

where A  is the yield stress and iQ  and iC  are material constants. The constants with 

1=i  represent the primary hardening, whereas the constants with 2=i  represent the 

secondary hardening. 

The yield function for the JCXt model is defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2, , , , , , , ,φ φ θ ε ε σ ε ε θ= = −σ σ 

JCXt JCXt
p p p pY J T Y T  (4.10) 

A non-associative flow rule is chosen. The plastic potential adopted ψ , defines 

a von Mises yield surface of radius JCXtY  in each one of the positions given by θ . 

Therefore, the Prandtl-Reuss law is implied. The flow vector is given by: 

3
2

ψ
σ

′∂
= =

∂
σN

σ
 (3.7) 

The evolution law for the equivalent plastic strain is: 

1   ;  ψε λ λ λ ε ε λ∂
= = − = = =

∂ ∫H  
 

p p pdt
Y

 (3.9) 

Therefore, the flow rule is defined by: 

3
2

λ
σ

′
=

σε 



p  (3.8) 

 The return to the yield surface is performed by using the radial scaling method 

[14] detailed in section 3.4.1. 

4.1.2. Failure criterion 

The damage evolution law is: 
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1
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ε
ε σ ε θ
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where 0=D  corresponds to a virgin material, while 1=D  corresponds to a fully 

fractured material.  ε f JCXt
p  is the equivalent plastic strain to failure with the phase 

transformation temperature extension and defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) * * *
1 2 3 4, , , exp 1 ln θε σ ε θ σ ε µ µ θ   = + +  

 

f JCXt F F
p p p TT D D D D T  (4.12) 

where ( )µ F
T T  is the function that models the thermal softening of the equivalent plastic 

strain to failure (super index F ) underneath and above the phase transformation 

temperatures. The function is given by: 
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where the functions µ F
TJC , 1µ F

T  and 2µ F
T  are defined as follows: 
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where 6D , 51D , 61D , 52D  and 62D  are material constants. Although it adds three more 

additional material constants ( 6D , 61D  and 62D ), power-law thermal softening is 

considered more appropriate than linear softening for high temperatures. Nevertheless, 

if the experimental data does not support the power-law softening, setting the constants 

to the unity, linear thermal softening is recovered. 

The evolution law for the temperature is given by: 

:χ
ρ

= σ ε

p

p

T
C  

(2.113) 
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4.2. Material description 

As described in Chapter 1 of the most widely-used materials for low pressure 

turbine casing are the high-alloy steels. One of the steels that fulfils all the necessary 

requirements is martensitic stainless steel. The steel chosen in this particular research 

has the commercial name FV535. It is a high chromium (9%-12%) martensitic steel (see 

Table 4.1). The received piece was a cross section slice of an original jet engine low 

pressure turbine casing, which was machined to obtain all the specimens tested. The 

piece received the following heat treatment: 

• Solution treatment. Pre-heated to 0T * due to its relatively low thermal 

conductivity. 

• Temperature rise to 1T  and maintained two hours. 

• Oil quench. 

• Tempering. 2T  four hours 

• Air cooled. 

After the heat treatment, a fully-tempered martensitic microstructure with no 

apparent delta ferrite microstructure should be observed according to the received 

material certification data sheet. As a general rule of thumb these types of materials are 

not intended for use above tempering temperature. 

In Figure 4.2 a chromium-iron vertical section of Cr-Fe-C ternary diagram 

corresponding to 0.1% wt. carbon can be seen. The 10.28% chromium (see Table 4.1) is 

marked with a vertical red line in the figure. This red line indicates the theoretical path 

that will follow the FV535 alloy in case of heating. The melting temperature is indicated 

with a hollow red dot. 

 

Table 4.1. Certificated chemical composition in %wt. of FV535 stainless steel. 

C Si Mn S Cr Mo H B Co N Nb V 
0.094 0.38 0.77 0.0015 10.28 0.7 0.39 0.007 5.68 0.012 0.31 0.21 

 

                                                 
* 0T , 1T  and 2T  have been considered as confidential data by ITP aeronautical engines and turbines 
manufacturer. 
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Figure 4.2. Chromium-iron vertical section of Cr-Fe-C ternary diagram at 0.1% wt. carbon. Figure 
adapted from [64]. 

 

4.3. Experiments 

In order to obtain the constants for the calibration of the proposed model, four 

groups of experiments were carried out. The groups are shown below: 

i. Quasi-static axisymmetric compression tests at various temperatures. 

ii. Quasi-static tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens. 

iii. Dynamic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens. 

iv. Dynamic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth specimens at various 

temperatures. 

The geometry and dimensions of all the specimens tested are specified in Figure 

4.3. The axisymmetric notched specimens were machined with notch radii of 4 mm, 2 

mm and 1 mm. 
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a 

 

b 

c 

Figure 4.3. Geometry and dimensions of (a) axisymmetric compression specimens, (b) axisymmetric 
notched specimens (R = 4 mm, R = 2 mm and R = 1 mm), (c) smooth axisymmetric specimens and (d) flat 
“dog bone” type specimens. 

 

4.3.1. Triaxiality and failure strain data 

According to Bridgman’s analysis [65], the initial stress triaxiality *σ σ σ= H  

for axisymmetric rounded specimens can be obtained with the following expression: 

* 1 ln 1
3 2

σ  = + + 
 

r
R

 (4.17) 

where, r  is the radial coordinate in the minimum cross section area of the specimen and 

R  is the notch radius. The axisymmetric specimens provide us with different initial 

stress triaxialities in the centre of the specimens, merely by varying the initial notch 

radius. The tensile tests of specimens with different stress triaxialities give different 

failure strain values, enabling the construction of a fracture locus in the stress triaxiality 

vs. equivalent plastic strain space. 

According to equation (4.17) the initial stress triaxiality of the smooth 

axisymmetric specimen is 1/3. Having notched specimens with the same initial diameter 
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in the minimum cross section area, lower values of the notch radius give greater stress 

triaxialities (see equation (4.17)). In summary, for each one of the specimen notch radii, 

Bridgman’s analysis gives different values for the initial stress triaxiality. 

Bridgman [65] also showed that the triaxiality ratio is far from being constant 

during tensile tests of axisymmetric specimens. During tensile tests the notch radius is 

not constant, hence either is stress triaxiality. Equation (4.17) should not be used when 

the notch shape stops being circular (typically when reaching necking point). Therefore, 

the equivalent stress is no longer homogenous over the cross section area. For post 

necking analysis of stress triaxiality different approaches can be used. For instance, 

authors such as Bridgman [65], Le Roy et al. [66] or Mirone [67, 68], propose different 

formulations for that purpose. The numerical simulations have been proven to be a quite 

reliable alternative to the analytical formulations [69]. 

Assuming volume conservation, the axial true plastic strain can be obtained as 

function of the cross section area ( A ) or diameter ( d ) as follows: 

0 02 ln lnε    = =   
   

p
d A
d A

 (4.18) 

where the subscript “ 0 ” means initial. In an uniaxial tensile test, the measure of the true 

plastic strain coincides with the equivalent plastic strain ε ε=p p . Equivalent plastic 

strain to fracture ε f
p  can be defined simply by substituting A  or d  in equation (4.18) 

for fA  and fd . Where fA  and fd  are the minimum cross section area and diameter of 

the fractured specimen. Thus we can obtain the equivalent plastic strain to failure from 

experimental data as follows: 

0 02 ln lnε
   

= =      
   

f
p

f f

d A
d A

 (4.19) 

 

4.3.2. Quasi-static compression tests at various temperatures. Group i 

The general purpose of performing quasi-static high temperature tests on 

axisymmetric specimens was to obtain the yield stress of the tested material following 
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with the previous work carried out by Gálvez et al. [70]. The geometry and dimensions 

of the specimens tested can be seen in Figure 4.3 (a). 

The experimental data from [70] is collected in Figure 4.4. The black hollow 

circles correspond to quasi-static tests conducted at a strain rate of 1×10-3 s-1, whereas 

the hollow diamonds correspond to dynamic tests conducted in a Split Hopkinson 

Pressure Bar (SHPB) conducted at a strain rate of 1×103 s-1. It can be seen how the 

value of the yield stress descends almost linearly to 500 ºC. Above that temperature the 

yield stress drops dramatically, taking values such as 200 MPa at 800 ºC. Analysing 

these experimental data, it can be clearly noticed that the thermal softening for this 

material cannot be modelled using the conventional Johnson-Cook softening. To 

analyse the thermal softening behaviour of the material, more quasi-static compression 

tests at higher temperatures were performed. 

The above-mentioned tests were carried out using an INSTRON screw-driven 

universal testing machine equipped with a temperature chamber. The tests were 

conducted at a strain rate of 5×10-4 s-1. The temperature chamber used was totally 

sealed, discarding the possibility of taking images with any recording device. The 

plateaus were made of alumina in order to withstand the high temperatures at which the 

tests were carried out. The compression tests were performed from 850 ºC up to 1200 

ºC. 

When the specimens were subjected to such high temperatures, an oxide layer 

was prone to appear on the surface of them. The oxide layer was formed from the base 

material reducing its load bearing area. In order to measure this effective area and thus 

have an appropriate yield stress value, the specimens where cut perpendicularly to the 

axis of symmetry. 

The results of the measured yield stresses can be seen in the form of blue solid 

triangles in Figure 4.4. Observing the figure, it is noticeable that the thermal softening 

of the yield stress is not homogenous with the temperature, and is clearly divided in 

three zones. The first one goes from room temperature to approximately 800 ºC, the 

second from 800 to 1000 ºC, and the last from 1000 ºC to the melting temperature. As 

will be explained later, this behaviour change is related with the phase transformation 

temperatures. 
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Figure 4.4. Experimental data of quasi-static and dynamic compression tests of axisymmetric specimens 
at various temperatures and strain rates. Black hollow circles and diamonds from Gálvez et al. [70]. 0s  
has been considered as confidential data by ITP aeronautical engines and turbines manufacturer. 

 

4.3.3. Quasi-static tensile tests. Group ii 

In this group quasi-staic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched 

specimens were performed. The axisymmetric notched specimens were machined with 

three notch radii, R = 4 mm, R = 2 mm and R = 1 mm (see Figure 4.3 (b) and (c)). The 

tests were carried out in an INSTRON servo hydraulic universal testing machine. These 

were conducted at room temperature under a strain rate of 5×10-4 s-1. The specimens 

were instrumented with an extensometer to monitor the axial strain during the 

mechanical tests. The extensometer gauge length was 12.5 mm and its extension range 

±2.5 mm. 

The initial triaxiality obtained with Bridgman’s formulation (equation (4.17)), as 

well as the equivalent plastic strain to fracture obtained after the tests (equation (4.19)), 

are summarised in Table 4.2. The failure cross-section area was perfectly circular as 

expected. However, some studies [71] have encountered  non-circular fracture areas due 

to material texture or anisotropy. Given that circular areas were observed in all the 

specimens, the fracture diameter was enough to obtain proper values of equivalent strain 

to failure. The diameters corresponding to initial and fracture situations were measured 

with an optical profilometer. A fractured specimen for each one of the tested geometries 

can be seen in Figure 4.5. 
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The stress increase in notched specimens came as a consequence of the 

superimposed circumferential stress state created by the notches (see Figure 4.6). In the 

tensile tests, the lower notch radius of the specimens was, larger the increases of the 

stress were registered. Conversely, the strain to failure decreased remarkably with the 

decrease of the notch radius. The accumulation of plastic strain to specimen fracture 

was clearly geometry-dependent as can be seen in Figure 4.5. In summary, it was noted 

that the amount of plastic strain necessary to fracture a notched specimen decreased 

when a smaller notch radius was machined. 

 

 
Figure 4.5. Fractured smooth and notched axisymmetric specimens after quasi-static tests. R101 (a), R201 
(b), R401 (c) and SE02 (d). 

 

Table 4.2. Diameter reduction ( 0 fd d ), initial stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain to failure ε f
p  

for axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens. 0ε f  has been considered as confidential data by ITP 
aeronautical engines and turbines manufacturer. 

Specimen ID Notch Radius (mm) Test regime Initial triaxiality 
0ε εf f

p  
SE01 Smooth Quasi-static 1/3 0.877 
SE02  Quasi-static  0.812 
SE03  Dynamic  0.926 
SE04  Dynamic  0.911 
R401 4.0 Quasi-static 0.556 0.462 
R402  Quasi-static  0.484 
R403  Dynamic  0.566 
R404  Dynamic  0.597 
R201 2.0 Quasi-static 0.739 0.391 
R202  Quasi-static  0.409 
R203  Dynamic  0.495 
R204  Dynamic  0.441 
R101 1.0 Quasi-static 1.026 0.281 
R102  Quasi-static  0.247 
R103  Dynamic  0.172 
R104  Dynamic  0.179 
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Figure 4.6. Engineering stress-strain curves obtained from quasi-static tensile tests of smooth and notched 
specimens. 0s  has been considered as confidential data by ITP aeronautical engines and turbines 
manufacturer. 

 

4.3.4. Dynamic tensile tests. Group iii 

The testing of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens was carried out with 

a Split Hopkinson Tension Bar (SHTB). The SHTB geometry and configuration used 

for the dynamic tensile tests is detailed in Figure 4.7. The SHTB comprised an input and 

output bar, both of René 41 nickel-base superalloy (elastic modulus 218 GPa=bE  and 

Poisson’s ratio 0.3ν = ). The input bar was 4500 mm in length and the output 1500 mm. 

The diameter was 19.30 mm in both cases. The projectile or striker bar was a steel 

tubular cylinder of 400 mm length. The striker bar was launched with compressed air 

inside a tubular cannon of 3000 mm, in the opposite direction to the wave propagation. 

This configuration of the SHTB provided a maximum pulse length of about 180 µs. The 

wave propagation inside the input and output bars had been considered one-

dimensional. Therefore, specimen stress and strain were measured according to the 

theory of the one-dimensional elastic wave propagation [72] and their application to the 

SHTB. According to this: 
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where ε i  is the strain corresponding to the incident wave, ε r  is the strain of the 

reflected wave and ε t  is the strain of the transmitted wave. The strain histories were 

recorded by strain gauges attached to the input and output bars (see Figure 4.7). The 

specimen engineering stress s  is: 

0 0

ε= =s b b
t

F E As
A A

 (4.21) 

where sF  is the force applied over the specimen by the SHTB, bE  is the elastic 

modulus of the input and output bars and bA  is the input and output bar cross-section 

area. The specimen engineering strain e  and strain rate e  are: 

0
0

2 ε= − ∫
t

r
s

ce dt
l

 (4.22) 

02 ε= − r
s

ce
l

 (4.23) 

where 0 ρ= b bc E  is the elastic wave propagation velocity inside input and output 

bars, ρb  is the mass density of the bars and sl  is the specimen initial length. 

The dynamic tensile tests were recorded using a Phantom v12 high speed 

camera. It was set to record at 190476 frames per second. Recording such experiments 

allowed the researchers to know the evolution of the notch during the tests. The low 

exposure time of the high speed camera, 4-5 µs per image, required a massive amount 

of light. The most reliable solution was to focus the specimens from the rear in order to 

obtain sufficient contrast. The result of focusing the specimens from the rear was a 

black and white image (see Figure 4.8). 

The instantaneous value of the diameter in the minimum cross section was 

measured for each one of the images acquired with the high speed camera. Phantom v12 

camera control software performed this operation in a highly user-friendly way. Matlab 

computing software was used to make additional measurements over the images. The 

diameter reduction and thus the equivalent plastic strain were calculated for all the 

specimens tested. Failure strain data obtained for these tests are summarised in Table 

4.2. 
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Figure 4.7. Schematic view of the SHTB used to carry out the dynamic tests. Detailed view of the 
specimen with input and output bars showing incident, reflected and transmitted strain directions. 

 

 
a b c d 

Figure 4.8. High speed camera images of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens tested in the 
SHTB. Figure shows one representative specimen for each one of the geometries tested. Time of failure at 
190 µs for SE04 (a), at 95 µs for R404 (b), at 85 µs for R203 (c) and at 35 µs for R103 (d). 
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Figure 4.8 contains four sets of black and white images ordered in columns 

which corresponded to each one of the axisymmetric specimens tested. Each one of the 

columns labelled from (a) to (d) shows the evolution of the specimen during the 

dynamic tensile test. Column (a) corresponds to the smooth specimen and (b), (c) and 

(d) correspond to the axisymmetric specimens notched with radius R = 4 mm, R = 2 mm 

and R = 1 mm respectively. The images of the figure have a 120 µs delay with respect 

to the incident wave signal. This delay was the time that incident wave took to reach the 

specimen. In order to obtain synchronised data between SHTB output data and the high 

speed camera, this delay should be removed. 

As has been pointed out before, when the specimens start necking they change 

their shape and stop being circular (see column (a) from Figure 4.8). Other researchers 

[73] have addressed the same effects in SHTB tensile tests. Observing Figure 4.8, it can 

be noted that the notch radius changed from its initial “U” shaped form to a “V” shaped 

form when the specimen was close to fracture. The time in which the fracture occurred 

diminished quite rapidly with a decreasing notch radius. The smooth specimen fracture 

occurred at about 185-190 µs. Fracture for the axisymmetric specimens with notch 

radius R = 4mm, R = 2 mm and R = 1 mm occured at 90-95 µs, 80-85 µs and 30-35 µs 

respectively (see Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.21). A dynamic test fracture time analysis can 

provide an idea of the complexity when trying to extract valid data from these 

experiments, especially from the specimens with smallest notch radius. 

4.3.5. Dynamic tensile tests at various temperatures. Group iv 

Dynamic tensile tests of smooth axisymmetric specimens (see Figure 4.3 (c)) 

were carried out at various temperatures, from room temperature to almost 800 ºC, 

using the SHTB apparatus described in the previous section. A detailed schematic view 

of the SHPB can be seen in Figure 4.7. A temperature chamber was mounted in the 

frame that held the input and output bars. The temperature of the specimen was 

monitored at all times by means of a thermocouple attached to it. A detail of the 

temperature chamber is depicted in Figure 4.9 (a), while a more general view of the 

mounting can be observed in Figure 4.9 (b). The tests were conducted at an approximate 

strain rate of 1×103 s-1. 
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In order to obtain the equivalent plastic strain to fracture of the specimens, 

measurements of the fracture diameter were taken An optical profilometer was 

employed to obtain the fracture diameters of the tested specimens. The equivalent 

plastic strain to failure values were calculated using the equation (4.19). All the data 

analysed is summarised in Table 4.3, including the temperature at which the tests were 

conducted and the specimen IDs used for the specimens. The evolution of the 

equivalent plastic strain with the temperature can be seen in Figure 4.10. 

The most noticeable result was that the strain to failure did not increase linearly 

with the temperature. Hence, as it could not be modelled using the regular Johnson-

Cook expression for the equivalent plastic strain to failure, another approach was 

needed. For temperatures above 400 ºC the strain to failure increased substantially. 

When plotting temperature vs. equivalent plastic strain to failure (see Figure 4.10), such 

behaviour could be observed quite clearly. The first part of the curve presented an 

almost linear increase on strain to failure with the temperature, while the second part of 

the curve, exceeding 600 ºC, presented a marked increase on strain to failure with the 

temperature. A power-law fit seemed more appropriate for modelling the evolution of 

the equivalent plastic strain to failure with the temperature. The expression of the 

equivalent plastic strain to failure of the JCXt failure criterion was able to capture such 

a behavior. 

 

Table 4.3. Diameter reduction ratio ( 0 fd d ) and equivalent plastic strain ε f
p  to fracture of the 

specimens tested at various temperatures in the SHTB. 

Specimen ID Temperature (ºC) fd  (mm2) 0 fd d  ε f
p  

T01 274  2.407     1.662     1.016    
T02 330  2.315     1.728     1.094    
T03 386  2.234     1.790     1.165    
T04 400  2.200     1.773     1.145    
T05 470  2.220     1.802     1.178    
T06 524  2.312     1.730     1.097    
T07 570  2.224     1.799     1.174    
T08 610  2.176     1.838     1.217    
T09 690  1.780     2.247     1.619    
T10 740  1.575     2.540     1.864    
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a  

 

 

   b 

 

 
Figure 4.9. Temperature chamber mounted in the SHTB used to perform the tensile tests of smooth 
axisymmetric specimens. 
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Figure 4.10. Evolution of the equivalent plastic strain to fracture with increasing for the specimens tested 
in the SHTB. 
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4.4. Calibration of the constitutive relation 

The Lode angle dependent flow stress ( ),θ ε pY  was first calibrated. For the 

studied material the extended Voce hardening law has adopted. The hardening of the 

axisymmetric tension stress state ( )εT
pY  was adjusted with the experimental data of 

the quasi-static tensile tests of axisymmetric specimens tested at room temperature. As 

long as we did not have any experimental evidence, it was assumed that no difference 

were between stress-strain curves of a pure shear or axisymmetric tension stress states. 

Therefore, the hardening for the pure shear stress state was considered the same as the 

hardening of the axisymmetric tension stress state, ( ) ( )ε ε=T S
p pY Y . The experimental 

data of the quasi-static compression tests at room temperature were used as the 

reference to calibrate the hardening of the axisymmetric compression stress state 

( )εC
pY . The JCXt material model was implemented for LS-DYNA non-linear finite 

element code [1] in a user-defined material by means of a subroutine in FORTRAN 

programming language. Numerical simulations of the aforemetioned reference tests, 

were performed in order to calibrate the constitutive relation. Using an inverse 

modelling process, the constants were adjusted until a good correlation between 

numerical an experimental data was obtained. 

The numerical simulations of the quasi-static tensile tests of smooth 

axisymmetric specimens were performed by using eight-node solid elements with one 

integration point and stiffness-based hourglass control. Forty elements were used across 

the diameter, giving an approximate size of 0.1×0.1×0.1 mm3. The displacement of the 

nodes corresponding to one end of the specimen was constrained, while a prescribed 

was imposed to the nodes of the opposite end. The displacement was applied by using 

quasi-static loading conditions. The engineering stress-strain curve obtained from the 

numerical simulations by employing the Voce hardening constants corresponding to the 

axisymmetric tensile stress state of Table 4.4 can be seen in Figure 4.11 (a). 

In the numerical simulations of the quasi-static compression tests the same 

elements as those used for the tensile tests were employed. The axisymmetric 

compression specimen was modelled by using 42 elements across the diameter. The 

contact between the specimen and the plateaus was simulated using rigid walls. The 
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Coulomb friction between them was simulated setting the friction coefficient to 0.2. The 

movement of one rigid wall was constrained, whereas a prescribed displacement was 

applied to the opposite one. The displacement, as in the previous case, was applied with 

quasi-static loading conditions. The engineering stress-strain curve obtained from the 

numerical simulations is compared with the experimental data in Figure 4.11 (a). The 

constants of the Voce hardening that correspond to the axisymmetric compression stress 

state are summarised in Table 4.4. 

The significant advantage of having a Lode angle dependent flow stress in the 

JCXt model is that it allows separate calibration of the reference tests, leading to 

remarkable results when fitting the constants. Moreover, fitting the constants in such a 

way is more user-friendly. 

The constant C  was obtained by adjusting fitting the JCXt model comparing the 

quasi-static and dynamic compression tests from [70]. The JCXt fit for 0.0085=C  is 

plotted in dashed lines in the Figure 4.12.  

 The phase transformation temperatures were obtained by performing a combined 

analysis of the phase diagram in Figure 4.13 and the experimental data from Figure 4.4. 

The solvus line of the first phase change (see Figure 4.13) is: 

1 1K Kα α γ+ → + +  

a b 

  
Figure 4.11. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves of the quasi-static tensile and compression tests 
compared with the numerical simulations carried out with the JCXt material model in LS-DYNA. (b) 
Engineering stress-strain curves of the compression tests at various temperatures compared with the 
numerical simulations. 
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Figure 4.12. Proposed calibration of the JCXt constitutive relation for 24 ºC=rT . 

 

where α  is ferrite, γ  is austenite and 1K  is a pure chromium carbide. This line 

intersects the vertical one corresponding to the composition of the examined steel at  

830 ºC. Now, observing Figure 4.18 (a), we can see that there is a clear change in the 

thermal softening behaviour. Therefore, 830 ºC was designated as the first phase 

transformation temperature. No change was observed when the structure changes and 

there were no more carbides left in the transformation. The phase transformation is now: 

1Kα γ α γ+ + → +  

The fact that in this transformation only the carbides are transformed, was 

perhaps not enough to justify a change in the thermal softening behaviour. The 

intersection of the vertical line with the next solvus line is the phase transformation 

from ferrite plus austenite into pure austenite as: 

α γ γ+ →  

According to the phase diagram from Figure 4.13, the transformation occurred at 

approximately 1000 ºC. Again, observing the experimental data, a change in the thermal 

softening behaviour was observed at 1000 ºC. Thus, this last temperature was 

designated as the second phase transformation temperature. 
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Figure 4.13. Chromium-iron vertical section of Cr-Fe-C ternary diagram at 0.1% wt. carbon. Phase 
transformation temperatures detected in the experiments are marked in blue and intersections with solvus 
lines with squares. Figure adapted from [64]. 

 

No experiments were carried out beyond 1200 ºC. In any case, according to the 

phase diagram (see Figure 4.13), there were no additional phase transformations large 

enough to notice a significant change in the thermal softening behaviour. The real 

melting temperature or the constant 2mT  was considered that at which the material starts 

melting, this is 1430 ºC. 

Once the phase transformation temperatures were defined, the melting 

temperatures and the thermal softening exponents were calibrated. Note that the melting 

temperatures mT  and 1mT  are not real melting temperatures, but only fitting constants. 

They represent the temperature at which the material loses all its load bearing capacity. 

The real melting temperature in this case, would be 2mT . The rest of the constants, 1mT , 

1m  and 2m , were fitted with the experimental data. All phase transformation constants 

were adjusted according to the experimental data from the Figure 4.12. The constants 

for the proposed JCXt material model constitutive relation are summarised in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4. Johnson-Cook-Xue with phase transformation temperature extension (JCXt) material model 
constants for FV535 stainless steel. 

Physical properties and isotropic elastic constants 
E (GPa) ν  ρ (kg/m3) pC (J/kgºC) χ  

210 0.28 7830 460 0.9 
Constitutive relation 
Strain hardening tension/pure shear 

A (MPa) 1Q (MPa) 1C  2Q (MPa) 2C  
970 120 50 90 15 

Strain hardening compression 
A (MPa) 1Q (MPa) 1C  2Q (MPa) 2C  

950 255 35 0.0 0.0 
Strain rate hardening   Thermal softening  

C  0ε (s-1)  m  rT (ºC) mT (ºC) 
0.0085 5×10-4  4.50 24 870 

Failure criterion 

1D  2D  3D  4D  5D  6D  
-0.15 3.00 -1.35 0.009 1.50 2.50 

Phase transformation thermal softening 

1T (ºC) 1m  1rT (ºC) 1mT (ºC) 51D  61D  
830 2.7 1T  1052 0.47 1.10 

2T (ºC) 2m  2rT (ºC) 2mT (ºC) 52D  62D  
1000 0.3 2T  1430 1.00 1.20 

 

In order to check the validity of the calibrated constitutive equation simulations 

of the quasi-static compression tests at 200 ºC and 590 ºC were run. The engineering 

stress-strain curves obtained showed a good correlation between experimental and 

numerical data (Figure 4.11 (b)). 

4.5. Calibration of the failure criterion 

Previous works [69, 74] have established that calibrating failure criteria such as 

the Johnson-Cook failure criterion by using only the initial stress triaxiality value 

provided by Bridgman’s formulation (equation (4.17)) may involve significant errors. 

Given that Johnson and Cook [5] were aware of this, they performed a series of 

numerical simulations to “correct” such errors. Therefore, numerical simulations are 

used in order to obtain the triaxiality history. The calibration methodology followed for 

the failure calibration is described in the subsequent paragraphs. 
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Initially, numerical simulations of the quasi-static tensile tests of smooth and 

notched axisymmetric specimens using the JXCt constitutive relation implemented in 

LS-DYNA non-linear finite element code were carried out. No failure criterion was 

used for this set of simulations. The objective of performing such numerical simulations 

is twofold; first, to check which are the most critical elements and second, collect the 

triaxility and equivalent plastic strain to failure histories of such an element. 

All the finite element models were modelled by using eight-node solid elements 

with one integration point and stiffness-based hourglass control. The meshes of the 

finite element models used for axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens are shown 

in Figure 4.14. Forty elements were used across the diameter, giving an approximate 

size of 0.1×0.1×0.1 mm3. The mesh of the axisymmetric smooth specimen had 115089 

elements. The axisymmetric specimens with notch radius R = 4 mm, R = 2 mm and R = 

1 mm, had 109181, 91200 and 88800 elements respectively. The quasi-static loading 

condition was simulated by imposing a prescribed displacement to the nodes 

corresponding one end of the specimens. The opposite end nodes were fixed 

constraining their displacement. 

 
Figure 4.14. 3D finite element model meshes of smooth (a) and notched specimens with notch radius of 4 
mm (b), 2 mm (c) and 1 mm (d) for the numerical simulations. 
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The numerical simulations for the axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens 

showed good agreement with the experimental engineering stress-strain curves, as can 

be seen in Figure 4.15. Nonetheless, the numerical solution for the specimen with the 

smallest notch radius (R = 1 mm) appeared to be marginally above that expected. In 

order to obtain the stress triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain to fracture histories 

from the most critical elements, the minimum cross section area when fracture diameter 

was measured was analysed. 

Figure 4.16 shows the variation of the stress triaxiality (a) and equivalent plastic 

strain (b) along the diameters of the minimum cross section areas of axisymmetric 

smooth and notched specimens. For all the specimens simulated, the stress triaxiality 

values were larger in the centre of the minimum cross section area, as expected [75]. 

The equivalent plastic strain showed the same tendency as the stress triaxiality. 

Nevertheless, the gradient between the borders and the centre of the specimens was not 

as marked as the stress triaxiality values, especially for the notched specimens. The 

variation of the equivalent plastic strain along the minimum cross section diameter of 

the smallest notch radius specimen (R = 1 mm) showed an opposite behaviour. The 

difference between the border and the centre values of the equivalent plastic strain 

values was low, remaining almost constant. Summarising, the critical elements were in 

the centre of the minimum cross-section area. In other words, the fracture will be 

initiated in the centre of the specimens and propagated until it reaches the borders fully 

fracturing the specimen. In the case of the smallest notch radius, it is not clear whether 

the fracture will start in the centre or at the border. 

Once the numerical simulations of the quasi-static tensile tests of smooth and 

notched axisymmetric specimens were performed, two histories corresponding to the 

same loading path were plotted in the equivalent plastic strain to failure vs. triaxiality 

space (see Figure 4.17): 

• Equivalent plastic strain of the specimen calculated as ( )02 lnε =p d d  vs. the 

triaxility of the most critical element (dashed black lines in Figure 4.17). 

• The strain to failure ratio *ε  calculated as *ε ε= f
p D  vs. the triaxility of the most 

critical element (solid blue lines in Figure 4.17). 
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The first history links the equivalent plastic strain to failure, observed 

macroscopically (fracture diameter), with the fracture initiation locus, the most critical 

element. Therefore, when the most critical element is eroded, fracture diameter should 

be obtained. The second history lies in the fracture locus curve when the element is 

eroded. 

 

 
Figure 4.15. Engineering stress-strain curves from quasi-static tensile tests of smooth and notched 
axisymmetric specimens compared with the numerical simulations performed with the calibrated JCXt 
material model. 

 

a b 

  
Figure 4.16. Stress triaxiality ratio (a) and equivalent plastic strain (b) over the normalized radius of the 
minimum cross section for smooth and notched axisymmetric specimens obtained from the numerical 
simulations. 
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Figure 4.17. Equivalent plastic strain vs. triaxiality showing fracture points for quasi-static case. Dashed 
black lines correspond to the equivalent plastic strain history, blue solid lines to the strain to failure ratio 
and solid black lines to Bridgman’s analysis. 

 

The calibration of the constants 1D , 2D  and 3D  was performed to obtain the 

best fracture diameters possible for the four geometries. Fracture points are marked with 

green circles in Figure 4.17. The difference between the initial stress triaxiality values 

(Equation (4.17)) and the current was significant, as can be seen in Figure 4.17. Using 

the calibrated values of 1D , 2D  and 3D  the numerical simulations of the quasi-static 

tensile tests of smooth and notched axisymmetric specimens were re-run obtaining the 

engineering stress-strain curves plotted in Figure 4.15. 

In the calibration of the thermal softening constants of the JCXt failure criterion, 
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specimens tested at room temperature  Dynε f
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us assume that there are no phase transformation temperatures. Therefore, 1430 ºC=mT  

and the expression for the equivalent plastic strain to failure can be rewritten as: 

6 6* * *
 RT 4 5  Dyn 51 ln( ) 1 1ε ε ε ε    = + + = +     



D Df JC f f
p p p pD D T D T  (4.24) 

where  RTε f
p  is the equivalent plastic strain to failure corresponding to the quasi-static 

tensile test of the smooth axisymmetric specimen tested at room temperature. The 

master curve was constructed by fitting the experimental data by setting 5 5.30=D  and 

6 2.50=D  (see black solid curve in Figure 4.18). 

 The equivalent plastic strain to failure with the previously-defined phase 

transformation temperatures is now given by: 

( ) 
 Dynε ε µ=f JCT f F

p p T T  (4.25) 

The constants 5D , 6D , 51D , 61D , 52D  and 62D  were adjusted until the curves 

corresponding to each one of the three segments defined by { }1,rT T , { }1 2,T T  and 

{ }2 , mT T  lied above the master curve (see Figure 4.18). The material constants for the 

JCXt material model can be seen in Table 4.4. 

 

 
Figure 4.18. Proposed calibration for the JCXt (power-law softening) failure criteria. 
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The constant 4D  that accounts for the strain rate effect on the failure criterion 

was calibrated by performing numerical simulations of the dynamic tensile test of the 

axisymmetric smooth specimen at room temperature. The triaxiality and equivalent 

plastic strain to failure histories from the most critical elements as well as the equivalent 

plastic strain of the specimen were collected. The same mesh as that used in the quasi-

static tensile test was employed (see Figure 4.14 (a)). Eight-node solid elements with 

one integration point and stiffness-based hourglass control available in LS-DYNA were 

utilised to model the specimen. In order to simulate the tensile SHTB tests of 

axisymmetric smooth specimen properly, input and output bars were also modelled. The 

boundary condition was introduced as prescribed velocity in the free end cross-section 

nodes of the input bar. The incident wave strain history can be transformed in velocity 

history according to the one-dimensional elastic wave propagation theory [72] as: 

( ) ( )0ε= iv t c t  (4.26) 

The incident wave signals were recorded from the strain gauges located in the 

input bar (see Figure 4.7) for each one of the specimens tested. An average value of the 

incident strain ( )ε i t  recorded from all the tests was used to determine the prescribed 

velocity. In order to reduce the calculation time, a coarser mesh was used for the input 

and output bars (see Figure 4.19).  

High amplitude waves were observed in the force measurements from the 

experiments. Therefore, the diameter reduction obtained from the high speed images 

was found to be more representative for comparing it with the numerical simulations. 

 
Figure 4.19. Finite element model of a tensile SHTB test for LS-DYNA non-linear finite element code. 
The specimen in the figure is a notched axisymmetric specimen with notch radius equal to 4 mm. Input 
and output bars are modeled with coarser elements in order to reduce calculation time. 
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Following the same procedure as in the quasi-static tests, and after several 

numerical simulations, 4 0.009=D  gave a fracture diameter almost equivalent to that 

measured experimentally (see Figure 4.20). Note that the adiabatic heating was 

computed and taken into account when plotting the fracture locus. Although a 

temperature increase of 375 ºC may seem too high, it is a local temperature, i.e., only in 

an element. No Lode angle dependency was considered. More experimental data would 

have been necessary to calibrate a Lode angle dependent function. Therefore, 1θµ =F . 

With the calibrated JCXt failure criterion numerical simulations of the dynamic 

tensile tests of smooth and notched axisymmetric specimens were carried out. As 

previously mentioned the diameter reduction readings from the mechanical tests were 

used as a reference. The diameter corresponding to the minimum cross-section area was 

collected from the numerical simulations. The diameter reduction with the time is 

shown in Figure 4.21 for the four geometries. Good agreement was obtained between 

the experimental diameter reduction and that from the numerical simulations. The 

fracture diameters are indicated with a solid blue circle in Figure 4.21. The fracture 

diameters were fairly well predicted, except in the case of the specimen with notch 

radius R = 1 mm. 

 
Figure 4.20. Equivalent plastic strain vs. triaxiality showing fracture points for dynamic case. Dashed 
black lines correspond to the equivalent plastic strain history, blue solid lines correspond to the strain to 
failure ratio and solid black lines correspond to Bridgman’s analysis. 
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a b 

  
c d 

  
Figure 4.21. Minimum cross section diameter reduction from tensile SHTB tests of smooth (a) and 
notched axisymmetric specimens with notch radius equal to 4 mm (b), 2 mm (c) and 1 mm (d), compared 
with LS-DYNA numerical simulations. 
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Compute yield stress: 

Lode angle dependent flow stress (1) Johnson-Cook or (2) Voce: 
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Check the temperature and compute the temperature softening: 
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Compute yield function: 

( ) ( )
trial trial trial trial *

1 1   1 1    , , , 1 lnφ σ ε ε θ σ ε µ+ + + +  = − = − + 
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n nY  THEN elastic update 

Update the elastic strain tensor: 
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Update the stress tensor: 

trial
1 1+ +′ ′=σ σn n   trial

 n+1  n+1σ σ=H H  

trial
1 1+ +=σ σn n  

 trial
1 1+ += =JCXt JCXt JCXt

n n nY Y Y  

trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n n  

* * trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n n  
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trial
1 1θ θ+ +=n n  

 

Compute internal variables: 

trial
 1  1  ε ε ε+ += =p n p n p n  

1+ =n nD D  

1+ =n nT T  

ELSE plastic update 

Return mapping with radial scaling method.  

Compute the equivalent plastic strain increment: 

( )trial
1 ,

3

φ
ε

ε

+∆ =
∂

+
∂

σ JCXt
n n n

p JCXt
n

p

Y
YG

 

Update equivalent plastic strain and hardening function: 

 1  ε ε ε+ = + ∆p n p n p

 ( )trial
1  1  1, , ,ε ε θ+ + +



JCXt
n p n p n n nY T

 Compute the scale factor: 

1
trial

1σ
+

+

=
JCXt

n

n

Ym  

 Compute the plastic corrector: 

trial
1

trial
1

3
2

ε
σ

+

+

′
∆ = ∆

σε p n
p

n
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Update elastic strain tensor: 

 trial
1 1+ += − ∆ε ε εe e p

n n  

Update stress tensor: 

trial
1 1+ +′ ′=σ σn nm   trial

 n+1  n+1σ σ=H H  

1 1  n+1σ+ +′= +σ σ In n H  

trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n nm  

* trial
* 1

1
σσ +

+ = n
n m

 

trial
1 1θ θ+ +=n n  

Update internal variables: 

Equivalent plastic strain rate: 

 1

ε
ε +

∆
=

∆


p
p n t

 

Compute equivalent plastic strain to failure: 

( )
( )
( )
( )

 1

 1 1 2

2 2 2

for
for
for

µ
µ µ

µ

 ≤ ≤
= ≤ ≤
 ≤ ≤

F
TJC n n r n

F F
T n n T n n n

F
T n n n m

T T T T
T T T T T

T T T T
 

( ) ( ) * * *
1  1 1 2 3 1 4    1, , , exp 1 ln θε σ ε θ σ ε µ µ+ + + +

   = + +  
 

f JCXt F P
p n p n n n n p n T n nT D D D D

 

 

Damage: 

( ) *
1  1

1
, , ,

ε
ε σ ε θ+ +

∆ = ∆


pf JCXt
p n p n n n

D
T

  1+ = + ∆n nD D D  
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Temperature: 

1+∆ = −σ σ σn n  

:χ
ρ

∆ = ∆ ∆σ ε p

p

T
C

  1+ = + ∆n nT T T  

ENDIF 

ENDDO 

RETURN 

4.7. Concluding remarks 

A material model capable of considering the possible changes on its thermal 

softening due to the phase transformation temperatures was proposed. Formulated as an 

extension of the JCX model (see Chapter 3), the third invariant dependency was also 

included in the JCXt material model by means of a Lode angle dependent flow stress. 

This flow stress was defined with the hardening curves corresponding to three reference 

stress states: axisymmetric tension, pure shear and axisymmetric compression.  

An extensive experimental campaign was performed in order to calibrate the 

proposed model for the FV535 stainless steel. The mechanical component tests were 

carried out for different strain rates, temperatures and geometries. Four groups of tests 

were distinguished: (i) quasi-static axisymmetric compression tests at various 

temperatures, (ii) quasi-static tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched 

specimens, (iii) dynamic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens 

and (iv) dynamic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth specimens at various 

temperatures. 

The JCXt constitutive relation was calibrated by using the experimental stress-

strain curves from the tensile and compression tests of axisymmetric specimens. The 

experimental data from the work made by Gálvez et al. [70] were completed with the 

tests from group i. A combined analysis of such experimental data and the phase 

diagram for the examined material was performed. From this analysis the phase 

transformation temperatures as well as the constitutive relation were obtained. The 
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numerical simulations of several high temperature compression tests showed the 

validity of the constitutive relation. 

In order to calibrate the proposed JCXt failure criterion, experimental results and 

numerical simulations performed employing LS-DYNA non-linear finite element code 

were analysed for groups ii, iii and iv. The fracture diameters of the specimens were 

linked to the erosion of the most critical elements. The fracture initiation was, in such a 

way, related to the fracture diameter having a physically meaningful approach. 

Numerical simulations of quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests of smooth and 

notched specimens showed that the calibrated JXCt failure criterion was capable of 

predicting the fracture diameters properly. 
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CHAPTER 5 

A coupled elastoplastic-damage model 
for ballistic applications 

 In Chapter 3 the introduction of the third deviatoric invariant in the uncoupled 

Johnson-Cook model was investigated. One of the conclusions that arose was that it was 

not possible to obtain complex fracture patterns unless the third invariant was somehow 

included in the plasticity model. In the JCX material model [76] proposed in Chapter 3 

the third invariant was added by using a Lode angle dependent function. This 

formulation left to a non-convex yield surface. Although it was demonstrated that it was 

a perfectly valid formulation, non-convex yield surfaces are unorthodox in metal 

plasticity. With the same background presented in Chapter 3, a new formulation using a 

von Mises yield surface and a coupled elastoplastic-damage constitutive model is now 

proposed. 

 Since the model is intended for high strain rate phenomena and ballistic 

applications, the Johnson-Cook model [4, 5] is taken as a basis. The objective is to use a 

Lode angle dependent function only in the definition of the equivalent plastic strain to 

failure. The coupled elastoplastic-damage constitutive model, similar to the damage 

coupled Johnson-Cook model presented by Børvik et al. [47], carries out the rest. The 

influence of third deviatoric invariant is then implicitly included with the help of the 

coupled relationship. The concept of including the third deviatoric invariant in such a 

way to obtain complex fracture patterns like slanted cracks, was ascertained by Xue and 

Wierzbicki [53]. 
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 An extensive experimental campaign was carried out in order to calibrate the 

postulated model for the precipitation hardened Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy. The 

mechanical tests were performed by employing different geometries and testing 

techniques. Therefore, they were divided in the three following groups: 

• Quasi-static tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens at 

room temperature. 

• Quasi-static tensile tests of plane specimens. 

• Dynamic tests of smooth axisymmetric specimens at various temperatures. 

 Numerical simulations of all the tests using LS-DYNA non-linear finite element 

code were carried out in order to check the validity of the model. The capability of the 

proposed material model in terms of reproducing fracture patterns was also studied. The 

effect of the mesh size on such patterns was found as crucial. 

5.1. The model 

5.1.1. Constitutive model 

The model was designated as Johnson-Cook-Xue-damage (JCXd) to distinguish 

it from the uncoupled version JCX formulated in Chapter 3. 

Assuming the additive decomposition of the strain tensor as: 

= +ε ε εe p  (5.1) 

the coupled elastic-damaged law reads: 

( ) ( ) ( )= = −σ ε ε εC: C:e pw D w D  (5.2) 

where ( )w D  is the weakening function defined as: 

( ) 1 β= −w D D  (5.3) 

where D  is the damage parameter and β  is a material constant. 

A classical metal plasticity yield function was adopted to model the plastic flow. 

The von Mises yield function for the JCXd material model is: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2, , , , , , , ,φ φ ε ε σ ε ε= = −σ σ 

JCXd JCXd
p p p pY J T D Y T D  (5.4) 

where JCXDY  is the JCXd flow stress defined as: 

( ) ( ) ( ), , , , ,ε ε ε ε= 

JCXd
p p M p pY T D w D Y T  (5.5) 

where MY  represents the matrix material hardening. The hardening of the matrix 

material was modelled by using a Johnson-Cook type relationship as follows: 

( ) * *, , 1 ln 1ε ε ε ε     = = + + −     
 

JC n m
M p p p pY Y T A B C T  (2.59) 

where the only difference with the original Johnson-Cook relationship [4] is the 

introduction of the initial temperature 0T . Hence, the homologous temperature is 

( ) ( )*
0= − −r m rT T T T T . 

The flow rule chosen was associative. Therefore, the plastic strain rate tensor is 

defined as follows: 

( ),λ=ε N σ



p JCXdY  (5.6) 

where N  is the flow vector given by: 

( ) ( ),
,

φ
ε

∂
=

∂

σ
N σ

σ

JCXd

p

Y
 (5.7) 

 

5.1.2. Failure criterion and evolution of the internal variables 

The set of internal variables chosen for the present model is: 

{ },ε=α p D
 (5.8) 

where ε p  is the equivalent plastic strain and D  is the damage parameter. The 

generalised hardening modulus is then composed by: 

{ }1 2,=H H H  (5.9) 

 The evolution law for the equivalent plastic strain is: 
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1 1

ε λ=

=




p

H
 (5.10) 

 The evolution law for the damage parameter was defined by Xue [7] and may be 

described as follows: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1

2  *

1

2  *

1
, , ,

1
, , ,

λ ε ε
ε σ ε θ

ε
ε σ ε θ

−

−

 
 = =
 
 

 
 =
 
 

 





D

D

D

D

m
m

D p pf JCXd
p p

m
m

D p f JCXd
p p

D H m
T

H m
T

 (5.11) 

where Dm  is a material constant and  ε f JCXd
p  is the equivalent plastic strain to failure. 

The versatility of this expression lies in the constant Dm . Such a constant allows 

shaping the damage accumulation as a function of the equivalent plastic strain as can be 

seen in Figure 5.1. For example, for 1=Dm  the damage accumulation is linear, while 

for 2=Dm  the damage accumulation is quadratic. Note that for 1=Dm  the Johnson-

Cook damage evolution law is recovered. 

 
Figure 5.1. Damage evolution, damage parameter and weakening function as a function of equivalent 
plastic strain for a constant equivalent plastic strain to failure of 0.5. 
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 The expression for the equivalent plastic strain to failure  ε f JCXd
p  is: 

( )   
θε ε ε µ θ= =f JCXd f JCX f JC

p p p  (3.11) 

where θµ  is one of the three Lode angle dependent functions defined in Chapter 3 (see 

equations (2.123), (2.124) and (3.3)),  ε f JCX
p  is the equivalent plastic strain defined for 

the JCX model and  ε f JC
p  is the equivalent plastic strain of the Johnson-Cook model 

given by: 

( ) ( ) * * * *
1 2 3 4 5, , exp 1 ln 1ε σ ε σ ε     = + + +    

 

f JC
p p pT D D D D D T

 
(2.64) 

 The evolution law for the temperature is given by: 

:
 
χ

ρ
= σ ε



p

p

T
C

 (2.112) 

 The expression of the plastic multiplier comes from the consistency condition     

( 0φ = ). The consistency condition for the postulated yield function is: 

( )

( )

( )

( ) ( )

1 2

1 2

1 2

1
1 2

: :

: :

: :

: : 0β

φ φ φφ λ λ λ
ε

φ φ φλ λ
ε

φ λ λ
ε

φ λ λ β −

∂ ∂ ∂
= − + +

∂ ∂ ∂

 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= − + +  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 

 ∂∂ ∂
= − − −  ∂ ∂ ∂ 

∂
= − − − =

∂

D N
σ

D N
σ

D N
σ

D N
σ

C

C

C

C

   

 

 

 

p

JCXd JCXd

JCXd JCXd
p

M
M

p

M

H H
D

Y Y wH H
Y Y w D

Y ww H Y H
D

wHH D Y H

 (5.12) 

where H  is the hardening modulus of the matrix material ε= ∂ ∂M pH Y . Operating in 

the expression above the plastic multiplier can be obtained as: 

1
1 2

: :

: : β

φ

λ φ β −

∂
∂=

∂
+ −

∂

D
σ

N
σ

C

C



MwHH D Y H
 (5.13) 
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5.2. Material description 

The material tested was a wrought polycrystalline nickel-base superalloy. The 

commercial designation for such a superalloy is Inconel 718. The chemical composition 

in weight percentage is summarised in Table 5.1. The alloy was precipitation hardened 

according to the heat treatment summarised in Table 5.2. 

The precipitation hardened Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy is commonly 

employed to manufacture components that work with relatively high temperatures (see 

Chapter 1 for more details). Some examples of jet engine components are turbine 

casings or high pressure compressor rotor blades. 

5.3. Experiments 

The consequence of the introduction of a Lode angle dependent function in the 

model is that more points in the equivalent plastic strain to failure vs. triaxiality space 

are needed to calibrate the failure criterion. The classical tensile tests of axisymmetric 

smooth and notched specimens is not enough to calibrate triaxiality dependent failure 

criteria as Johnson-Cook [5] or Rice-Tracey [26] criteria. The axisymmetric notched 

specimens provide different triaxialities depending on their notch radius [65]. 

Nevertheless, all present the same Lode angle value, 30ºθ = −  [30]. Therefore, 

additional tests are required to calibrate Lode dependent models. 

To complete those additional tests, two approaches are customarily adopted. The 

first one consists of using machines that allow performing tests with combined stress 

states (multi-axial, tension-shear, amongst others). As an example, the reader is referred 

to the combined tension-torsion experiments carried out by Barsoum and Faleskog [49]. 

The second approach, and relatively more simple, consists of designing a specimen 

geometry capable of developing the desired stress state in its gauge area. Shear and 

plane strain specimens are those most widely employed. Many tested shear specimens 

have been designed [30, 50, 77, 78]. 

Table 5.1. Certificated chemical composition in %wt. of Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy. 

Cr Ni Mo Nb Ti Al F C Cu 
19.0 52.5 3.0 5.1 0.9 0.5 18.5 0.08max 0.15max 
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Table 5.2. Heat treatment chart for the precipitation hardening of the Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy. 

Process 
number 

Initial 
temperature 

(ºC) 

Final 
temperature 

(ºC)  

Vacuum 
level 

(mbar) 

Process 
mode Velocity Time 

(hours) 

1 25 720 >10-4 Heating 10 C/min. or 
max. velocity  

2 720 720 >10-4 Maintain  8  

3 720 620 >10-4 Cooling ~1 C/hour  

4 620 620 >10-4 Maintain  8 

5 620 RT  Cooling max. velocity 
air cool  

 

 Three groups of tests were performed for the calibration of the JCXd material 

model for the precipitation hardened Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy. The first group 

was composed of quasi-static tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched 

specimens. The second group was constituted of quasi-static plane specimens: shear and 

plane strain. Finally, the third entailed dynamic tensile tests of smooth axisymmetric 

specimens. 

5.3.1. Quasi-static tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens 

The geometry and dimensions of the axisymmetric smooth and notched 

specimens employed are depicted in Figure 5.2 (a) and Figure 5.2 (b) respectively. The 

tensile tests were conducted in a universal screw-driven testing machine at a strain rate 

of 1.0×10-3 s-1. Three geometries of axisymmetric specimens were tested: smooth, notch 

radius R = 2 mm and notch radius R = 0.8 mm. 

Initial triaxiality values were analytically calculated using Bridgman’s analysis 

for axisymmetric notched specimens: 

* 1 ln 1
3 2

σ  = + + 
 

r
R

 (4.17) 

where r  is the initial cross–section radius and R  is the notch radius. For all the 

specimens the initial Lode angle value was 30ºθ = − . 

The minimum cross-section diameter of the specimens was monitored during the 

tests. The measures were performed by employing two perpendicularly located laser-

based micrometers mounted on a mobile frame. The mobility of the frame allowed 
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measuring the minimum cross-section diameter at all times. The diameter reduction 

history was used to calculate true stress and strain values until failure as: 

2 4
σ

π
=

F
d

 (5.14) 

02 lnε  =  
 

d
d  

(5.15) 

where 0d  and d  are the initial and current values of the diameter respectively, F  is the 

load red from the load cell. The true stress-strain curve of a uniaxial tensile test can be 

considered a good approximation of the equivalent stress-strain curve in most of the 

cases. Therefore, for calibration purposes, we assumed σ σ=  and ε ε= . 

 

a 

                
b 

                  
c 

 
Figure 5.2. Dimensions and geometry of the axisymmetric smooth (a) and notched (b) specimens used for 
the quasi-static tensile tests and axisymmetric smooth specimens (c) used for the dynamic tests at various 
temperatures. 
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 Assuming the additive decomposition of the strains, the plastic strain ε p  was 

calculated as: 

ε ε ε ε σ= − = −p e E
 

(5.16) 

where εe  is the elastic strain and E  is the elastic modulus. 

 The true stress-strain curves of the smooth axisymmetric tensile tests are 

depicted in Figure 5.3 (a). The true stress-strain curves from the tensile tests of the 

axisymmetric specimens with notch radius R = 2 mm and R = 0.8 mm can be seen in 

Figure 5.3 (b) and Figure 5.3 (c) respectively. 

a b 

  
c 

 
Figure 5.3. True stress-strain curves of the (a) smooth axisymmetric specimens and notched axisymmetric 
specimens with notch radius (b) R = 2 mm and (b) R = 0.8 mm tested at a strain rate of 1.0×10-3 s-1. 
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5.3.2. Dynamic tests of axisymmetric smooth specimens at various temperatures 

A SHTB was used to carry out dynamic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth 

specimens. The geometry and dimensions of the specimens employed are shown in 

Figure 5.2 (c). The tension configuration of the SHTB was used to perform the tests. 

The dimensions and set-up of the SHTB can be seen in Figure 5.5. The tests were 

conducted at an approximate strain rate of 1.0×103 s-1. 

A temperature chamber was installed in the SHTB (see Figure 5.4) to perform 

the mechanical testing of the specimens at various temperatures. The temperature 

chamber was controlled by a thermocouple attached to the specimen. In order to 

maintain the properties of the bars as constant as possible with the temperature, two 

René 41 nickel-base super-alloy bars were used as input and output bars. The mass 

density and the elastic modulus of the René 41 bars were 38240 kg mρ =b  and 

218 GPa=bE  respectively. 

The specimens were tested at room temperature, 394 ºC, 589 ºC, 691 ºC and    

781 ºC. The input bar was 8050 mm in length and the output 3850 mm. The diameter of 

both bars was 19.30 mm. The striker bar was a 2000 mm long tubular bar. It was 

launched with compressed air in the opposite direction of the wave propagation. The 

striker bar impact caused a tensile elastic wave, the incident wave. With this SHTB 

configuration the incident wave pulse length was around 800 µs. The wave travelled 

along the input bar until it reached the specimen. Material and geometry mismatch 

caused a reflected and transmitted wave. These three waves could be decomposed in 

strains which affect input and output bars. Incident (ε i ) and reflected (ε r ) strains affect 

the input bar and transmitted strain affects (ε t ) the output bar. The strain history was 

recorded with strain gauges attached to the input and output bars (see Figure 5.5). The 

use of strains or stresses is equivalent, given that the bars are constantly in elastic 

regime. According to the elastic one-dimensional wave propagation theory and its 

application to the SHTB [72], equations from (4.20) to (4.23) were employed for the 

determination of the engineering stress s  and strain e . 
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a  

 

 

 b 

 

 
Figure 5.4. Standard experimental set-up for the SHTB. The equipment includes high-powered lamps, 
Phantom v12 high-speed camera and a temperature chamber. Temperature chamber is shown in (a) closed 
position and (b) opened position. 

 

 
Figure 5.5. Schematic view of the tensile SHTB used to carry out the dynamic tests. Detailed view of the 
specimen with input and output bars showing incident, reflected and transmitted 
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Assuming the volume conservation, the well-known expressions for the 

determination of the true stress and true strain from their corresponding engineering 

values [13] can be used. The expressions are as follows: 

( ) ( )ln 1    ;    1ε σ= + = +e s e
 

(5.17) 

 According to that stated in the previous section, the initial stress triaxiality was 
* 1 3σ = , whereas the Lode angle was 30ºθ = − . 

The diameter of the fractured specimens was measured by employing a 

profilometer. Those values of the diameters allowed calculating the equivalent plastic 

strain to failure values as: 

02 lnε
 

=   
 

f
p

f

d
d  

(4.19) 

 The true stress-strain curves for the axisymmetric smooth specimens tested at 

various temperatures are gathered in Figure 5.6 (a). A progressive decrease of the 

strength with the temperature was clearly observed. The flow stress at 0.01ε =p  (solid 

blue circles) and equivalent plastic strain to failure (solid red squares) are plotted 

against the temperature in Figure 5.6 (b). This last figure, showed that the flow stress 

decreases with the temperature, while the equivalent plastic strain does the opposite. 

a b 

  

Figure 5.6. (a) True stress-strain curves of the tensile tests at various temperatures performed at a strain 
rate of 1.0×103 s-1. (b) Variation of the flow stress at 0.01ε =p  and equivalent plastic strain to failure 
with the temperature. 
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5.3.3. Quasi-static tests of plane specimens 

The quasi-static tensile tests of plane specimens were carried out by using a 

screw-driven universal testing machine. The tests were conducted at a strain rate of 

1.0×10-3 s-1. Two geometries, corresponding to two different stress states, were utilised. 

The geometry and dimensions of the shear and the plane strain specimens can be seen in 

Figure 5.7 (a) and Figure 5.7 (b) respectively. Both geometries were machined from 1.6 

mm thickness plates. The geometries presented here, have been previously employed in 

the calibration of Lode angle dependent models by Gruben et al. [60]. 

The gauge area of the shear specimens is especially designed to develop a pure 

shear stress state. Therefore, the initial values for the triaxiality and Lode angle 

assuming a pure shear stress state in the gauge area, are * 0σ =  and 0ºθ =  (see section 

3.2 for more details). 

As pointed out by Gruben et al. [79], the small length-width ratio of the gauge 

area in the plane strain specimens yields a nearly plane strain stress state. Assuming 

plane strain state, the equivalent stress in terms of principal stresses is: 

2

1 1
1 1 33
2 2 2

σ σ σ = = 
   

(4.19) 

and the hydrostatic stress is given by: 

11 2σ σ=H
 

(4.19) 

The initial triaxiality and Lode angle values for the plane strain specimen are 
* 1 3 0.577σ = ≈  and 0ºθ = . 

The tests were recorded by using a high-resolution digital camera. The images 

acquired by the camera were post-processed employing an in-house Digital Image 

Correlation (DIC) software programmed by Fagerholt et al. [80]. One side of the plane 

specimens was painted in white and sprayed with black paint afterwards to create a 

speckle pattern (see Figure 5.8 (a) and (b)). This speckle pattern allowed the DIC 

software to obtain the strain fields in the gauge area of the specimens. Additionally, an 

extensometer with 20 mm of gauge length was attached to the specimens. 
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a b 

  
Figure 5.7. Dimensions and geometry of the 1.6 mm thickness plane specimens. 

 

a b c 

   
Figure 5.8. Plane specimens painted with a speckle pattern. (a) Shear and (b) plane strain specimens after 
fracture. The points where the equivalent strain was measured in the DIC recordings are marked with 
green circles. 
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a b 

  
Figure 5.9. Load-displacement curves of the (a) shear and (b) plane strain specimens tested at a strain rate 
of 1.0×10-3 s-1. 

 

The load-displacement curves of the quasi-static tensile tests of the shear and 

plane strain specimens are plotted in Figure 5.9 (a) and Figure 5.9 (b) respectively. The 

equivalent strain to failure was measured in the most critical zone of the gauge area in 

both specimen geometries. Figure 5.8 (c) shows the equivalent strain from the last 

images taken before plane strain (top) and shear (bottom) specimens were fractured. 

The DIC recordings showed that the plane strain specimens suffered a small 

misalignment with respect to the load axis (see Figure 5.8 (c) top). Even though, the 

fracture pattern depicted in Figure 5.8 (b) seems to be identical to the one showed by 

Gruben et al. [79]. 

5.4. Identification of constants 

The identification of constants process for elastoplastic-damage coupled material 

models is iterative by nature, since constitutive relation is fed by the failure criterion. It 

can be a tough process if the starting point for the iterative procedure is not carefully 

chosen. The numerical simulations of the tests were an essential tool for the calibration 

procedure. The JXCd material model was implemented in LS-DYNA [1] non-linear 

finite element commercial code by means of a user-defined material subroutine. More 

details on the implementation are given in section 5.6. The calibration procedure was 

ordered in four stages. In each one of these stages a set of constants was calibrated. 
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5.4.1. Determination of A , B , n , 1D , 2D , 3D and the weakening exponent β  

In this stage the quasi-static tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched 

specimens were used. The specimens were modelled by using eight-node solid elements 

with one integration point and stiffness-based hourglass control. Forty-four elements 

across the diameter were employed in the gauge area, giving an approximate element 

size of 68×68×68 µm3 (see Figure 5.10 (a), (b) and (c)). A prescribed motion was 

imposed to the nodes corresponding to one end of the specimen, while the movement of 

the nodes corresponding to the opposite end were also constrained. The numerical 

simulations were run with quasi-static loading conditions. The minimum cross section 

diameter was monitored in order to determine the true strain. 

An initial set of constants was necessary to start the iterative process. As a first 

approximation, no weakening was assumed, this is, 0β = ∞  (see Figure 5.11). The 

Johnson-Cook type damage evolution law was adopted since there was not any 

experimental evidence found that suggested any other behaviour. Therefore, the 

material parameter Dm  was set 1.0=Dm  yielding to the next damage evolution law: 

a b c d e f 

      
Figure 5.10. Meshes of the finite element models employed to carry out the numerical simulations of the 
mechanical tests. Smooth axisymmetric specimen (a), notched axisymmetric with notch radii R = 2 mm 
(b) and R = 0.8 mm (c), shear specimen (d), plane strain specimen (e) and SHTB with a smooth 
axisymmetric specimen (f). 
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Figure 5.11. Effect of the weakening exponent on the constitutive relation of the JCXd material model for 
precipitation hardening Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy. 
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The initial values for the failure criterion constants 0
1D , 0

2D  and 0
3D , were 

obtained by fitting the failure locus curve on the equivalent plastic strain to failure vs. 

triaxiality space using Bridgman’s analysis (see Chapter 4). The initial triaxiality and 

the experimental equivalent plastic strain to failure values used for such a fit are listed 

in Table 5.3. The strain rate dependency was ignored by setting 0 0
4 0= =C D , and the 

thermal softening was deactivated setting the Taylor-Quinney constant equal to zero, 
0 0χ = . The Lode angle dependency was also deactivated by setting 0 1γ =F . 

The initial values of 0A , 0B  and 0n  were determined with the experimental true 

stress-strain curve. A , B  and n  were adjusted with a certain amount of simulation runs 

of the smooth axisymmetric specimen until the stress-strain response obtained fitted the 

experimental one (see Table 5.4). 
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Table 5.3. Triaxiality ratio, Lode angle and equivalent plastic strain to failure data from the experimental 
data and from numerical simulations. 

 Analytical Numerical simulations 
Specimen *σ       

Quasi-static regime  
Smooth 1/3 -30 0.320 0.615 -30 0.349 
Notched  0.652 -30 0.138 1.337 -30 0.155 
Notched  0.995 -30 0.120 1.650 -30 0.106 
Shear 0.000 0 1.100 -0.018 -0.018 1.157 
Plain strain 0.577 0 0.425 0.871 -1.551 0.401 
Dynamic regime  
Smooth 1/3 -30 0.517 0.577 -30 0.529 
 

Table 5.4. JCXd material constants for precipitation hardened Inconel 718. 

Physical properties and isotropic elastic constants 

(GPa)  (kg/m3) (J/kgºC)  
185 0.33 8190 435 0.9 

Constitutive relation 

Strain hardening  Strain rate hardening   Thermal softening  

(MPa) (MPa)    (s-1)   (ºC) (ºC) 

1200 1284 0.54  0.006 1.0×10-3  1.20 25 1800 

Failure criterion 

     
0.11 0.75 -1.45 0.04 0.89 

Weakening constants and Lode angle dependence 

    
6.00 1.00 1.50 1.00 

 

Having fixed A , B  and n  with the set of initial constants 0
1D , 0

2D  and 0
3D , 

numerical simulations of the three axisymmetric specimens were run. The purpose of 

such simulations was to obtain a first approximation of the triaxiality and equivalent 

plastic strain histories. It has been proven [69, 81, 82] and checked in Chapter 4, that the 

triaxiality ratio in the centre of axisymmetric specimens is far from being constant 

during tensile tests. The triaxiality and equivalent plastic strain histories were collected 

from the centre of the specimens and a new set of 1
1D , 1

2D  and 1
3D  were determined. 
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The weakening exponent was calibrated only by employing the true-stress strain 

curve of the smooth axisymmetric specimen. A constant value of 

( ) 1 1 1
1 2 3exp 1 3 0.5ε = + ≈f JCXD

p D D D  was assumed for the estimation of the weakening 

exponent β . Otherwise, the calculation of the weakening function would not be trivial 

task. The effect of the weakening exponent β  on the constitutive relation 

( )( )00 01 β ε= − +JCXD n
pY D A B  is plotted in Figure 5.11. After a few simulation runs, the 

value 6.0β =  was chosen as a good value for the weakening exponent. Once the 

constants of the damage evolution and weakening function were fixed, 1.0=Dm  and 

6.0β = , several simulations of the three axisymmetric specimens were run modifying 

1
kD , 2

kD  and 3
kD  until the best fit with the experimental results was obtained. 

5.4.2. Determination of γ F  

Numerical simulations of the plane specimens were performed in the present 

calibration stage. The finite element models of the shear and plane strain specimens are 

shown in Figure 5.10 (d) and Figure 5.10 (e) respectively. The red coloured parts in 

Figure 5.10 were modelled as rigid bodies. 

In the shear finite element model, the red coloured parts simulate the bolts that 

transmitted the load from the testing machine to the specimens (see Figure 5.10 (d)). In 

the in-plane gauge area, an approximate element size of 60×60 µm2 was used. Eight 

elements were employed to discretise the thickness. In order to avoid element 

volumetric locking in the gauge area, eight-node fully integrated solid elements were 

used, while in the rest of the specimen eight-node solid elements with one integration 

point were employed. Prescribed motions were imposed to the rigid bodies that 

simulating quasi-static loading conditions. 

The red parts of the plane strain finite element model represent the clamps that 

held the specimens during the tests (see Figure 5.10 (e)). The in-plane gauge area was 

meshed with an approximate element size of 80×80 µm2. The thickness was discretised 

with elements. Eight-node solid elements with one integration point and stiffness-based 

hourglass control were used for the whole finite element model of the plane strain 

specimen. The quasi-static loading conditions were simulated imposing prescribed axial 
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motions to the rigid bodies. The misalignment of the plane strain specimens was 

simulated prescribing additional small rotations to the rigid bodies that modelled the 

clamps. The effect of prescribed boundary condition is compared with the DIC 

measurements just before the specimen was fractured in Figure 5.12. 

The displacement was computed in both shear and plane strain specimens by 

monitoring the axial displacement of two nodes that simulated the initial gauge length 

of the extensometer. 

The only constant to be calibrated in this stage was γ F . The second kind of Lode 

angle dependent function (equation (2.124)) was chosen to introduce the third deviatoric 

invariant in the failure criterion. The second kind of Lode angle dependent function for 

the JCXd material model is: 

( )2

6
1θ

θ
µ γ γ

π
 

= + −  
 

F F  (5.19) 

For the sake of simplicity 1.0=k  was adopted. After performing a certain 

amount of simulation runs, 1.50γ =F  was found to be a good value for the constant. 

The Lode angle dependent function is plotted in the 1 2 3 0ε ε ε+ + =  plane in the 

principal strain space in Figure 5.13. 

a  

 

 

 

 b 
 

 
Figure 5.12. DIC strain field (a) from a representative plane strain specimen compared with the numerical 
simulations (b) just before failure occurs. 
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Figure 5.13. Second kind of Lode angle dependent function for 1.5γ =F  plotted in the 1 2 3 0ε ε ε+ + =  
plane of the principal strain space. 

 

5.4.3. Determination of C , 4D , m  and 5D  

Numerical simulations of the dynamic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth 

specimens were performed in this stage of the calibration procedure. The finite element 

model used for the simulation of such tests is depicted in Figure 5.10 (f). Twenty 

elements across the diameter, giving an approximate element size of 150×150×150 µm3, 

were used. The discretisation was performed employing eight-node solid elements with 

one integration point and stiffness-based hourglass control. 

 The incident wave was simulated as a prescribed velocity in the nodes of the 

input bar end nodes. The incident stress wave was transform to a velocity profile with 

equation (4.26), giving ( ) ( )0ε= iv t c t . The incident, reflected and transmitted stress 

waves were collected from element on the periphery of the input and output bars, 

located at the same distance as the strain gauges of the SHTB (see Figure 5.5). 

The constants C  and 4D  were adjusted until the true stress-strain curves fitted 

the experimental response. The thermal softening exponent m  was obtained by 

comparing the flow stresses at 0.01 of equivalent plastic strain for all the temperatures. 

Now, we can write the constitutive relation of the JCXd material model only as a 

function of the temperature as: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )6 *0.01 1 ln 10 1    = + + −    
n

MY T A B C T T  (5.20) 

The fitting of the expression above for the experimental data can be seen in 

Figure 5.6 (b). In a homologous way, the constant 4D  was obtained fitting the failure 

criterion with the fracture triaxiality value computed in the numerical simulations 
* 0.577σ =  (see Table 5.3). The expression of the equivalent plastic strain to failure of 

failure criterion written only as a function of the temperature reads: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 6 *
1 2 3 4 5exp 0.577 1 ln 10 1ε     = + + +    

f JCXd
p T D D D D D T T  (5.21) 

The fitting of the above expression with the experimental data is plotted in 

Figure 5.6 (b). 

5.4.4. Fracture locus 

Finally, all the simulations were re-run and small adjustments to the constants 

were made. The JCXd material model constants calibrated for the precipitation 

hardening Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy are listed in Table 5.4. The calibrated 

fracture locus in the equivalent plastic strain vs. triaxiality space is plotted in Figure 

5.14, while the fracture surface is plotted in Figure 5.15.  

The triaxiality, Lode angle and equivalent plastic strain histories for the 

axisymmetric specimens were collected from the centre of the specimens, whereas the 

shear and plane strain specimens were taken from elements close to the points marked 

in Figure 5.8 (c). Fracture initiation in the plane specimens was detected in the interior 

and not in the surface. Hence, the elements from which the histories were collected were 

the interior elements. The histories (dashed black curves) are plotted until failure, 

marked with solid green points in Figure 5.14.  

The triaxiality histories collected from the simulations start from their 

corresponding initial, or analytical, triaxiality values though they soon leave to be 

constant. The failure values of the triaxiality, Lode angle and equivalent plastic strain 

collected from the fracture initiation points are summarised in Table 5.3. As pointed out 

in the previous chapter, the Bridgman’s analysis only could work as a lower limit for 

the failure criterion. 
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Figure 5.14. Fracture locus in the equivalent plastic strain vs. triaxiality space for the precipitation 
hardened Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy. 

 

 
Figure 5.15. Fracture locus for the postulated material model corresponding to the precipitation hardened 
Inconel 718 nickel-base superalloy. 
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5.5. Numerical study 

5.5.1. Results 

 The true stress-strain curves obtained from the quasi-static tensile tests of 

smooth and notched specimens numerical simulations are compared with the 

experimental response in Figure 5.3. Observing the figure, we can see that the numerical 

results are in close agreement with the experimental data. 

 The comparison between the experimental and numerical true stress-strain 

curves of the dynamic tensile tests at room temperature is depicted in Figure 5.6 (a). 

The numerical results seem to be predicting the dynamic behaviour with reasonable 

accuracy. 

The numerical load-displacement curve is compared with the experimental 

register for the tensile tests of the shear specimens in Figure 5.9 (a). The load-

displacement response is overestimated by the numerical simulations, though the failure 

point is fairly well predicted. A DIC image from a representative test is compared with 

the numerical simulation of the shear specimens in Figure 5.16 where equivalent plastic 

strain contours can be seen. 

The load-displacement curve for the numerical simulations of the plane strain 

specimens is plotted in Figure 5.9 (b). The response and the failure point are fairly well 

predicted by the numerical simulations. 

a b 

   
Figure 5.16. DIC strain field (a) from a representative shear specimen compared with the numerical 
simulations (b) just before failure occurs. 
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5.5.2. Fracture patterns and mesh sensitivity study 

The fracture patterns for three test types were studied in Chapter 3. The mesh 

size was found to be crucial for obtaining the desired patterns. In this research, the 

capability of the JCXd material model to predict complex fracture patterns was 

analysed. 

A cup-cone fracture pattern was expected when simulating the axisymmetric 

smooth specimens. However, the mesh size used for the calibration of the model was 

not able to capture such a pattern. The damage contours for the simulations run with 44 

elements across the diameter are plotted in the first sequence of Figure 5.17. A flat 

fracture surface was obtained. However, the damage contours indicated that a slanted 

localisation existed near the perimeter of the specimen when the crack was expanding 

outwards. The next numerical simulation was performed by using 72 elements across 

the diameter. The fracture sequence can be seen in the second row of the Figure 5.17. 

On this occasion, the suspicions were confirmed. Localisation, while more obvious, was 

not able to form slanted fractures. Nevertheless, the fracture pattern obtained was not 

flat any more. The fracture surface was a mixture between the flat surface and cup-cone. 

Finally, a numerical simulation with 144 elements across the diameter was carried out. 

The last row of stacked images from Figure 5.17 shows the fracture sequence. The 

localisation near the border produced the expected slanted fracture shaping a cup-cone 

fracture pattern. A smaller mesh size than the used in the JCX model was necessary to 

capture the cup-cone fracture pattern. 

The fracture pattern of the shear specimen (see Figure 5.18 (a)) was predicted 

with the mesh used in the calibration procedure of the material model. Since the plastic 

strain was extremely localised almost from the moment that the plasticity appears in the 

specimen, is not a complex pattern to predict. Anyway, it was successfully predicted by 

the model as can be seen in Figure 5.18 (b). 

The plane strain specimens presented a slanted fracture pattern as can be seen in 

Figure 5.19 (a). Observing the profile view of the fracture surface, shown in Figure 5.19 

(b), the slanted fracture was more clearly appreciated. Moreover, the misalignment with 

the load axis would suggest that it did not cause any anomalies in the fracture pattern. 

The same patterns have been reported previously by Besson et al. [83] or Xue [84]. 
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44 elements across the diameter 

 

    
72 elements across the diameter 

    
144 elements across the diameter 

    
Figure 5.17. From left to right, numerical simulations of the fracture sequence on smooth axisymmetric 
specimens depending on the element size. The last images of the sequences show the mesh size sensitivity 
of the cup-cone fracture pattern. Damage contours are plotted in the images. 

 

      a        b 

  
Figure 5.18. (a) Fracture pattern of the shear specimen  and (b) the predicted fracture pattern by the 
numerical simulations. 
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          a             b 

  
Figure 5.19. Slanted fracture pattern of the plane strain specimens. (a) Front side and (b) a profile view of 
the fracture pattern. 

 

The numerical simulation carried out with the model calibration mesh that had 

eight elements over the thickness, gave a flat fracture surface. In order to see the 

fracture initiation in the images collected from the numerical simulations, half of the 

specimen was removed.  

A sequence showing three images: intact, fractured and fully fractured, was 

obtained to study the effect of the mesh size on the fracture pattern of the plane strain 

specimens. The fracture sequence is plotted with damage contours in the first row of the 

Figure 5.20. Damage localisation was clearly observed in “X-like” shape but the 

elements were too big to take it into account. The element refining was only performed 

in the thickness direction of the specimen. The in-plane discretisation was much finer 

than the discretization made in the thickness direction. Therefore, it was considered that 

changing the element size in the thickness direction will give reasonable results.  

In the first refinement, 16 elements were used over the thickness. Even though, 

the localisation seemed to be stronger, the same result as the coarsest mesh was 

obtained. The fracture sequence can be seen in the second row of Figure 5.20. Finally, 

32 elements over the thickness were employed to mesh the specimen. With this element 

size the slanted fracture appeared in the centre of the specimen, as can be observed in 

the last row of stacked images in Figure 5.20. 
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8 elements over the thickness 

 

   
16 elements over the thickness 

   
32 elements over the thickness 

   
Figure 5.20. From left to right, numerical simulations of the fracture sequence on the plane strain 
specimens. The last image from each row shows the fracture pattern created depending on the mesh size. 
Damage contours are plotted in the images. 

 

5.6. Numerical implementation 

5.6.1. Closest point projection algorithm 

Let us assume the return-mapping equations in a backward Euler integration 

scheme (equations (2.133)). The closest point projection algorithm is one of the most 

popular strategies to solve such equations. A geometric interpretation of the algorithm is 

illustrated in Figure 5.21 (a). Since a von Mises yield function was used as plastic 

potential, the flow rule is given by the Prandtl-Reuss law. The directions of the plastic 

strains are therefore perpendicular to the yield surface, which in this particular case can 

be represented as a cylinder in the principal stress space. The return to the updated yield 

surface is always radial as can be seen in Figure 5.21 (b). Moreover, it remains 
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unchanged during the plastic corrector step. Radial return algorithm is the name that 

takes the general algorithm when 2J  plasticity is used. 

5.6.2. Implementation scheme 

Given σ n , nD , nT  and 1+∆ = −n nt t t ; 1+∆ = −ε ε εn n  in nt  

DO loop over the elements 

Compute elastic trial strain tensor and trial equivalent plastic strain: 

 trial
1+ = + ∆ε ε εe e

n n  

trial
 1  ε ε+ =p n p n  

Deviatoric/volumetric decomposition: 

( ) trial  trial
 1 1trε + += εe e

v n n  

 trial  trial  trial
1 1  1ε+ + +′ = −ε ε Ie e e

n n v n  

 

a b 

  
Figure 5.21. Geometric interpretation of the closest point return algorithm (a) and its particularisation, the 
radial return algorithm (b) for hardening plasticity. 
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Compute elastic trial stress tensor: 

( )trial  trial
1 12+ +′ ′=σ ε e

n n nw D G   ( )trial  trial
 n+1  1σ ε += e

H n v nw D K  

( )trial  trial trial trial
1 1 1  n+1: σ+ + +′= = +σ ε σ IC e

n n n n Hw D  

Compute trial deviatoric stress invariants: 

trial trial trial
2 1 1 1

1 :
2+ + +′ ′= σ σn n nJ   ( )trial trial

3 1 1det+ +′= σn nJ  

trial trial
1 2 13σ + +=n nJ  

trial
* trial  n+1

1 trial
1

σσ
σ+

+

= H
n

n

 

( )
trial

trial 1 3 1
1 3trial

1

1 27sin
3 2

θ
σ

− +
+

+

 
 = −
 
 

n
n

n

J  

Compute yield function: 

( ) ( )  , ,ε ε= 

JCXd
n n M n p n p n nY w D Y T

 

( )trial trial
1 1   , , ,φ σ ε ε+ += − 

JCXd
n n n p n p n n nY T D  

IF trial
1 TOLφ + ≤JCXd

n nY  THEN elastic update 

Update the elastic strain tensor: 

 trial
1 1+ +=ε εe e

n n  

Stress update: 

trial
1 1+ +′ ′=σ σn n   trial

 n+1  n+1σ σ=H H  

trial
1 1+ +=σ σn n  
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 trial
1 1+ += =JCXd JCXd JCXd

n n nY Y Y  

trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n n  

* * trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n n  

trial
1 1θ θ+ +=n n  

Compute internal variables: 

trial
 1  1  ε ε ε+ += =p n p n p n  

1+ =n nD D  

1+ =n nT T  

ELSE plastic update 

Closest point projection algorithm. Solve the equation system for 
1

ε

+

∆ 
=  

 
x p

nD
: 

In 0=k  initial guess for 

trial
1

0 1
23 β
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−

 
 = + − 
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Update variables: 
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Update equivalent plastic strain: 

 1  ε ε ε+ = + ∆p n p n p  

Compute the plastic corrector: 

trial
1 1

trial
1

3
2

ε
σ

+ +

+

′
∆ = ∆

σε p k n
p

n

 

Update elastic strain tensor: 

 trial
1 1+ += − ∆ε ε εe e p

n n  

 Deviatoric/volumetric decomposition of the elastic strain tensor: 

 trial  trial
1 1+ +′ ′= − ∆ε ε εe e p

n n  

 trial
 1  1ε ε+ +=e e

v n v n  

Update the stress tensor: 

( )1
1 1 12+

+ + +′ ′=σ εk e
n n nw D G   ( )1

 n+1 1  1σ ε+
+ += k e

H n v nw D K  

( )trial 1
1 1 1 1  n+1: σ+

+ + + +′= = +σ ε σ ICk e
n n n n Hw D  

trial
1 1 3σ σ ε+ += − ∆n n pG  
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*  +1
1

1

σσ
σ+

+

= H n
n

n

 

trial
1 1θ θ+ +=n n  

Update internal variables: 

Equivalent plastic strain rate: 

 1

ε
ε +

∆
=

∆


p
p n t

 

Temperature: 

1+∆ = −σ σ σn n  

:χ
ρ

∆ = ∆ ∆σ ε p

p

T
C

  1+ = + ∆n nT T T  

 ENDDO 

ENDIF 

ENDDO 

RETURN 

5.7. Concluding remarks 

A coupled elastoplastic-damage material model for ballistic applications was 

proposed. The model accounted for the third deviatoric invariant dependency. Such a 

dependency was included in the model with the Lode angle dependent function in the 

equivalent plastic strain to failure expression of the Johnson-Cook failure criterion. The 

model also accounts for the weakening of the elastic moduli and constitutive relation, 

introducing implicitly the Lode angle dependency in the elastoplastic model of the 

material. 
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The model, designated as Johnson-Cook-Xue-damage (JCXd), was implemented 

in LS-DYNA non-linear finite element code by means of a user-defined subroutine 

programmed in FORTRAN programming language. 

The JCXd material model was calibrated for the precipitation hardening Inconel 

718 nickel-base superalloy. In order to calibrate the model three groups of mechanical 

tests were performed: 

• Quasi-static tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth and notched specimens. 

• Dynamic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth specimens at various 

temperatures. 

• Quasi-static tensile tests of shear and plane strain specimens. 

An iterative calibration procedure through using numerical simulation of all the 

tests was performed. The final numerical simulations run with the calibrated constants 

were in good agreement with the experimental data. 

A numerical study in terms of fracture pattern reproducibility was made by using 

the calibrated JXCd material model for precipitation hardened Inconel 718 nickel-base 

superalloy. Fracture pattern of the shear specimen was easily reproduced. Conversely, to 

obtain the desired fracture patterns of plane strain and axisymmetric smooth specimens 

an additional mesh sensitivity study was carried out. 
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CHAPTER 6 

A transversely isotropic plasticity model 
for directionally solidified alloys 

 From the exceptional conditions, high temperatures and elevated radial loads 

that the turbine blades are subjected to, comes the need for an exceptional material such 

as the directionally solidified alloys. Such alloys have an anisotropic nature because of 

their manufacturing process. The metal crystals are grown in a particular direction in 

order to improve the mechanical behaviour in that direction. 

Two approaches are mainly used for the modelling plasticity of anisotropic 

metals micro-mechanical or macro-mechanical. The former is usually based on crystal 

plasticity, while the latter is based on macro-mechanical elastoplastic constitutive 

equations. The macro-mechanical approach has been chosen for being clesely related 

with the research carried out in this thesis. 

 The yield function used to model the plastic flow is based on linear 

transformations of the stress tensor. The use of linear transformations was first 

employed by Barlat and Lian [85] in their later designated Yld89 yield function for the 

modelling of orthotropic anisotropy of sheets under plane stress state. An extension of 

this model later termed as Yld91 for a general orthotropic case was postulated by Barlat 

et al. [20] a short time later. Since then, such plasticity models have been almost an 

inexhaustible source of orthotropic anisotropy plasticity models including the yield 

functions Yld96 [86], Yld2000-2D [87], Yld2004-13p [88] and Yld2004-18p [88]. A 
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general anisotropic yield function based on linear transformations for any material 

symmetry based on Yld91 was proposed by Krafillis and Boyce [19] (see section 2.5.3). 

 A single linear transformation-based yield function for transversely isotropic 

materials is proposed for the modelling of the flow stress for MAR-M 247 directionally 

solidified nickel-base superalloy. An orthotropic yield function was taken as a starting 

point. Applying transversely isotropic material symmetry led to the desired yield 

function. For the sake of simplicity, the elastic behaviour, as well as the hardening, were 

considered isotropic. 

The superalloy was characterised by performing quasi-static and dynamic tests 

of smooth axisymmetric specimens. The mechanical tests were performed in two 

material orientations with respect to the grain growth direction: aligned with it (0º) and 

perpendicular to it (90º). 

6.1. The model 

6.1.1. Constitutive model 

The model is presented within the framework of large-strain plasticity. 

Therefore, the infinitesimal strain rate tensor will be replaced with the rate-of-

deformation tensor. 

A hypoelastic-plastic constitutive model was adopted. In order to assure the 

frame invariance a corotational formulation was used. Unless corotational formulation 

is employed in hypoelastic-plastic models, frame invariance would restrict the constant 

elastic moduli to be isotropic and requires the yield function to be an isotropic function 

of the stress [9]. In previous studies hypoelastic-plastic models with corotational 

formulations were successfully implemented and tested in two commercial non-linear 

finite element codes such as ABAQUS/Explicit in [89] and LS-DYNA in [90, 91]. 

The corotational rate-of-deformation and Cauchy stress tensors are defined as: 

ˆ =D R D RT  (6.1) 

ˆ =σ R σ RT

 
(6.2) 
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where R  is the rotation tensor given by 1−=R FU , F  is the deformation gradient and 

1−=U FF  is the right Cauchy-Green tensor (see Appendix A and B). Additive 

decomposition of the rate-of-deformation tensor was assumed as: 

ˆ ˆ ˆ= +D D De p  (6.3) 

 The hypoelastic law in its rate form reads: 

( )ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆˆ : := = −σ D D DC C

e p  (6.4) 

where Ĉ  is the fourth-order tensor of constant elastic moduli. Note that if the same 

relationship (6.4) had been expressed in terms of the Jaumann rate of the Cauchy stress 

tensor, the elastic moduli tensor would have been restricted to the isotropic case. Using 

corotational formulation, Ĉ  is not restricted to isotropic response [9]. 

 The yield function is defined as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( )ref refˆ ˆ, , ,φ σ ε ε= −σ σ 

p pY Y T  (6.5) 

where σ  is the equivalent stress and refY  is the flow stress given by a Johnson-Cook 

type hardening in arbitrary reference orientation defined by the user. 

 The equivalent stress is defined by the non-quadratic yield criterion proposed by 

Hosford [21] in terms of the principal components of the corotational isotropy plasticity 

equivalent (IPE) deviatoric stress ŝ . The equivalent stress is then expressed as: 

( ) 1

1 2 2 3 3 1ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ1/σ  = − + − + −  

MM M MK s s s s s s  (6.6) 

where 1̂s , 2ŝ  and 3̂s  are the principal components of the corotational IPE deviatoric 

stress tensor. K  and M  are material constants. 

 The corotational IPE deviatoric stress tensor is obtained by applying a single 

linear transformation to the corotational Cauchy stress tensor. As a starting point, the 

linear transformation is defined as in the Yld91 [20] orthotropic yield function as: 

* *ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ: : : :′= = =s σ σ σC C T L  (6.7) 
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where T and *C  are fourth-order tensors that can be expressed in Voigt notation as: 

2 1 1 0 0 0
1 2 1 0 0 0
1 1 2 0 0 01

0 0 0 3 0 03
0 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 3

− − 
 − − 
 − −

=  
 
 
 
 

T  (6.8) 

12 13

21 23

31 32*

44

55

66

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

− − 
 − − 
 − −

=  
 
 
 
  

C

c c
c c
c c

c
c

c

 (6.9) 

T  is the deviatoric transformation tensor and *C  the fourth-order orthotropic 

anisotropy constant tensor that transforms linearly the corotational deviatoric stress 

tensor ˆ ′σ . 

 The fourth-order tensor L  weights the stress tensor to take into account the 

anisotropy of the material. According to Karafillis and Boyce [19], the weighting tensor 

must show the same internal symmetries as the material. The orthotropic symmetry of 

the Yld91 yield function leads to the next weighing tensor L : 

11 12 13

12 22 23

13 23 33

44

55

66

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 
 
 
 

=  
 
 
 
  

L

L L L
L L L
L L L

L
L

L

 (6.10) 

 It should be remembered that the orthotropic weighting tensor is composed of 

nine components. Defining the linear transformation L  with orthotropic symmetry, as 

seen above, implies certain constraints in the anisotropy constant tensor *C . The 

restrictions of the constants [88] are as follows: 
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21 12 13 23

31 12 13 23

32 12 13 23

1 2 1 2
3 2 1 2

= − +

= − + +

= − + +

c c c c
c c c c
c c c c

 (6.11) 

 Note that due to the restrictions in *C the yield function has now six independent 

constants. 

For the proposed yield function, the linear transformation is defined for 

transversely isotropic symmetry, with 1-2 (xy) being the isotropy plane and 3 (z) the 

direction transverse to such a plane (see Figure 6.1). Therefore, the weighting tensor is 

now composed of five components as: 

( )

11 12 13

12 11 13

13 13 33

44

44

11 12

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 
 
 
 

=  
 
 
 

−  

L

L L L
L L L
L L L

L
L

L L

 (6.12) 

 The symmetry of L  leads to the next additional constraints on *C : 

23 13

55 44

66 12

=
=
=

c c
c c
c c

 (6.13) 

 

 
Figure 6.1. The grain growth direction or 0º orientation coinciding with the z axis. Transverse isotropy 
plane xy. 

z, 0º

x, 90º

y, 90º
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The constants in *C  have been therefore reduced considerably from the initial 

six of the orthotropic yield function, to the three of the present one. The form of the 

anisotropy constant tensor *C  and the linear transformation L  for the case of transversal 

isotropy are then: 

12 13

12 13

12 13 12 13*

44

44

12

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

2 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

− − 
 − − 
 − −

=  
 
 
 
  

C

c c
c c

c c c c
c

c
c

 (6.14) 

12 13 12 13 12 13

12 13 12 13 12 13

12 13 12 13 12 13

44

44

12

2 2 0 0 0
2 2 0 0 0

2 2 2 4 0 0 01
0 0 0 3 0 03
0 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0 3

+ − + − 
 − + + − 
 − − − +

=  
 
 
 
  

L

c c c c c c
c c c c c c

c c c c c c
c

c
c

 (6.15) 

 The isotropic case is restored when all the constants are set to the unity: 

12

13

44

1.0
1.0
1.0

=
=

=

c
c
c

 (6.16) 

 If that is the case, the yield function (see equation (6.5)), if 2=M  and 2=K  

recovers the von Mises yield criterion. 

The hardening of the flow stress is modelled using a Johnson-Cook (see section 

2.7.1) type relation as: 

( )ref * *, , 1 ln 1ε ε ε ε     = + + −     
 

n m
p p p pY T A B C T  (2.59) 

where refY  is the reference yield stress and hardening in an arbitrary direction chosen by 

the user. 

 An associative flow rule is adopted and may be written as follows: 

( )ˆ ˆ,λ ε=D N σ

p
p  (6.17) 
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where the flow vector N  is given by: 

( ) ( )ˆ,
ˆ,

ˆ
φ ε

ε
∂

=
∂

σ
N σ

σ
p

p  (6.18) 

As pointed out by Barlat et al. [20] the linear transformation does not affect the 

convexity of the yield surface. Therefore, the evolution law for the equivalent plastic 

strain is: 

1   ;  φε λ λ λ ε ε λ∂
= = − = = =

∂ ∫H  
 

p p pdt
Y

 (6.19) 

 From the consistency condition ( 0φ = ), the plastic multiplier is defined as: 

ˆ ˆ: :
ˆ: :

λ =
+

N C D
N C N



H
 (6.20) 

where H  is the hardening modulus given by: 

( ) ( )ref , ,ε ε
ε

ε
∂

=
∂



p p
p

p

Y T
H  (6.21) 

 When plastic flow occurs, i.e. 0λ ≥ , the return-mapping algorithm for the stress 

update is performed using the cutting plane algorithm [92]. More details on the 

implementation of the model can be found further in section 6.5. 

6.1.2. Failure criterion 

The failure criterion adopted for modelling the failure of directionally solidified 

alloys was the one proposed by Cockroft and Latham [29]. A more comprehensive 

description of the criterion is detailed in section 2.7.3. The damage evolution law for the 

Cockroft-Latham failure criterion reads: 

1
1 σ̂ ε= 

p
cr

D
W

 (6.22) 

where crW  is the critical value if the plastic work, 1σ̂  is the maximum principal 

corotational stress and 


 are the Macaulay brackets. Hence, only one constant must to 

be determined. 
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 The evolution law for the temperature is defined in the form: 

ˆˆ :
 
χ

ρ
= σ D

p

p

T
C

 (6.23) 

 

6.1.3. Material orientation 

Since the model proposed is anisotropic by nature, the orientation of the grain 

growth direction is of paramount importance when simulating real components. An 

arbitrary reference direction is required to calibrate the postulated yield function. Once 

the model is calibrated for a particular direction, let us say the z axis, if the grain growth 

direction of the component susceptible to be simulated (see Figure 6.2) is not oriented in 

such direction, the calibrated constants are no longer valid. Let us consider, for instance, 

a simulation of a whole crown of turbine blades. It is obvious that the problem is 

especially accentuated in the case of a multi-component simulation. 

 
Figure 6.2. Minimum rotations needed to align the z axis with the 0º orientation of a hypothetical 
arbitrary oriented blade. 

 

x y
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0º=z’’
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To cope with this issue, a rotation sequence for the anisotropy weighing tensor 

L  was included in the model. The rotation sequence is capable of orienting the 

reference direction for which the model was calibrated in any other that the problem 

would require. For transversely isotropic anisotropy a minimum of two rotations must to 

be applied to L  in order to orient it. Two angles ( ,θ θz y ) are required to specify an 

orientation in space. After the second rotation the axes that define the plane of isotropy 

are not oriented as initially. This is of no particular consequence because the properties 

in such a plane are isotropic. Note that for orthotropic anisotropy a third rotation is 

needed in order to align the remaining two axes with the axes of orthotropy. 

Defining an arbitrary vector ( ), ,x y zv v v v  two rotations are performed to orient 

the z  axis to its final position, collinear with v . The first rotation is of ºθ z  

counterclockwise around z  axis, from the original xyz  to ′ ′ ′x y z  system. The second, is 

of ºθ y  counterclockwise about y  axis from the original ′ ′ ′x y z  to ′′ ′′ ′′x y z  system. 

The second-order rotation tensors for counterclockwise rotations about z  and y  

axes are as follows: 

cos sin 0
sin cos 0

0 0 1
θ

θ θ
θ θ

 
 = − 
  

R
z

z z

z z  (6.24) 

cos 0 sin
0 1 0

sin 0 cos
θ

θ θ

θ θ

 
 =  
 − 

R
y

y y

y y

 (6.25) 

 A generic rotation of a fourth-order tensor can be defined as: 

 θ θ θ=L R L RT  (6.26) 

where θR  is a fourth-order rotation tensor. The indicial notation offers a great 

advantage in computer programming implementations. The use of loops simplifies 

significantly the amount of text inside the code. A generic rotation of a fourth-order 

tensor in indicial notation can be written as: 

θ =L Lijkl im jn ko lp mnopR R R R  (6.27) 
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 In order to obtain the conversion factors of the Voigt rule for L  fourth-order 

tensor, the linear transformation of equation (6.7) is defined in both Voigt and indicial 

notations. In Voigt notation we can write: 

{ } [ ]{ }ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ     or     σ= =s σL La ab bs  (6.28) 

while in indicial notation the same expression is: 

ˆ σ̂= Lij ijkl kls  (6.29) 

where the conversion factors from →a ij  and from →b kl  are in Table I.1. Two 

examples of the above-described operations will be shown to demonstrate that when ij  

and kl  indices of Lijkl  are different between each other ( ,≠ ≠Li j k l ), a conversion factor of 

2 is needed to transform the components from Voigt to indicial notation. 

 Let us calculate 11 1ˆ ˆ=s s . In Voigt notation is: 

1 11 1 12 2 13 3ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆσ σ σ= + +L L Ls  (6.30) 

whereas in indicial notation is: 

11 1111 11 1122 22 1133 33ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆσ σ σ= + +L L Ls  (6.31) 

 Identifying terms =L Lijkl ab  when =i j  and =k l . And, calculating 12 6ˆ ˆ=s s  we 

obtain in Voigt notation: 

6 66 6ˆ σ̂= Ls  (6.32) 

while in indicial notation is: 

12 1212 12 1221 12ˆ ˆ ˆσ σ= +L Ls  (6.33) 

 Knowing that Lijkl  is symmetric tensor, which implies =L Lijkl jilk , we can rewrite 

the expression above as: 

12 1212 12ˆ ˆ2 σ= Ls  (6.34) 
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which yields to the conclusion that 2 =L Lijkl ab  when ≠i j  and ≠k l . Therefore, the 

Voigt matrix form for the anisotropy weighting tensor L  is: 

[ ]

( )

( )

11 12 13

12 11 13

13 13 33

44

44

11 12

1111 1122 1133

1122 1111 1133

1133 1133 3333

2323

2323

1111 1122

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 2

 
 
 
 

=  
 
 
 

−  
 
 
 
 

=  
 
 
 

−  

L

L L L
L L L
L L L

L
L

L L

L L L
L L L
L L L

L
L

L L

 (6.35) 

 

6.2. Experiments 

6.2.1. Material description 

The material tested was MAR-M 247 directionally solidified nickel-base 

superalloy. The nominal chemical composition of the superalloy in weight percentage 

can be seen in Table 6.1. Its microstructure is anisotropic by nature as can be observed 

in Figure 6.3. In this figure, a longitudinal cross section of two tested axisymmetric 

smooth specimens is depicted. The specimen on the left was tested with the grain 

growth direction aligned with the load axis, while the specimen on the right was tested 

with the grain growth direction forming 90º with the load axis. Those specimen 

configurations were denoted as 0º and 90º for obvious reasons. 

 
Table 6.1. Nominal chemical composition in %wt. of MAR-M 247 nickel-base superalloy. 

C Cr Co Mo W Ta Al Ti B Zr Hf Ni 
0.15 8.0 10.0 0.6 10.0 3.0 5.5 1.0 0.015 0.03 1.5 bal. 
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Figure 6.3. 0º and 90º orientations with respect the grain growth direction. 

 

 
Figure 6.4. Dimensions and geometry of the smooth axisymmetric specimens. 

 

The specimens were machined from the same piece of bulk material. The 

geometry and dimensions are detailed in Figure 6.4. The symmetry axis of such 

specimens was taken at 0º and 90º from the grain growth direction. All the tests were 

carried out on the two material orientations. The superalloy is composed of very coarse 

grains that can also be observed in Figure 6.3. This fact leads presumably to a very 

disperse fracture behaviour. 

6.2.2. Quasi-static tensile tests 

The quasi-static tensile tests were carried out on axisymmetric specimens 

oriented at 0º and 90º, at room temperature, 200 ºC, 400 ºC and 600 ºC. The tests were 

performed in an INSTRON servo-hydraulic universal testing machine at a strain rate of 

1.5×10-4 s-1. A temperature chamber was installed in the testing machine in order to 

perform the high temperature tests. The chamber was equipped with two quartz glass 

windows that allowed recording of the tests with an optical device, i.e. a digital video 

camera. 
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The longitudinal strain measurements for the specimens tested at room 

temperature were monitored through using an extensometer with 12 mm of gauge 

length and a maximum extension of ±2.5 mm (see Figure 6.5 (a)). The longitudinal 

strains of specimens tested inside the temperature chamber were obtained after        

post-processing the images taken with the video camera. The specimens were painted 

with two white zones using heat resistant ceramic glue leaving the same gauge length as 

the extensometer unmarked (see Figure 6.5 (b)). The images were later post-processed 

with Matlab computing software in order to obtain the strains. 

Assuming the volume conservation the well-known expressions for obtaining the 

true stress σ  and the true strain ε  from their engineering counterparts s  and e  can be 

used. The expressions are as follows: 

( ) ( )
         ;     

ln 1    ;    1ε σ
= ∆ =

= + = +
s se l l s F A

e s e
 (6.36) 

where ∆l  is the elongation, sl  is the initial length of the specimen, F  is the force at 

which the specimen is subjected and sA  is the initial cross-section area of the specimen. 

 

      a       b 

  
Figure 6.5. Pictures of the quasi-static tensile tests at room temperature (a), 200 ºC, 400 ºC and 600 ºC 
(b). 
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The plastic strain ε p  was obtained, assuming the additive decomposition of the 

strains as: 

σε ε= −p E
 (6.37) 

 If no necking occurs, the equivalent stress can be considered uniform across the 

minimum cross-section area of an axisymmetric specimen. Further, the strain can be 

also considered uniform in gauge length area. Therefore, we can write: 

    ;     ε ε σ σ= =p p  (6.38) 

As expected, the true stress-strain curves obtained from the tests revealed the 

different behaviour of the specimens with 0º orientation and the specimens with 90º 

orientation. Two differentiated groups could be distinguished by observing            

Figure 6.6 (a). The specimens with 0º orientation exhibited a higher yield stress than 

those oriented at 90º. This was not surprising, since the 0º orientation should coincide 

with the radial direction of a turbine blade disk. The radial direction of the turbine blade 

disk, as explained before, is the most demanding one. Hence, the specimens with 0º 

orientation were supposed to have better mechanical properties. A slight variation on 

the hardening could be observed when comparing the specimens oriented at 0º and 90º. 

Nonetheless, the hardening will be considered isotropic for the sake of simplicity. The 

temperature did not affect the stress-strain behaviour of the specimens in either of the 

two directions. 

The fracture behaviour of both orientations seemed quite disperse. Given that the 

grain size was comparable to the specimen size, the dispersion in the results was 

somewhat expected. The grain size compared with the specimen can be observed in 

Figure 6.3 for 0º and 90º orientations. 

6.2.3. Dynamic tensile tests 

Dynamic tensile tests of axisymmetric smooth specimens with 0º and 90º 

orientations were carried out in a SHTB. The details and configuration of the SHTB 

used to perform such tests was depicted in Figure 5.5, while the experimental set-up 

was depicted Figure 5.4. The strain rate at which the mechanical tests were carried out 

was approximately 1.0×103 s-1.Given that the specimens tested in quasi-static conditions 
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did not exhibit any temperature softening; the dynamic tests were conducted only at 

room temperature. The characteristics and working conditions of the SHTB employed 

in this case is exactly the same as that used in the previous chapter (see section 5.3.2). 

The strain history was recorded by means of the strain gauges attached to the input and 

output bars. The procedure for obtaining the engineering stress and strain histories is 

detailed in Chapters 4 and 5. The true stress and true strain were determined employing 

the equations (5.17). 

   a 

 
   b 

 
Figure 6.6. True stress-strain curves corresponding to quasi-static (a) and dynamic (b) tests compared 
with numerical simulations carried out with the proposed model. 
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The true stress-strain curves obtained from the dynamic tests of smooth 

axisymmetric specimens are shown in Figure 6.6 (b). A clear increase of the yield stress 

with respect to the quasi-static tests can be appreciated in both 0º and 90º orientations. 

The strain to failure was significantly reduced with respect to the quasi-static 

experiments in the two orientations that the tests were performed. However, the fracture 

strain seems to be less dispersive. Again, the specimens oriented with 0º showed higher 

strength than those with 90º. 

6.3. Identification of constants 

The constants K  and M  should be selected depending on the microstructure of 

the alloy. Having said that, taking 2=K  and 8=M  is considered a good 

approximation for yield criteria in polycrystals with FCC structure [19, 21]. 

The 0º orientation was chosen as the reference orientation. The anisotropic 

constants 12c , 13c  and 44c  were determined by minimising the next error function: 

( )
2

0º
1

θ

θ
θ =

 
= −  

 
∑

N
p

ij
e

Y
E c

Y
 (6.39) 

where θ
pY  and θ

eY  are the predicted and the experimental values of the yield stresses in 

θ  orientation and N  is the number of orientations with available experimental results. 

It should be noted that this error function is not the original used by Barlat et al. [20] 

and is simpler though sufficient, for the purpose sought for this research. Nevertheless, 

it has also been used successfully by Grytten et al. [90] for calibrating anisotropic 

constants. A minimum of three orientations were required in order to calibrate the 

anisotropic constants, i.e. 0º
eY , 45º

eY  and 90º
eY . Unfortunately, the experimental campaign 

was only performed using two of the three required orientations. To cope with this 

issue, ( )45º 0º 90º 2= +e e eY Y Y  was considered. Minimising the error function with the 

yield stresses 0º
eY , 45º

eY  and 90º
eY  , the anisotropic constants listed in the Table 6.2 were 

obtained. The predicted yield stresses normalised with the reference yield stress are 

plotted in Figure 6.7. The rotations around z axis have no consequences for the yield 

stress, while the rotations about y or x axis yield an anisotropic behaviour of it. 
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Figure 6.7. Anisotropy of yield stress normalised with the reference yield stress chosen to be the yield 
stress of the 0º orientation. 

 

Table 6.2. Material constants for the transversely isotropic model for directionally solidified alloys of 
MAR-M 247 nickel-base superalloy. 

Physical properties and isotropic elastic constants 
E (GPa) ν  ρ (kg/m3) pC (J/kgºC) χ  

155 0.3 8240 470 0.9 
Anisotropic yield criterion 

12c  13c  44c  K  M  
1.17974 1.08987 1.03181 2 8 

Constitutive relation 
Strain hardening  Strain rate hardening   Thermal softening  

A (MPa) B (MPa) n   C  0ε (s-1)  m  rT (ºC) mT (ºC) 
850 2500 1.0  0.015 1.5×10-4  - 24 1800 

Cockroft-Latham failure criterion 
 (MPa)CRW  

140 
 

The constitutive model was calibrated with the true stress-strain curves from the 

experiments of specimens oriented at 0º (reference orientation). Additionally numerical 

simulations were performed to assure the correct calibration of the model. The details of 

the numerical simulations are analysed in the next section. The curves presented almost 

a linear hardening. Therefore, 1=n  was adopted. A  was taken as the yield stress 

850=A  MPa and B  was adjusted until experimental response was fitted with the 

numerical simulations. C  was determined in first approximation with the constitutive 
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relation (see equation (2.59)) and the yield stresses from the quasi-static and the 

dynamic tests as 7ln(0.67 10 ) 1−× = −dyn q sC Y Y . A certain number of simulation runs 

were necessary to adjust the final value of C . 

In a tensile test of an axisymmetric smooth specimen 1σ̂  can be considered 

1σ̂ σ . Therefore, the critical plastic work crW  of the Cockroft-Latham failure criterion 

can be written as: 

( )10 0
ˆ , ,

ε ε
σ ε σ ε ε ε= =∫ ∫ 

f f
p p

cr p p p pW d T d  (6.40) 

 Averaging the strain to failure of all the axisymmetric specimens oriented at 0º 

tested in quasi-station conditions, the critical value of the plastic work was found to be 

=crW 140 MPa. All the constants calibrated for the MAR-M 247 superalloy through 

using the transversely isotropic material model for directionally solidified alloys are 

listed in Table 6.2. 

6.4. Numerical simulations 

In order to check the validity of the model numerical simulation of the quasi-

static and dynamic tests of smooth axisymmetric specimens were performed in          

LS-DYNA non-linear finite element code. The transversely isotropic material model for 

directionally solidified alloys was implemented in LS-DYNA by means of a            

user-defined material subroutine. The details of the implementation as well as the return 

algorithm used are explained in the subsequent section. 

The finite element model of the axisymmetric smooth specimen was always 

oriented with the symmetry axis coinciding with the z global axis. The orientation of the 

microstructure was changed rotating the L  tensor as previously explained (see section 

6.1.3). The orientation vectors used for the specimens with 0º, 45º and 90º orientations 

were ( )0,0,1v , ( )1,0,1v  and ( )1,0,0v  respectively. 

The quasi-static tests were simulated by prescribing a motion in the specimen 

end nodes. The nodes of the opposite end were constrained. The specimen was 

modelled using eight-node solid elements with one integration point and stiffness-based 

hourglass control. 20 elements were employed across the diameter in the gauge area of 
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the specimen. No failure criterion was used for the numerical simulations run for the 45º 

oriented specimens. The results of the numerical simulations for the three orientations 

0º, 45º and 90º are plotted in Figure 6.6 (a). The true stress-strain curves were in 

agreement with the experimental data for both 0º and 90º orientations. The failure point 

for the 0º oriented specimen was between the largest and the smallest values of the 

strain to failure. Nevertheless, it was closer to the lowest value, remaining on the 

conservative side. On another note, the failure point of the 90º oriented specimen was 

more or less in the middle of the largest and the smallest values of strain to failure. 

The dynamic tests of the axisymmetric smooth specimens were modelled by 

employing the same meshes as those used for the simulations of the quasi-static tests. 

The only difference was the introduction of the input and output bars of the SHTB (see 

Figure 6.8). The bars were modelled with an elastic material. The incident wave was 

imposed as a prescribed velocity in the free end of the input bar (see sections 4.5 and 

5.4.3 ). Again, the failure criterion was deactivated for the numerical simulations of the 

specimens oriented at 45º. The true stress-strain curves from the numerical simulations 

are plotted in Figure 6.6 (b). Since the strain to failure scatter was smaller in the 

dynamic tests, better agreement was found between numerical and experimental data in 

both orientations. 

It should be noted that the critical plastic work used in all the simulations was 

exactly the same. Nonetheless, the strain to failure presented a big scatter, the   

Cockroft-Latham failure criterion was able to make reasonable predictions, especially 

for the specimens tested in dynamic conditions. 

 

 
Figure 6.8. Finite element model used for the numerical simulations of the axisymmetric smooth 
specimens tested in the SHTB. 
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6.5. Numerical implementation 

6.5.1. Cutting plane algorithm 

The cutting plane algorithm solves the return-mapping equations from the 

backward Euler scheme using an iterative process in which the forward Euler 

expression of the plastic multiplier is employed. In each iteration, a sub-increment of 

the plastic multiplier is obtained. The geometric interpretation of the algorithm is 

illustrated in Figure 6.9.  

Starting with the trial elastic step, in each iteration the forward Euler scheme is 

used to compute the new stress. In the Figure 6.9 can be seen how the iteration process 

works. The current stress is projected onto the cutting planes obtaining the updated 

stress until the plane is tangent to the updated yield surface. 

6.5.2. Numerical differentiation of the flow vector 

The derivatives of the yield function are necessary when implementing a 

constitutive model with associative flow rule. The direction of the plastic strains is 

required in order to return properly to the yield surface. Therefore, the flow vector must 

be computed. On occasions, the flow vector may have awkward expressions as is the 

case here. The flow vector for the proposed anisotropic plasticity model can be extended 

using the chain rule as: 

( )( ) ( )( )ˆˆ ˆˆˆ :
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ

φ φ φ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
= = =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

σ s sN σ s
σ s σ s

L :  (6.41) 

 In order to avoid such complex derivatives, a numerical differentiation was 

employed. According to a previous study performed by Aretz [93], cited in [88], a 

forward difference scheme for the numerical differentiation has been proven reliable. 

Moreover, computing the derivatives this way, the singularities that the analytical 

derivatives may have are avoided. 

 The expression for the numerical differentiation of the flow vector reads: 

( ) ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ

φ φφ + ∆ −∂
∆

σ σ σ
σ σ


d
 (6.42) 

where the Euclidean norm of ˆ∆σ  was chosen 5ˆ 10−∆ ≈σ . 
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Figure 6.9. Geometric interpretation of the cutting plane return algorithm for hardening plasticity. 

 

6.5.3. Implementation scheme 

Given σ n , Fn , nD , nT  and 1+∆ = −n nt t t ; 1+∆ = −ε ε εn n  in nt  

DO loop over the elements 

 Compute rotation tensor: 

=U F FT
   

1−=R FU  

Compute corotational variables: 

ˆ  ∆ = ∆ε R ε RT   ˆ =σ R σ RT
n n  

Compute equivalent plastic strain: 

trial
 1  ε ε+ =p n p n  

Compute elastic trial stress tensor: 

Elastic domain at

Cutting planes

1ˆ +σn

σ̂n

( ) ˆ , 0φ ε =σn p n

( )1  1ˆ, 0φ ε+ + =σn p n

( )0trial
1 1ˆ ˆ+ +≡σ σn n

( )1
1ˆ +σn

( )2
1ˆ +σn

( )
( )

( )
1

1
 1ˆ ,

0
φ

ε +
=

σ p n

( ) ( )( )2
2
 1ˆ , 0

φ ε +
=σ p n

nt
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trial
1

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ :+ = + ∆σ σ εCn n  

Compute anisotropic constant weighting tensor: 

*
ref :=L C T  

refθ θ θ=L R L RT
z z z  

θ θ θ θ=L = L R L RT
y y z y  

 Compute elastic trial IPE deviatoric tensor: 

trial trial
1 1ˆ:+ +=s σLn n  

Compute yield function: 

( )trial trial ref
1 1   , ,φ σ ε ε+ += − 

n n n p n p n nY T  

IF trial ref
1 TOLφ + ≤n nY  THEN elastic update 

Update the corotational stress tensor: 

trial
1 1ˆ ˆ+ +=σ σn n  

ref ref trial ref
1 1+ += =n n nY Y Y  

trial
1 1σ σ+ +=n n  

Compute internal variables: 

trial
 1  1  ε ε ε+ += =p n p n p n  

1+ =n nD D  

1+ =n nT T  

Undo the rotation of the stress tensor: 
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1 1ˆ + +=σ R σ RT
n n  

ELSE plastic update 

Cutting plane algorithm. For 0=k  set: 

trial
1 1ˆ ˆ+ +=σ σk

n n , ref ref
1 1+ +=k

n nY Y ,  1  ε ε+ =k
p n p n , 0ε∆ =k

p , 0δε =p  

DO WHILE ( ) ref
1 1 TOLφ + + ≤k k

n nY  

1

1 1 1 1
ˆ: :

φδε +

+ + + +

=
+N N HC

k
n

p k k k k
n n n nH

 

1 k
1 1 1

ˆˆ ˆ :δε+
+ + += −σ σ NCk k

n n p n  

1ε ε δε+∆ = ∆ +k k
p p p   1 1

 1  1ε ε ε+ +
+ += + ∆k k k

p n p n p  

( )1 1 ref +1 1
1 1 1  1  , ,φ σ ε ε+ + +

+ + + += − 

k k k k
n n n p n p n nY T  

: 1= +k k  

ENDDO 

 Compute the corotational plastic strain increment tensor: 

1ε ε +∆ = ∆ k
p p  

trial
1

trial
1

ˆ3ˆ
2

ε
σ

+

+

′
∆ = ∆

σε p n
p

n

 

Update equivalent plastic strain: 

1
 1  1ε ε +

+ += k
p n p n  

Update the stress tensor: 

1
1 1ˆ ˆ +

+ +=σ σ k
n n  
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Update internal variables: 

Equivalent plastic strain rate: 

 1

ε
ε +

∆
=

∆


p
p n t

 

Damage: 

1
1 σ̂ ε∆ = ∆ p

cr

D
W

  1+ = + ∆n nD D D  

Temperature: 

1ˆ ˆ ˆ+∆ = −σ σ σn n  

ˆˆ :χ
ρ

∆ = ∆ ∆σ ε p

p

T
C

  1+ = + ∆n nT T T  

Undo the rotation of the stress tensor: 

1 1ˆ + +=σ R σ RT
n n  

ENDIF 

ENDDO 

RETURN 

6.6. Concluding remarks 

A transversely isotropic material model for directionally solidified alloys was 

proposed. The model accounts for transversely isotropic anisotropic plasticity with a 

linear transformation based yield function. The elastic behaviour, as well as the 

hardening, were considered isotropic for the sake of simplicity. The failure was 

modelled with the Cockroft-Latham failure criterion. 

The material model was implemented in LS-DYNA non-linear finite element 

code employing a user-defined material subroutine. Such a subroutine was implemented 
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using FORTRAN programming language. The implementation was performed with a 

corotational formulation. Unlike the “conventional” formulation, the corotational 

formulation allowed avoidance of rigid body rotations and possible future 

implementations with anisotropic elastic laws. 

To ease the work of the user, a material vector was introduced in the subroutine. 

This material vector offered the possibility to orient the anisotropy weighting tensor in 

the desired direction. This implies that the reference material orientation can be oriented 

in any arbitrary direction selected by the user. 

The transversely isotropic material model was calibrated for the MARM-247 

directionally solidified nickel-base superalloy. The experimental campaign was 

performed in order to calibrate the model included quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests 

of smooth axisymmetric tests. All the tests were carried out with two material 

orientations 0º and 90º, with 0º being the orientation of the grain growth direction. The 

quasi-static tensile tests were performed at various temperatures. The strength of the 

superalloy was not affected by the temperature. An additional orientation was necessary 

(45º) to calibrate the anisotropic model. The yield stress for such an orientation was 

averaged from the experimental values at 0º and 90º orientations. 

To check the validity of the material model, numerical simulations of the quasi-

static and dynamic tests were performed. All the simulations were run for three 

orientations 0º, 45º and 90º. Nevertheless, for the numerical simulations run with the 

grain growth direction oriented at 45º, the failure criterion was deactivated. The results 

were quite satisfying, despite the scatter of the strain to failure values of the quasi-static 

tests. A good agreement between experiments and numerical simulations was achieved 

for the dynamic tests. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusions and future work 

7.1. Conclusions 

Based on our needs, that is to say, through precise simulation of the impact 

phenomena that may occur inside a jet engine turbine with an explicit non-linear finite 

element code, four new material models are postulated. The proposed material models 

have been developed with a set of characteristics as a guideline. Such a set was 

described in Chapter 1 and is summarised below: 

• The material model should be able to consider the strain rate and thermal 

softening effects. 

• It should be as simple as possible. This implies keeping the number of the 

material constants as low as possible. 

• It should be able to capture complex fracture patterns like cup-cone, slanted or 

shear fracture. Additionally, some kind of Lode angle dependence should be 

implemented in the material model. 

Thus, four material models have been developed during this research. Each one 

of the models has been calibrated for four high performance alloys that may be 

encountered in a modern jet engine.  

Subsequently, a brief description of the main achievements is provided. 
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7.1.1. JCX material model. 6061-T651 aluminium alloy 

A new uncoupled material model for high strain and ballistic applications has 

been proposed. Based on a Johnson-Cook type model, the proposed formulation 

introduces the effect of the third deviatoric invariant by means of three Lode angle 

dependent functions. The functions have been included in both plasticity and failure 

models. The postulated model was calibrated for a 6061-T651 aluminium alloy with 

data taken from the literature. The fracture pattern predictability of the JCX material 

model has been shown through performing numerical simulations of various quasi-static 

and dynamic tests. 

7.1.2. JCXt material model. FV535 martensitic stainless steel 

As an extension of the formulation developed for the JCX model, the thermal 

softening behaviour modifications due to phase transformation temperatures have been 

included in the postulated model. Analogous to the Lode angle dependent functions, a 

Lode angle dependent flow stress is defined. Such a flow stress is based on three 

reference stress states: axisymmetric tension, pure shear and axisymmetric compression. 

Analysing the phase diagram and high temperature tests performed, phase 

transformation temperatures of the FV535 stainless steel have been obtained. In 

addition, the JCXt material model constants for the FV535 stainless steel have been 

calibrated. 

7.1.3. JCXd material model. Precipitation hardened Inconel718 

A coupled elastoplastic-damage material model for high strain and ballistic 

applications has been presented. A Lode angle dependent function has been included in 

the equivalent plastic strain to failure definition of the Johnson-Cook failure criterion. 

The weakening in the elastic law and in the Johnson-Cook type constitutive relation 

implicitly includes the Lode angle dependency in the elastoplastic behaviour. The 

material model has been calibrated for precipitation hardened Inconel 718 nickel-base 

superalloy. The combination of a Lode angle dependent failure criterion with weakened 

constitutive equations has been proven to predict fracture patterns of the mechanical 

tests performed. 
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7.1.4. Transversely isotropic plasticity model. MAR-M 247 DS 

A transversely isotropic material model for directionally solidified alloys has 

been presented. The proposed yield function is based a single linear transformation of 

the stress tensor. The linear operator weights the degree of anisotropy of the yield 

function. The elastic behaviour and the hardening have been considered isotropic. To 

model the hardening, a Johnson-Cook type hardening has been adopted. A material 

vector has been included in the model implementation. The failure has been modelled 

with the Cockroft-Latham failure criterion. The material vector allows orienting the 

reference orientation to any other that the user may need. The model has been calibrated 

for the MAR-M 247 directionally solidified nickel-base superalloy. 

7.1.5. Experimental aspects 

During the experimental stage of the research carried out, a considerable number 

of experimental techniques have been employed. Those techniques are listed below: 

• Quasi-static universal testing machines, used in both compression and tension 

configurations. 

• Dynamic mechanical tests carried out in two SHTBs with different dimensions.  

• High temperature tests conducted in both quasi-static and dynamic regimes. 

• Optical strain measurement systems have been utilised. Post-processing of 

images with in-house and commercial DIC software has been performed. 

Additionally, Matlab computing software has been used for obtaining the strain 

measurements of quasi-static and dynamic tests. 

7.1.6. Numerical aspects 

The implementations for all the proposed material models have been detailed in 

a code-like language. The possibilities that computational plasticity offers have been 

shown, programming three return-mapping algorithms. The radial scaling method, 

closest point algorithm (radial return) and cutting plane algorithm have been 

implemented. 
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7.2. Future research lines 

The next research lines are proposed in order to continue the research presented 

in the thesis: 

7.2.1. Ballistic impact tests 

In order to check the full validity of the proposed material models a series of 

ballistic impact tests would be desirable. A comparison of the experiments with 

numerical simulations using the implemented models, would be a great step in the 

validation process. In parallel, a numerical study of the return mappings and their 

efficiency in ballistic applications would be of significant importance. Of course, 

solutions to typical issues that may appear when simulating ballistic phenomena should 

be assessed. Some of those issues can include among others, the following: the 

pathological mesh size dependency of the failure and the dramatic time step reduction 

due to the extreme deformations that the elements are subjected to. 

7.2.2. Mechanical tests with combined loading 

The mechanical tests of specimens that can develop the desired stress stated 

have been proven reliable in Chapter 5. Nevertheless, in order to have more points lying 

in the fracture surface mechanical tests with combined loading should be necessary. 

Unfortunately, the test rigs that allow performing such tests are few and expensive. 

Torsion tests of the materials presented in the thesis would also be of significant 

importance, since these kinds of tests are not extensively reported in the literature. New 

data would be available to feed the proposed material models. 

7.2.3. Anisotropic hardening 

Due to its complex formulation, the approaches to the anisotropic hardening 

plasticity are few. Many cases of anisotropic hardening plasticity can be found in the 

literature, but the majority of them as modelled through employing isotropic hardening. 

A development of an anisotropic hardening formulation and its implementation in a 

user-defined subroutine would be of extreme relevance. 
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APPENDIX A  

Basic Notions of Continuum Mechanics 

 Given the extensive amount of topics that continuum mechanics embraces, not 

all of them can be adequately covered in this work. For a more detailed description and 

explanation of continuum mechanics in computational and engineering applications, the 

author recommends sources such as [9, 10, 92]. Only a small portion of the huge 

universe is dealth with in this appendix, and only that necessary to explain the work 

developed by the author in this thesis. 

A.1. The deformation gradient 

The deformation gradient F  of a motion ( ), tφ X  is a second-order tensor given 

by: 

( )( )Grad , dt
d

= =
xF φ X
X  

(A.1) 

 The deformation gradient is the linear operator that relates an infinitesimal line 

segment dX  of a body B  in the reference configuration ( )0Ω B  with an infinitesimal 

line dx  of the same body in the deformed configuration ( )Ω B  (see Figure A.1). 

Three infinitesimal vectors, 1dX , 2dX  and 3dX  start in the same material point X  in 

the reference configuration ( )0 BΩ , the volume is (see Figure A.2): 

 (A.2) 
 

( )0 1 2 3dv d d d= × ⋅X X X
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Figure A.1. The deformation gradient for a motion ( ),φ X t . 

 

In the deformed configuration ( )BΩ  the volume then gives: 

( )1 2 3dv d d d= × ⋅F x F x F x  (A.3) 

On virtue of the mixed cross-dot product property, the next relation is obtained 

[10]: 

( ) ( )( )

( )

1 2 3 1 2 3

0

det

det

d d d d d d
dv J
dv

× ⋅ = × ⋅

= =

F x F x F x F x x x

F
 

(A.4) 

The determinant of the deformation gradient represents the change of volume, 

being therefore, 1J =  in the reference configuration, and 0J >  for any deformed 

configuration. 

 
Figure A.2. Change of volume. 
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A.2. Polar decomposition 
Applying the polar decomposition theorem (see Figure A.3), the following is 

obtained: 

= =F RU VR  (A.5) 

where R  is the rotation tensor and U  and V  are the right and left stretch tensors 

respectively. R  is an orthogonal tensor meaning: 

( )
1

det 1

1

T

T T

−

= ±

=

= =

R

R R
R R RR  

(A.6) 

U  and V are symmetric positive definite tensors related by: 

T T

T T

= = =

= = =

V RUR B FF

U R VR C F F  
(A.7) 

where C  and B  are the right and left Cauchy-Green strain tensors respectively. 

U  and V  have the same set of eigenvalues 1λ , 2λ  and 3λ . These eigenvalues 

are the so-called principal stretches. U  and V  can be rewritten as: 

 
Figure A.3. Physical interpretation of the polar decomposition. Rotation and stretch tensors. 
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1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

λ λ λ
λ λ λ

= ⊗ + ⊗ + ⊗
= ⊗ + ⊗ + ⊗

V e e e e e e
U l l l l l l  

(A.8) 

where il  and ie  are the eigenvectors U  and V respectively. Substituting (A.7) in (A.8) 

gives: 

i i=l Re  (A.9) 
 

A.3. Strain measures 
Only two magnitudes are defined for the strain measures in this appendix: the 

Lagrangian strain tensor (Green-Lagrange) and the rate-of-deformation tensor. Note that 

these are not the two only ways to measure the strain [10]. Both strain measures 

represent the straining of the material, with them being null for any rigid body motion. 

A.3.1. Green-Lagrange strain tensor 

The square of a deformed length of an infinitesimal line dX  is: 

( )2 2Tdx d d d d d d d d= ⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅ = + ⋅F X F X F F X X C X X I E X X  (A.10) 

where I  is the second-order identity tensor and E  is the Green-Lagrange tensor, which 

equivalently can be expressed by 

( )1
2

= −E C I
 

(A.11) 

 For a rigid body motion =F R , what makes =C I  and therefore 0=E . 

A.3.2. Rate-of-deformation tensor 

Defining the velocity spatial gradient as: 

1grad −= = = +L v FF D W  (A.12) 

where rate-of-deformation tensor D  is the symmetric part of L , whereas the spin 

tensor W  is the skew-symmetric part. They are defined as: 

( ) ( )1sym
2

T= = +D L L L
 

(A.13) 

( ) ( )1skew
2

T= = −W L L L

 

(A.14) 
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 Instantly, stretching can be associated with D  and rigid body rotation velocity 

with W . 

In a rigid body motion 1grad −= = L v RR . In consequence: 

( ) ( )1 1 1 =
2 2 2

T T T ⋅
= + = =  D RR RR RR I 0

 
(A.15) 

 Most of the finite element codes including LS-DYNA [94] compute the strain 

rate tensor ε  in the same manner as (A.13). Therefore, rate-of-deformation and strain 

rate tensors will be considered equivalent even if the notation for them is different. 

A.3.3. Small strain particularisation, infinitesimal strain tensor 

If the displacement material gradient is sufficiently small, then the infinitesimal 

strain tensor is a symmetric tensor defined as: 

( ) ( )1sym Grad Grad Grad
2

T= = +ε u u u
 

(A.16) 

 Small or infinitesimal strains simplify significantly the strain measures, yielding 

to: 

( )
2

skew Grad

≈
≈ +
≈ +

≈ +

E ε
U I ε
C I ε

R I u
 

(A.17) 

 The infinitesimal strain tensor is additive and can be decomposed into deviaoric 

and volumetric parts. The deviatoric strain ′ε  is a traceless tensor ( ( )tr 0′ =ε ), while the 

volumetric tensor vε  is a diagonal tensor. The additive decomposition can be written as: 

v′= +ε ε ε  (A.18) 

 The volumetric strain vε  is a scalar magnitude. It is the first invariant of the 

infinitesimal strain tensor. It is expressed as: 

( ) ( )1 trv Iε = =ε ε  (A.19) 

 In addition, the deviatoric strain tensor is defined as: 

1
3v vε′ = − = −ε ε ε ε I

 
(A.20) 
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 The eigenvalues ( 1ε , 2ε  and 3ε ) and eigenvectors ( 1e , 2e  and 3e ) of the strain 

tensor ε  are the so-called principal strains and principal strain directions respectively. 

The principal strains are ordered in crescent order as 1 2 3ε ε ε> > . 

A.4. Stress measurement. Cauchy stress tensor 
As happened in the case of the strains, there are several stress measures. The 

Cauchy stress has been used as the stress measure.  

With t  being a surface force (traction vector) applied upon a normal vector n , 

exists a linear function that transforms the vector n  into the force t  [95]. The Cauchy 

stress is the geometric second-order symmetric tensor that performs such a 

transformation. Hence, it is defined as: 

 =t σ n  (A.21) 

 Analogously to the infinitesimal strain tensor, the Cauchy stress tensor can be 

decomposed as an addition of deviatoric and hydrostatic parts as: 

Hσ′= +σ σ I  (A.22) 

where Hσ  is the hydrostatic or mean stress, an invariant of the stress tensor given by: 

( ) ( )1
1 1tr
3 3H I pσ = = = −σ σ

 
(A.23) 

where p  is the hydrostatic pressure.  

By means of (A.22) the deviatoric stress tensor is given by: 

( )1 tr
3Hσ′ = − = −σ σ I σ σ I

 
(A.24) 

The principal stresses ( 1σ , 2σ  and 3σ ) are the eigenvalues of σ , while the 

principal stress directions ( *
1e , *

2e  and *
3e ) are the eigenvectors of σ . *

1e , *
2e  and *

3e  

form an orthonormal basis for which the unique non-zero values are the located in the 

diagonal of the Cauchy stress tensor. In other words, for such an orthonormal basis, the 

shear components of the Cauchy stress tensor are null. The principal stresses are 

designated from the smallest, 3σ  to the largest 1σ  in the sequence: 1 2 3σ σ σ≥ ≥ . 
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Figure A.4. Definition of the Cauchy stress tensor. 

 

A.5. Objective magnitudes 
The rigid body rotations affect the formulation of the constitutive equations. The 

material time derivative of the Cauchy stress tensor ( σ ) needs to be frame invariant or 

objective. Therefore, some modification is needed in such a time derivative [9]. In order 

to find a proper objective rate of the Cauchy stress tensor, several stress rate forms may 

be defined. One of these rate forms is the Jaumann rate of the Cauchy stress tensor. 

To avoid this issue, as an alternative, the corotational formulation of the 

constitutive equations can be adopted. In addition, this formulation has significant 

advantages over the previous-mentioned objective stress rates. This approach is 

extremely useful when dealing with anisotropic materials. 

A.5.1. Jaumann stress rate 

The Jaumann rate of the Cauchy stress tensor is defined as: 

J T∇ = − −σ σ Wσ σW  (A.25) 

 This rate form is used by LS-DYNA non-linear finite element code for the stress 

update algorithm [94]. The stress update is made by integrating explicitly in time: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )J Tt dt t dt t dt∇+ = + = + + +σ σ σ σ σ Wσ σW
 (A.26) 

 Computing the Jaumann stress rate as: 

:J J
ep
σ∇ = Cσ D  (A.27) 

where J
ep
∇C  is the elastoplastic tangent modulus. 

t
n

( )Ω B

x
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 If the objective stress rate form chosen for a hypoelastic-plastic constitutive 

equation is the Jaumann rate of the Cauchy stress tensor, the elastic law is given by: 

( ): :J J e J pσ σ∇ = = − C Cσ D D D
 (A.28) 

The elastic moduli fourth order tensor JσC  must be isotropic in order to 

maintain the frame invariance. Thus, Jσ =C C , which means that Jaumann stress rate is 

not suitable for anisotropic materials. 

A.5.2. Corotational formulation 

Corotational formulation uses the rotation tensor R  to neutralise the rigid body 

rotations, maintaining thus the frame invariance. This formulation can be found in the 

literature with other names as spatially rotated or rotationally neutralized. The 

corotational Cauchy stress and the corotational rate-of-deformation tensors are defined 

as [9]: 

ˆ  =σ R σ RT
 (A.29) 

ˆ  =D R D RT

 

(A.30) 

 A corotational formulation for a hypoelastic-plastic constitutive equation is not 

restricted only to isotropic material response. 
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APPENDIX B  

Computation of the polar decomposition 
and eigenvalues 

 Implementing subroutines in finite element codes is not an easy task. Sometimes 

trivial equations cannot be solved without a closed form. That is the case of the polar 

decomposition or the eigenvalue calculation. After consulting several sources, the two 

forms presented below for the computation of the polar decomposition (Table B.1) and 

eigenvalues (Table B.2) has been found the more appropriate. 

 In the algorithm for the computation of the eigenvalues of a symmetric second-

order tensor, S  has been assumed as real. Thus, the expressions employed in Table B.2 

can be used to obtain real values of the eigenvalues ( 1 2 3, ,s s s ). 
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B.1. Computation of the polar decomposition 

Table B.1. Computation of polar decomposition [92]. 

Knowing F ,compute right Cauchy-Green tensor C : 

T=C F F  

Compute the principal stretches 1λ , 2λ  and 3λ , the eigenvalues of C : 

GOTO Table B.2 

Compute the invariants of U : 

1 1 2 3

2 1 2 1 3 2 3

3 1 2 3

i
i
i

λ λ λ
λ λ λ λ λ λ
λ λ λ

= + +
= + +
=

 

Compute right stretch tensor U  and its inverse 1−U : 

( )( )( )

( )

[ ]

1 2 3 1 2 1 3 2 3

2 2
1 2 1 3

1
1 2

3

0
1

1

D i i i

i i i i
D

i i
i

λ λ λ λ λ λ

−

= − = + + + >

 = − + − + 

= − +

U C C I

U C U I

 

Compute the rotation tensor R : 

1−=R FU  
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B.2. Computation of eigenvalues for a symmetric second-order tensor 

Table B.2. Computation of eigenvalues [10]. 

Compute tensor invariants of S : 

( )

( )

1

2 2
2

3

tr( )
1 tr( ) tr( )
2
det

I

I

I

=

 = − 

=

S

S S

S

 

Compute eigenvalues of S : 

3
1 1 2 3

2
1 2

1
2 3

1
1

1
2

1
3

2 9 27
54

3
9

cos

2 cos
3 3

22 cos
3 3
22 cos

3 3

I I I IR

I IQ

R
Q

Is Q

Is Q

Is Q

ξ

ξ

ξ π

ξ π

−

− + −
=

−
=

 
=  

 
 = − + 
 

+ = − + 
 

− = − + 
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